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Abstract: We propose a solution to a classic problem in gravitational physics consisting of

defining the spin associated with asymptotically-flat spacetimes. We advocate that the correct

asymptotic symmetry algebra to approach this problem is the generalized–BMS algebra gbms

instead of the BMS algebra used hitherto in the literature for which a notion of spin is

generically unavailable. We approach the problem of defining the spin charges from the

perspective of coadjoint orbits of gbms and construct the complete set of Casimir invariants

that determine gbms coadjoint orbits, using the notion of vorticity for gbms. This allows us to

introduce spin charges for gbms as the generators of area-preserving diffeomorphisms forming

its isotropy subalgebra. To elucidate the parallelism between our analysis and the Poincaré

case, we clarify several features of the Poincaré embedding in gbms and reveal the presence

of condensate fields associated with the symmetry breaking from gbms to Poincaré. We also

introduce the notion of a rest frame available only for this extended algebra. This allows us

to construct, from the spin generator, the gravitational analog of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-

vector. Finally, we obtain the gbms moment map, which we use to construct the gravitational

spin-charges and gravitational Casimirs from their dual algebra counterparts.
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1 Introduction

The power of symmetry, encoded in a Lie algebra g (or its corresponding group), in the study

of dynamical physical systems has been known for quite some time. In ideal-enough cases, it

may happen that the severe constraints of symmetries can be leveraged to completely unveil
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the classical dynamics of the system which leads to the notion of integrability [1]. This power

came to prominence with the work of Emmy Noether on the relation between symmetries

of a system and conservation laws [2]. On the other hand, in the Hamiltonian formulation

of dynamical system, the phase space Γ, the space of all possible classical configurations of

the system, is a symplectic manifold, and g naturally acts on this space [3, 4]. The physical

(or reduced) phase space is the quotient space with respect to this action, and under some

mild requirements, the quotient space has a canonical symplectic structure. The procedure

to construct this quotient space, called symplectic reduction, is the classical counterpart of

the study of representation theory of the group [5, 6]. An essential tool in this construction

is the notion of moment map µg : Γ ! g∗ for the Hamiltonian g-action whose key property

is its commutativity with the g-action or g-equivariance [7, 8]. This basically means that the

action of g on Γ commutes with the coadjoint action of g on g∗. In particular,

{F,G}g∗ ◦ µg = {F ◦ µg, G ◦ µg}Γ, ∀F,G ∈ F(g∗), (1.1)

where {·, ·}g∗ is the linear Poisson structure on g∗, {·, ·}Γ is the natural symplectic structure on

Γ, and F(g∗) is the space of functions on g∗. Therefore, moment map is the tool to translate

algebraic statements about g∗ to statements about the phase space Γ. It simply represents the

mathematical essence of Noether’s theorems [2]. Furthermore, g-invariant objects on g∗, the

Casimir functions, lead to g-invariant quantities on the phase space Γ. Casimirs are important

because they lead to conserved quantities and therefore play a key role in understanding the

dynamical evolution of the system under study.

Symmetries become even more important within quantum mechanics. As shown by

Wigner [9], the generators of symmetries can be represented as linear operators acting on the

Hilbert space of the quantum system, as the space of all possible quantum states. Hence,

it can be realized as certain representation spaces of symmetries.1 In the simplest case, the

translation symmetry leads to the conservation of linear momentum. More interestingly is

the angular momentum of the system which is conserved under the rotational symmetry and

its quantization leads to many well-known theorems about quantum-mechanical dynamics of

angular momentum [10]. Furthermore, the quantization amounts to replace {·, ·}g∗ with the

Lie algebra bracket −i[·, ·]g, where the latter is the Lie bracket of g. In particular, under

this quantization map, Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits turn to Casimir elements of the

algebra. On the other hand, there are systematic methods to construct the representation

spaces of symmetry algebras among which are the method of induced representation of George

Mackey [11–13] and the method of coadjoint orbits of Alexandre Kirillov [14–17]. In the latter

method, the existence of the symmetry action on the phase space can be used construct

unitary representations. Indeed each coadjoint orbits of the action would lead to such a

representation. Therefore, the study of coadjoint orbit is an important tool in the phase

space quantization.

1One needs to distinguish between the notion of global symmetries and gauge invariance. The physical

Hilbert space carries a nontrivial action of the first while is inert to the action of the second.
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Other than the construction of conserved quantities, by the pioneering work of Bargmann

and Wigner, elementary particles are defined to be unitary irreducible representations of the

isometry of the spacetime on which the theory lives [18]. In the absence of gravity, it is

well-known that the isometry algebra is simply the Poincaré algebra, a case that has been

extensively studied in the past including the classical treatments in [19–24].

The inclusion of gravity poses certain puzzles, the most important of which is the iden-

tification of a proper notion of symmetry of a given gravitational system that replaces the

notion of isometry of a spacetime. In fact, there is no fixed spacetime in quantum gravity.

Hence studying the isometry of a single spacetime and then, based on Bargmann–Wigner

philosophy [18], defining elementary particles as its unitary irreducible representations do not

make much sense. Furthermore, there is not a sensible notion of symmetry associated with

compact spacetimes without boundaries. However, in the presence of boundaries, there is a

way out as follows: One can fix an asymptotic structure2 S∞ and then define the asymptotic

symmetry group as those elements of the bulk diffeomorphisms3 of a physical spacetime M

that fix S∞. More precisely,4

Asymptotic symmetries :=
Diff(M,S∞)

Diff(M, 1∞)
, (1.2)

where the group Diff(M,S∞) consists of diffeomorphisms of bulk physical spacetime pre-

serving S∞ and Diff(M, 1∞) is the group of those diffeomorphisms that goes off to identity

asymptotically. In general, this asymptotic structure is not the isometry group of the bound-

ary of the (conformal completion) of a spacetime, denoted as I in the literature, and hence

is not a property of a spacetime. Instead, one fixes a certain structure depending on I being

spacelike (asymptotically-dS), null (asymptotically-flat), or timelike (asymptotically-AdS).5

For the case of asymptotically-flat spacetimes, I ≃ R×S, where S is the celestial sphere and

the isomorphism is global.

The first example of asymptotic symmetries in gravity appeared in the foundational

works of Bondi–Van der Burg–Metzner [27] and Sachs [28], the so–called BMS group, whose

Lie algebra is denoted as bms. It is an asymptotic symmetry group of four-dimensional

asymptotically-flat, Lorentzian spacetimes whose properties and representations have been

extensively studied in the past including the classical works of McCarthy [29–35]. The analo-

gous analysis for three-dimensional BMS group is performed in [36–38]. The study of asymp-

totic symmetries has been revived in recent years mainly due to the unraveling of the so-called

2The so-called universal structure in the language of [25].
3As the diffeomorphism group depends on the choice of a differentiable structure (up to equivalences),

we also need to fix this structure first. Therefore, we are indeed considering all spacetimes with a fixed

differentiable structure, fixed topology, and fixed asymptotic structure S∞. One then needs to include all

possible topologies and differentiable structure to obtain quantum gravity with a fixed asymptotic structure.
4Here, it is understood that M is the conformal completion of a physical space-time. We refer to [26] for

the general definition of asymptotic symmetries in gravity.
5The question of which structure needs to be fixed is an important question. Depending on the type of

structure that is being fixed, one obtains different asymptotic symmetries.
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infrared triangle, the three-way relationship between asymptotic symmetries, soft theorems

and memory effects [39]. These studies have uncovered larger asymptotic symmetry groups

of four–dimensional asymptotically-flat, Lorentzian spacetimes such as Extended–BMS group

[40–42], Generalized–BMS group [43, 44], and Weyl–BMS group [45].

As asymptotic symmetries provide a proper notion of symmetry in the gravitational

context, in the sense that they act non-trivially on the phase space of the system, one can

apply the above-mentioned procedure and ask the following two questions:

– Does it make sense to define the notion of “elementary particles” in the presence of

gravity as representations of an asymptotic symmetry group?

– Can asymptotic symmetries be used to construct conserved quantities in the presence

of gravity?

Regarding the first question, despite the fact that asymptotic symmetries have nothing to

do with isometry of a spacetime, the view of defining “elementary particles” in the presence

of gravity as unitary irreducible representations of an asymptotic symmetry group has been

advocated in [28, 46, 47] and especially by McCarthy as the main motivation for his detailed

study of the representation theory of the BMS group [29–35] (see in particular [48] and also

the related work [49]). This perspective has also been recalled in [36] as a motivation to

study the representations of three-dimensional BMS group. Hence, one can naturally apply

the same philosophy to a larger asymptotic symmetry group, in particular the generalized

BMS group and its algebra gbms, which would be the main focus of this work.

Regarding the second question, the possibility of constructing conserved quantities, such

as energy–momentum and spin, in asymptotically-flat Lorentzian spacetimes has important

implications not only for the quantum theory, as argued above. For instance, an unambiguous

definition of spin would provide a key tool in the study of compact binary coalescences emitting

gravitational waves, as it would allow for a more rigorous treatment of the asymptotic frame at

I in matching the quasi-normal mode modeling with the numerical relativity strain waveforms

[50–52].

The idea of using bms as the “right” asymptotic symmetry algebra has led to many

attempts in the past [53–71] (see [72] for a thorough review prior to recent developments).

Let us briefly clarify the status of these attempts. The bms algebra has a unique translation

subalgebra that enables one to define the so-called Bondi–Sachs energy-momentum tensor on

I [27, 28, 73]. However, there are the following undesired features of this algebra that prevent

one from defining angular momentum and spin for asymptotically-flat spacetimes.

(1) Supertranslation ambiguity: The fact that bms does not have a canonical Lorentz sub-

algebra [28, 74, 75].

(2) Center-of-mass ambiguity: The fact that the frames where the shear vanishes at early

and late times are generically different in the presence of radiation [76].
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(3) Rest frame ambiguity: There is no canonical notion of a rest frame, in which the total

momentum is zero, associated with bms, as the condition is cut-dependent.

(4) Undefined angular momentum aspect: The fact that the knowledge of the angular mo-

mentum generator does not define uniquely the angular momentum aspect.

(5) Absence of spin generator: It turns out that if the mass aspect is generic, one cannot

associate a spin generator to the bms algebra for the simple reason that the little group

is Z2, which is not a Lie group and hence there is no corresponding Lie algebra. This

fact has been pointed out as early as the pioneering work of Sachs [28].

We will further elaborate on these issues in §2.2. The main proposal of this work is that

these issues will be resolved once the algebra of asymptotic symmetries is enriched to be the

gbms algebra, which is defined as [43, 44]

gbms = diff(S) RS−1, (1.3)

where diff(S) is the diffeomorphism algebra of the two-sphere S generated by a generic smooth

vector field on S (or super-Lorentz transformations), and RS−1 is the algebra of supertrans-

lations.6 The dual gbms∗ is labeled by a pair (jA,m), where jA and m are the angular

momentum and the mass aspect, respectively. Note that j = jAdσ
A is a one-form on sphere

equipped with coordinates σA and m = m(σ) is simply a function on sphere.

Let us now briefly summarize the main results and formulas in this work.

1.1 Contributions of the paper

In this paper, we shed light on various aspects of the algebra gbms, including some of the

issues that might be known to the experts but are obscure in the literature. The main results

and formulas can be summarized as follows.

Poincaré embeddings (§3). In §3.3 we revisit in our context previous approaches to the

angular momentum problem within the standard bms framework. More precisely, we intro-

duce the notion of a supertranslation invariant intrinsic angular momentum, which requires

the introduction of an electric supertranslation Goldstone mode. We show that this intrinsic

angular momentum generator satisfies the Lorentz Lie algebra SL(2,C), when restricting to

conformal Killing vector fields. The need to extend the Poincaré algebra with the addition

of a Goldstone mode introduces a cut dependence which leads to the difficulties reviewed

in §2.2; Moreover, differently from the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector, which is constructed

purely from the generators of the Poincaré algebra itself, the intrinsic angular momentum

does not satisfy an algebra isomorphic to the little group algebra. This is what motivates our

analysis carried out in the following sections.

6The subscript −1 refers to the conformal weight of functions on the celestial sphere parametrizing super-

translations. See §2.2 for details.
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Before moving on to this investigation, in §3.4 we clarify how the Poincaré embedding in

gbms follows a symmetry-breaking pattern, which leads us to the notion of condensate modes,

canonically conjugated to the Goldstone modes. These supertranslation and super-Lorentz

condensates define an equivalence relation for the mass and angular momentum aspects, thus

representing respectively the geometry of the quotient spaces bms/Poinc, gbms/bms. We then

show how to explicitly construct a Poincaré charge algebra inside gbms for a general non-round

sphere metric.

Algebraic aspects of gbms (§4 and §5). We then focus on purely algebraic properties

of gbms, with no phase space involved. These consist of (1) the coadjoint orbits and their

Casimir invariants and (2) the generators of the isotropy subalgebra. The motivation to

study the first aspect has been explained above: the quantization of coadjoint orbits provides

the representation spaces of gbms. Furthermore, a proper quantization of gbms involves the

notion of spin, and as such, we construct gbms spin generator. Finally, we introduce the

notion of rest frame for gbms, with no counterpart in bms algebra.

In §4, we first consider the gbms coadjoint action on a point of its dual labelled by the

mass aspect and the angular momentum aspect 1-form (m, j) (see (3.20) for the explicit

action). Similar to the analysis of coadjoint orbits of corner symmetry algebra [77], we can

classify the coadjoint orbits through an analogy with fluid mechanics. A crucial role is played

by the notion of density ρ = m
2
3 whose gbms transformations are given in (4.4)) and by the

vorticity. For the algebra gbms, the vorticity 2-form is given by

w = m− 5
3

(
mdj − 2

3
dm ∧ j

)
. (1.4)

The two crucial properties of this quantity are as follows: (1) Its invariance under supertrans-

lation, and (2) the fact that it transforms as a 2-form (see (4.8)). It then follows that the

Casimir invariants of coadjoint orbits are given by (ρ := m
2
3 whose gbms transformations are

given in (4.4))

Cn(gbms) :=

∫

S

wnρ ǫ , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1.5)

where w is the vorticity scalar associated to the two-form w = wρǫ, and ǫ defines an area

form on S which is preserved by the gbms action (see (3.12)).

We next move to the construction of spin generators for gbms. What we will call a

spin generator has the following two defining properties: (1) it is a generator of the isotropy

subalgebra of gbms. By definition, it is the subalgebra of gbms that preserves a given mass

aspect m; (2) it is invariant under any supertranslation. It turns out that the isotropy

subalgebra of gbms is given by

iso(gbms) = sdiffρ(S) RS−1, (1.6)
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where sdiffρ(S) is the algebra of area-preserving diffeomorphisms on S for the area element

ρ := ρǫ = m
2
3 ǫ. Having the isotropy subalgebra at hand, we identify its (smeared) generators

as

Sχ =

∫

S

χw, χ ∈ C∞(S), (1.7)

where C∞(S) ≃ RC0 is the space of functions on sphere. From the gbms transformations of

ρ and w, it then turns out that Sχ is supertranslation-invariant. As (1.7) has all the right

properties, we define it to be the spin generator of gbms.

An overview of these results paralleled by the comparison with the familiar Poincaré

algebra is summarized in Table 1.

Poincaré GBMS

Lie Group SO(3, 1)" ⋉R4 Diff(S)⋉RS−1

Lie Algebra so(3, 1) R4 diff(S) RS−1

Lie Coalgebra

Elements
(jµν , pµ) (jA,m)

Type of Orbits Massive Massive

Label of Orbits −p2 > 0 m > 0

Isotropy Subalgebra so(3) R4 sdiffρ(S) RS−1

Spin Generators wµ Sχ

Casimirs (−p2, w2) Cn, n = 0, 1, . . .

Table 1: The comparison between the Poincaré algebra in four dimensions iso(3, 1) and gbms.

In this table, wµ denotes the components of the (classical) Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector.

As bms suffers from the ambiguity of defining a notion of rest frame (unless we are in

the particular case of a stationary spacetime), we investigate the possibility of defining rest

frame for gbms in §5. The impossibility of reaching such a frame is one of the main reasons

why the definition of spin is ambiguous within the BMS framework. At the same time, it

turns out that due to the access to the full diffeomorphism group, it is possible to define such

a notion in GBMS. This allows us to understand the spin generator (1.7) as the generator of

superrotation in the generalised rest frame, in complete analogy to the Poincaré case.

Recalling that the Bondi frame is defined by the condition of a constant curvature R of

S and non-constancy of the mass aspect m, we define the rest mass reference frame for gbms

as the frame that satisfies

∂Am = 0, ∂AR 6= 0, (1.8)
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where A = 1, 2 denotes the coordinates on S. One can then derive an explicit gbms transfor-

mation that maps the Bondi frame to the rest frame and vice versa (see (5.7)).

As a concrete example of gbms reference frames, we consider the simple example of

stationary spacetimes. It turns out that for such spacetimes, one can go to a frame which is

both Bondi and at rest. We derive the form of mass and angular moment aspects of stationary

spacetimes in the rest frame in (5.15), as well as in a general boosted Lorentz frame in (5.28).

The last question that we touch on in §5.3.2 is whether the mass aspect of a configuration

of massive particles can be obtained by applying bms transformations to a constant mass

aspect. The motivation to study this question is obvious. If the answer is positive, then the

necessity of enlarging the symmetry algebra to gbms would become dubious. However, we give

a definite negative answer to this question using the harmonic decomposition of mass aspect,

which we develop in §5.3.1. Furthermore, we obtain the harmonic decomposition of angular

momentum aspect in §5.3.3. These decompositions reveal the following intriguing feature.

While the ℓ = 0, 1 global modes reproduce the standard 4-momentum and Lorentz piece of

the angular momentum of a particle, the ℓ ≥ 2 condensate contributions of the mass and

angular momentum aspects reproduce exactly the soft factors in the leading and subleading

soft graviton theorems respectively.

Pauli–Lubański generators (§6). We next consider the question of constructing Pauli–

Lubański generators for bms algebra. We construct it for the case of a mass aspect on the

coadjoint orbit of the constant mass (see (6.8)) in (6.13) and show that it reproduces the

Poincaré analog expression in (6.9).

Applications (§7). After developing the necessary tools, we define the gbms moment map

and study several applications as follows.

Moment map for the gbms action (§7.1). Thinking of gbms as the symmetry algebra

which acts on a phase space, the two natural questions are the following

− What is the phase space which carries a Hamiltonian action of gbms?

− What is the moment map for the Hamiltonian action?

The answer to the first question is provided by certain simplifying conditions on the radiative

phase space studied in [78, 79]. These conditions are

IA = NAB = M̃ = 0, (1.9)

where IA, NAB, and M̃ are the covariant energy current, radiative news, and covariant dual

mass, respectively. We will call this phase space electric and non-radiative, and denote it as

ΓENR. The moment map µgbms : ΓENR ! gbms∗ is then given by

µgbms(M) = m, µgbms

(
1

2
(JA − uDAM)

)
= jA, (1.10)

where M and JA the covariant mass and the covariant angular momentum, respectively.
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Gravitational Casimirs and the gravitational spin charge (§7.2). Equipped with

the moment map, we can translate the algebraic properties of gbms∗. In particular, the

gravitational Casimirs are given by

Cn(ΓENR) := µ∗gbmsCn(gbms) =

∫

S

M 2
3wn ǫ, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.11)

with the gravitational vorticity w is defined as

w := µ∗gbmsw =
1

2
M− 2

3 ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
. (1.12)

Furthermore, the gravitational spin charge, which generates the action of (1.6) on ΓENR, is

Sχ := µ∗gbmsSχ =
1

2

∫

S

χ ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
ǫ. (1.13)

A particular feature of (1.11) and (1.13) is their cut-independence, i.e. they do not depend

on the Bondi coordinate u along R ⊂ I.

Gravitational Casimirs for the Kerr spacetime (§7.3). Note that the expression for

Casimirs involve the covariant mass M and the covariant angular momentum JA. These

quantities can be read-off from the asymptotic expansion of the metric in the Bondi-Sachs

coordinates. We give an explicit example of the computation of gravitational Casimirs for

the Kerr metric, where they are given by

Cn(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =





(−3a)n

n+ 1
M

2−n
3 , n = 0, 2, 4, . . . ,

0, n = 1, 3, 5, . . . ,

(1.14)

where M and a are the mass and the reduced angular momentum (defined in (F.4)), respec-

tively.

Technical reviews and proofs of various results are collected in Appendices A, B, C, D,

E, F.

2 Background material and review of the issues

This section is devoted to providing certain background material and motivation for the

rest of the paper. In §2.1, we review general motivations and background on the study of

coadjoint invariants, their relation to conserved quantities, and also asymptotic symmetries

in gravity. We then turn to the issues with the bms algebra in §2.2. These issues motivate

(and indeed demand) to consider an enlarged asymptotic symmetry algebras in the context of

asymptotically-flat spacetimes. Finally, as a precursor and warm-up to the study of symmetry

algebras in gravity, we review in some detail some relevant aspects of Poincaré algebra (such

as massive representations, Casimir elements, and coadjoint orbits) in §2.3.
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2.1 Motivation and background

By the pioneering work of Bargmann and Wigner, elementary particles are defined to be the

unitary irreducible representations of the isometry group of a spacetime [18] (see also [48, 49]).

Given the isometry (Lie) algebra g of a spacetime, Casimir elements, namely elements that

are invariant under the whole algebra g, provide a convenient way to distinguish its irreducible

representations, which are further constrained by the unitarity requirement. Casimir elements

for (the universal enveloping algebra of) g are identified with a g-conserved (i.e. invariant

under the g-action) quantity Ô. At the quantum level and through the Noether theorem, we

know that the group action is given by the adjoint action

δJÔ := [J, Ô], J =

dim g∑

a=1

CaJ
a , (2.1)

where Cas are constants and Ja denote a basis of g generators. A Casimir is, by definition, a

g-conserved operator Ĉ satisfying

δJĈ = 0, ∀J ∈ g. (2.2)

The knowledge of the value of a complete set of Casimir elements associated with an isometry

algebra g labels the representation R of g.

The Lie algebras we are interested in this work (Poincaré, bms or gbms) are in the form

of a semi-direct sum

g = k n, (2.3)

where k is the quotient algebra, n is the Abelian normal ideal, and means that k acts on

n by the Lie bracket (i.e. [k, n] ∈ n). The corresponding group is denoted G = K ⋉ n where

the Abelian subgroup is simply equal to its Lie algebra when it is represented additively.

Induced representations and coadjoint orbits. An established method for studying the

representations of such Lie algebras is the so-called induced representation [11–13, 19]. In this

method, one constructs representations of g from representations of the so-called Wigner’s

little (or isotropy) subgroup, first introduced by Wigner in his study of representations of

in-homogeneous Lorentz algebra [19]. To construct induced representations, one first starts

by selecting an element p ∈ n∗ of the dual normal Lie algebra. Such an element represents

a character χp(x) = ei〈p|x〉, with x ∈ n and 〈·|·〉 being a pairing between n and n∗, for the

Abelian group represented additively. The adjoint action of K on n leads to a coadjoint

action7 ad∗ on n∗. The corresponding group action is denoted Ad∗U for U ∈ K. The sets of

elements Kp that can be reached from p by the coadjoint action of K is called the orbit of p.

Given an element p ∈ n∗ one defines its little or isotropy subgroup to be given by

Iso(p) :=
{
U ∈ K

∣∣Ad∗U p = p
}
. (2.4)

7This action is such that 〈ad∗up|v〉 = −〈p|[u, v]〉, for p ∈ n∗ and u, v ∈ k.
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The corresponding Lie algebra is iso(p) :=
{
u ∈ k

∣∣ ad∗u p = 0
}
. The isotropy groups of differ-

ent points of Kp are isomorphic, so we can refer to the orbit isotropy group as designing the

equivalence class.

Induced representations are therefore characterized by the choice of coadjoint orbits of n∗

and by the choice of representation of the isotropy subgroup. Roughly speaking, once the orbit

is fixed then the question of classification of all possible unitary irreducible representations

boils down to studying the same question for its isotropy subalgebra, which has a much

simpler structure [80, 81]. The subtle and often difficult question that has to be addressed

is whether all representations of interests come from this construction. For example, in the

case of the Poincaré algebra, the choice of orbit is encoded into the mass. For a positive

mass, the spin corresponds to a choice of a representation of the little group’s orbit. For

positive mass, the little group is SO(3) and we recover the usual definition of spin as a little

group representation label. It then turns out that all unitary irreducible representations of

the Poincaré group come from this construction [19].

Coming back to our initial question then, it is crucial to understand whether the BMS

group is big enough to construct (quasi-local) conserved quantities in the presence of grav-

ity. This idea has led to many attempts in the past to construct conserved quantities in

asymptotically-flat spacetimes [53–71] (see [72] for a thorough review prior to recent develop-

ments). However, as advocated above, in order to construct well-defined physical conserved

quantities in an asymptotically-flat spacetime with a fixed asymptotic structure S∞, one

needs first to identify the Casimir elements of the algebra of asymptotic symmetries. This

viewpoint is a generalization of the familiar example of the Poincaré algebra where the values

of the Casimir elements in a unitary irreducible representation determine the (bare) mass and

the spin of an elementary particle, as we will briefly review in §2.3.

2.2 Issues with the bms algebra

In this section, we introduce the first example of asymptotic symmetry groups in gravity, the

BMS group discovered in [27, 28], and furthermore elaborate on various issues in defining

conserved quantities associated with this group.

The BMS group. Recalling that for asymptotically-flat spacetimes I ≃ R × S, where S

denotes the two-sphere, the BMS group is

BMS = SO(3, 1)" ⋉RS−1, (2.5)

where SO(3, 1)" denotes the proper orthochronous subgroup of the Lorentz group and RS−1

denotes the infinite-dimensional Abelian ideal of supertranslations. Its elements are given by

functions on S which transform under SO(3, 1)" as densities of weight8 −1/2. More explicitly,

8In the following we denote by R
S
∆ the space of functions on the sphere that transform under SO(3, 1)" as

densities of weight ∆/2. The unit sphere measure ǫ transforms under Lorentz transformation g as ǫ ! g∗ǫ =

ω−2
g ǫ, where ωg is given in (2.7).
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if one choose complex coordinates (z, z̄) on the unit round sphere with metric ds2 = 4dzdz̄
(1+|z|2)2

,

Lorentz transformations are represented by 2× 2 complex matrices

g =

(
a c

b d

)
∈ SL(2,C). (2.6)

The group B̃MS = SL(2,C)⋉RS−1 is the universal cover of BMS [29]. Its elements act on RS∆

as fractional transformation

(g · f)(z, z̄) := ω−∆
g f

(
az + b

cz + d
,
āz̄ + b̄

c̄z̄ + d̄

)
,

ωg :=
|az + b|2 + |cz + d|2

1 + |z|2 .

(2.7)

In the following, we refer to ∆ as the conformal weight or simply the weight of f . One has

to remember that ∆ is twice the density weight.9

The BMS algebra. The algebra of BMS group (2.5) is given by

bms = so(3, 1) RS−1, (2.8)

where so(3, 1) is the Lorentz algebra and RS−1 denotes the algebra of supertranslations, and

the symbol denotes the action of Lorentz part on supertranslations given by the bms Lie

bracket. In the following, we also need to consider the dual bms∗ of this Lie algebra, which is

labeled by a pair (jA,m), where jA and m are the bms angular momentum and mass aspects,

respectively.

The pairing between elements of RS∆ and its dual is given through an integral over the

sphere. In order for this integral to be invariant under diffeomorphism it needs to be of

conformal weight 2. This means that the duality operation maps RS∆ into RS2−∆, i.e.

(RS∆)
∗ = RS2−∆. (2.9)

This means that the space of mass aspects which contains elements dual to supertranslations

is given by RS3 , i. e. scalar operators of conformal weight 3. This fact was first established by

Bondi [27].

9A density ρ on the sphere is such that under a map (z, z̄) ! (F (z), F̄ (z̄)), it transforms as

ρ ! ρF = |∂F |2(ρ ◦ F ),

and therefore ρF/ρ = ω−2
g when ρ = 2/(1 + |z|2)2 is the round sphere measure and F = g is a conformal

transformation. Thus, a density of weight w is of conformal weight ∆ = 2w.
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Issues in constructing BMS-conserved quantities. As our main aim in this work is

to construct the spin generator in asymptotically-flat spacetimes, we need to explain first

why the bms algebra, as a symmetry of asymptotically-flat spacetimes, is not suited for this

purpose. To do this, let us elaborate on each of the issues (1–5) listed in the introduction.

(1) Supertranslation ambiguity. It is well-known that the set of conformal Killing vectors

(CKV) Y A∂A ∈ TS preserving, up to scale, the round sphere metric q form a closed

algebra under Lie bracket isomorphic to the Lorentz algebra. In order to embed this

representation of the Lorentz algebra into BMS, i. e. as a BMS subalgebra, one needs

to choose a cut C of I. Such a cut is located at u = G(σ) and G is a given function

on the sphere that determines the supertranslation frame.10 The Lorentz generators

associated with the cut C are then represented by vectors on S of the form

ξCY := Y A∂A + Y [G]∂u +
1

2
DAY

A(u−G)∂u, (2.10)

where we denoted Y [G] := Y A∂AG. This vector is the only element of BMS which is

tangent to the cut u = G(σ) and acts as the CKV on the cut. From this definition, it is

clear that two different cuts lead to two different notions of Lorentz transformations that

are related to each other by a supertranslation (Y [∆G]− 1
2DAY

A∆G)∂u with parameter

∆G = G−G′ given by the difference between the two cuts. This is simply a reflection of

the fact that the supertranslation group plays the role that translations have in special

relativity. In special relativity a translation changes the orbital component of the total

angular momentum. In general relativity a supertranslation also change the angular

momentum.11

(2) Center-of-mass ambiguity. This is a related puzzle to the above due to the memory

effect: In non-radiative regions the news tensor vanishes by definition. The shear is

therefore time independent and can be decomposed as a sum of an electric and a mag-

netic component CAB = −2(D〈ADB〉G + D〈AD̃B〉G̃) where G and G̃ are respectively

the electric and magnetic supertranslation Goldstones. The angle bracket denotes the

symmetric trace-free projection and D̃A = ǫA
BDB denotes the magnetic derivative. In

stationary regions such as the asymptotic regions u ! ±∞, it is further assumed that

the magnetic component of CAB vanishes [82]. Therefore in stationary regions, we can

choose the cuts to be such that CAB = 0, hence G = G̃ = 0 after fixing the super-

translation ambiguity. This choice is called the center-of-mass frame. The problem is

10Here G stands for ‘Goldstone’, as it will become clear shortly below.
11In special relativity, this is reflected in the fact that the commutator between generators of translations

and angular momentum is non-zero (see (2.20)). Considering BMS as the asymptotic symmetry group, the

generator of supertranslations do not commute with angular momentum (generators of Lorentz rotations). In

both cases, the semi-direct product structure of the associated group (or equivalently, the semi-direct sum

structure of the corresponding Lie algebra) leads to this conclusion.
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that the center-of-mass frames of early and late time are generically different. Indeed

the supertranslation memory effect [83, 84] implies that in the presence of asymptotic

radiation G+ 6= G− where C±
AB = limu!±∞CAB . Therefore the different Poincaré

subgroup chosen by the good cut condition are different at the initial and final time.

If we are in a non-radiative region which is not stationary then there are even further

issues since we can no longer impose that CAB = 0. In this case we have to decide how

one can fix the center-of-mass frame. There are two, not equivalent, viable proposals

in literature to do so by fixing the supertranslations. The first one due to Newman–

Penrose, is the electric good cut condition which imposes that G = 0 even when G̃ 6= 0

[85, 86]. The other one due to Moreschi is the nice cut condition [87] which demands

that the higher multipole moments

PMor
ℓm :=

∫

S

YℓmmMor, (2.11)

of the Moreschi mass aspect all vanish for ℓ ≥ 1. The Moreschi mass aspect is given in

terms of the Bondi mass aspect by

mMor := mB − 1

4
DADBC

AB , (2.12)

where mB is the Bondi mass aspect.

(3) Rest frame ambiguity. Given a supertranslation generator T (σ)∂u and a Lorentz gener-

ator Y associated to a reference cut u = 0, we can construct the corresponding Noether

charges PT that design the supermomentum charges associated with supertranslation

parameter T , while JY design the angular momentum charges associated with the vec-

tor field Y = Y A∂A. These charges are obtained as integrals over the sphere of a

corresponding mass and angular momentum aspects. The point is that, since T is

an arbitrary function on the sphere, it can be expanded in spherical harmonics. This

means that we have in general an infinity of supertranslation charges Pℓm, with ℓ ∈ N

and |m| ≤ ℓ, given by the charge evaluation for T = Yℓm. P00 represents the global

energy and P1i the global momentum. We can still perform a Lorentz transformation

that imposes P1i = 0 which means that we are in a naive rest frame. Generically, in

this rest frame, we will have that P+
ℓm 6= 0 for ℓ ≥ 2.12 Therefore, this means that the

initial and final rest frames are completely different frames. Note that since PT is a

supertranslation generator, it is invariant under supertranslations.13 Therefore we see

that the rest frame ambiguity is different from the previous ambiguity, that is, it cannot

be cured by performing a supertranslation.

12The only exception is if we are in a stationary black hole spacetime (see §5.2).
13Note that the Moreschi supermomentum PMor

T discussed earlier is not supertranslation invariant in non-

radiative spacetime and therefore does not qualify as a supertranslation charge in the sense of Noether while

the Bondi supermomentum does.
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(4) Undefined angular momentum aspect. Given the round sphere metric qAB on S, the

Lorentz part of the BMS algebra is a subalgebra of Diff(S) generated by conformal

Killing vectors YCKV of (S, qAB). It is important to appreciate that, while the knowledge

of

JY =

∫

S

Y AjA ǫ, (2.13)

for Y ∈ diff(S) determines the angular momentum aspect jA(σ), the knowledge of the

BMS charges JYCKV
only determines an equivalence class [jA] of angular momentum

aspects, where jA is equivalent to j′A if there exists a symmetric traceless tensor τAB
such that

j′A = jA +DBτBA. (2.14)

This clearly shows that for BMS it is hopeless to try to identify what is the angu-

lar momentum aspect from BMS symmetry. BMS only determine the equivalence

class [jA] of angular momentum aspects under the transformations jA ! j′A (see

§3.4 for further implications on this important point). A similar conclusion applies

to extended BMS (EBMS) group [40, 88], where in the corresponding algebra, the

Lorentz part in (2.8) is enlarged to the Lie algebra of the local conformal diffeomor-

phisms of S. For instance, this ambiguity can help resolve the discussion about the

quadratic ambiguity in the angular momentum aspect discussed in [68, 89] and given

by
∫
S
Y A

(
4CABDCC

BC +DA(CBCC
BC)

)
ǫ. Elhashash and Nichols [64] have shown

that this quadratic ambiguity vanishes when Y is a conformal Killing vector and when

CAB is purely electric.

(5) Absence of spin generator. It is well known that the spin generator for Poincaré alge-

bra, also called Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector, is defined as the canonical generator of

transformations that preserves the momentum generator. This vector is invariant un-

der translation. Analogously, in the case of bms, the isotropy algebra is defined as the

subalgebra preserving the mass aspect m, and the spin aspect should be the generator

of the isotropy subalgebra. However, it turns out that, unless the mass aspect is in

the orbit of the constant mass aspect, one cannot associate a spin aspect to the bms

algebra. This fact, which has been pointed out as early as the pioneering work of Sachs

[28], can be seen as follows. Given a mass aspect m(z, z̄), the BMS isotropy subgroup

consists of elements g ∈ SL(2,C) such that

m

(
az + b

cz + d
,
āz̄ + b̄

c̄z̄ + d̄

)
= ω3

gm(z, z̄), (2.15)

where ωg is given in (2.7). The classification of orbits was first done by McCarthy in

[29], where it was shown that the isotropy subgroups are given by
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isotropy group Fixed Points

Z2 m(z, z̄)

U(1) m(|z|)
SU(2) m0

Table 2: Possible isotropy groups of the BMS group.

In this table m(z, z̄) denotes a generic function on the sphere representing the mass

aspect that cannot be written as a function of |z|, and m0 is a constant. Therefore,

a generic mass aspect, described by a function m(z, z̄) that cannot necessarily be put

into an axisymmetric form m(|z|) or a constant m0 does not have a Lie algebra. Hence,

the isotropy algebra is not well-defined and as such there is no generator (i.e. spin)

associated to it. This means that in bms there is no way to define the spin aspect for a

generic mass aspect.

One exception to this result is for the most degenerate orbit where m is constant. In

this case we recover as isotropy group the SU(2) group and, hence, we expect that there

exists for this particular orbit a definition of the spin generator. This spin generator has

been constructed explicitly by Compere et al. in [67]. Assuming that the mass aspect

is in the Lorentz orbit of a constant mass, they produced an explicit expression for a

spin generator invariant under supertranslation that reduces to the spatial components

of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector. We will discuss this result further in §6.2 and

show how it connects to our result. However, what is important to realize is that in a

multi-particle scattering process the mass aspect is usually generic, as we will show in

§5.3.2, hence one cannot restrict to the constant mass aspect.

Another exception is the axisymmetric case where the mass aspect is only a function of

|z|. No explicit construction of the U(1) generator has been achieved yet and we won’t

consider it here.

In order to formulate a theory that can be quantized using the gravitational symmetry

group one needs to have a non-trivial spin aspect that would carry at the quantum level a

nontrivial notion of spin. Such a notion cannot be generally defined using the algebra bms.

It is important to stress that the puzzles 3, 4 and 5 are present even in the non-radiative

regions. This important fact seems to have been missed by most studies on angular momentum

and it is the main point we would like to address. As we are going to see in §4.2, these

undesirable features are due to the fact that the symmetry algebra (bms in this case) is

taken to be too small and can be dealt with once we consider the Lie algebra of generalized

BMS group [43], which we denote by gbms, as the symmetry algebra for asymptotically-flat

spacetimes. A similar remark was already made by Barnich–Oblak in the asymptotically-flat
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3D case, where the Virasoro extension (including central charges) of the 3D Lorentz group

played a pivotal role to define an intrinsic angular momentum free from supertranslation

ambiguities [36, 37].

We will argue that the quest of trying to define the proper notion of spin is only meaningful

in the context of gbms. In fact, the main point of our paper is to show that we can resolve the

issues (2), (3), (4) and (5) simply by enlarging the symmetry algebra from bms to gbms. In

gbms the quotient subgroup is the group of all diffeomorphisms on the sphere. This simple fact

allows us to circumvent the ambiguity in the angular momentum aspect and to provide a well-

defined notion of rest frame and spin charge for non-radiative regions. This definition does

not depend on a specific choice of cut, is thus free of the center-of-mass ambiguity. Therefore,

the cut-independent nature of the spin charge vs. the angular momentum charge makes the

supertranslation ambiguity (1) irrelevant in our construction, as no specific rotational vector

field needs to be fixed in order to select a preferred Poincaré subgroup.

Alternatively in the literature, the first two puzzles (1) and (2) are often resolved in the

non-radiative regions by resorting to the use of a supertranslation Goldstone G in order to

define a spin generator through the notion of intrinsic angular momentum (see §2.3 for a

review of this construction in special relativity). The supertranslation Goldstone transforms

under supertranslation as δTG = T and it is not invariant under boost as it transforms as a

weight −1 field

(g ·G)(z, z̄) = ωg(z, z̄)G

(
az + b

cz + d
,
āz̄ + b̄

c̄z̄ + d̄

)
. (2.16)

If one has access to such a Goldstone mode, one can define a notion of intrinsic angular

momentum which is supertranslation invariant. Using the description of Compère–Oliveri–

Seraj [63] the intrinsic angular momentum can be written as

IY := JY − PY [G]+
1
2PGDAY A . (2.17)

The last two terms that depend on a product of mass aspect and Goldstone mode represent

a notion of super orbital momentum which is subtracted from the total angular momentum.

This is a bms analog of the angular momentum subtraction (2.40) for the Poincaré algebra.

As shown in Appendix C.1, this operator is invariant under supertranslation by construction

and satisfies

{IY , IY ′}bms∗ = I[Y,Y ′]S
, (2.18)

where, {·, ·}bms∗ denotes the linear Poisson structure on bms∗14 and [Y, Y ′]S denotes the Lie

bracket of vector fields on S. The first one to propose such a definition for an intrinsic angular

momentum was Moreschi [60, 90], since then other groups have developed similar formulation

14This is defined by (3.23) for gbms, with the charges as in (3.17), by restricting Y to be a conformal Killing

vector (instead of a general vector field generating diff(S)).
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from different motivations, such as Compère–Oliveri–Seraj [63], Chen–Wang–Yau [65, 66],

Javadinezhad–Kol–Porrati [69].

It is important to appreciate though that the intrinsic angular momentum SY can only

be defined once we extend the Poincaré algebra with the addition of a Goldstone mode dual

to supertranslation and that it forms a representation of the full Lorentz algebra SL(2,C).

This is very different from the construction of a spin operator such as the Pauli–Lubański

pseudo-vector, which is constructed purely from the generator of the Poincaré algebra itself,

without the introduction of any Goldstone mode operator. In particular, SY does not provide

a definition of the rotational component of the bms algebra and it does not satisfy an algebra

isomorphic to the little group algebra.

Moreover, the challenge of defining the super orbital angular momentum (i.e. the two

terms on the RHS of (2.17) depending on G) consists of the possibility to define properly

the Goldstone operator G, as reviewed above. In particular, whether one uses the good

cut, electric good cut or nice cut conditions, the Goldstone mode is always defined from a

condition on some of the shear components. The shear only determines the ℓ ≥ 2 components

of G, so defining a Goldstone mode requires more information than simply the shear to be

well defined. It requires the specification of the angular component ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1. These

components did not originally appear in the definition of the intrinsic angular momentum

in [63, 65, 66, 69], as only invariance under proper supertranslations (those of mode ℓ ≥ 2)

was demanded. They were later included in [91, 92] in order to have a non-vanishing angular

momentum flux in a perturbative expansion in powers of the Newton constant GN starting

at O(G2
N ), as obtained in [93–97]. However, fixing the ℓ = 0, 1 components amounts to a

choice of origin at future null infinity, namely a choice of a particular section of it—which is

the equivalent of the choice of origin for the coordinate system used to define the intrinsic

angular momentum in special relativity—. Moreover, these components depend on the choice

of Lorentz frame as well, as seen from (2.16); in particular, a boost transformation mixes

the higher harmonics of G with the ℓ = 0, 1 ones. Therefore, neither of these definitions

are indeed supertranslation invariant nor Lorentz covariant. A proposal for determining the

first two harmonics of the Goldstone operator G in a Lorentz covariant manner was recently

introduced in [98].

2.3 A warm-up example: The Poincaré algebra

To clarify the method we employ in this work, we provide in this section a brief review of the

familiar example of the Poincaré algebra. We explain the Poincaré algebra in some detail,

considering its massive representation, and the crucial role of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-

vector in the definition of intrinsic spin of a Poincaré particle (an irreducible representation

of the Poincaré algebra); we then review its coadjoint action and coadjoint orbits. We refer

to classic and standard literature for a complete discussion [18–24, 99–103].
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The Poincaré algebra and the Lie bracket. The isometry group of the four-dimensional15

Minkowski spacetime, which is relevant to construct four-dimensional special-relativistic (clas-

sical or quantum) field theories, is the Poincaré algebra, denoted as iso(3, 1)

iso(3, 1) = so(3, 1) R4, (2.19)

where so(3, 1) denotes the Lie algebra of SO(3, 1)".16 It is generated by the momentum Pµ,

generating translations, and angular momentum Jµν , generating Lorentz transformations.

They satisfy the following Lie bracket

[Pµ,Pν ] = 0, [Jµν ,Pρ] = i(ηµρPν − ηνρPµ),

[Jµν ,Jρσ ] = i(ηµρJνσ + ηνσJµρ − ηµσJνρ − ηνρJµσ),
(2.20)

where η = [ηµν ] = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1) is the Minkowski metric.

Construction of Casimir elements. As it is well-known, to study irreducible represen-

tation of Poincaré algebra, one needs to construct the Casimir elements for the Poincaré Lie

algebra (2.19). Let us explain the construction briefly. We first need to define the change in

a Poincaré-covariant object O under the transformations generated by the Poincaré algebra

δXO = [X,O], ∀X ∈ iso(3, 1). (2.21)

From the general structure of (2.19), it is clear that on the orbit of a given covariant object17

(like a vector, tensor, etc) under the Lorentz algebra, a Lorentz-invariant object built out of

generators of the normal subalgebra R4 is fixed. As R4 is generated by Pµ, one thus has to look

for the simplest Lorentz-invariant object built out of Pµ. This is given by −P 2 = −PµP
µ,

where we have included an extra minus sign for later convenience.18 (2.21) can be written

as δJµνP
2 = [Jµν ,P

2] = 0. P 2 is already invariant under the normal subalgebra R4, i.e.

δPµP
2 = [Pµ,P

2] = 0. As any element X of the Poincare algebra can be written as a

pair X = (xµPµ,
1
2ψ

µνJµν) for constant coefficients xµ and ψµν , we conclude that δXP 2 =

15There is nothing special about four dimensions and the discussion can be easily generalized to any dimen-

sions.
16Technically-speaking, one has to distinguish between the in-homogeneous Lorentz group SO(3, 1)⋉R

4 and

its in-homogeneous proper orthochronous subalgebra SO(3, 1)" ⋉ R
4. It is the latter one that is identified as

the Poincaré group and (2.19) is its algebra.
17By the orbit of an object O under an algebra g, we mean

Orbg(O) :=
{
O

′ ∣∣O′ = X ⊲ O, ∀X ∈ g
}
,

where X ⊲ O denotes the action of X on O. In the case of Lorentz algebra so(3, 1), and say a vector V µ, this

is given by

Orbso(3,1)(V
µ) =

{
V ′µ ∣∣V ′µ = Λ

µ
νV

ν , ∀Λ ∈ so(3, 1)
}
. (2.22)

18For P 2 ≤ 0, one also need to consider the sign of P0. We ignore this extra subtlety.
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[X,P 2] = 0 for any X ∈ iso(3, 1). Hence, we see that the (quadratic) Casimir element of the

Poincaré algebra iso(3, 1) is

Ĉ2(iso(3, 1)) = −P 2. (2.23)

It turns out that the construction of the next Casimir element is more tricky [19]. First notice

that by inspection, no cubic Casimir element exists since no Poincaré-invariant combination

of (Jµν ,Pµ) can be constructed. However, there is a (quartic) Casimir element of the Poincaré

algebra given by

Ĉ4(iso(3, 1)) = W 2 = WµW
µ , (2.24)

where Wµ is the so-called Pauli–Lubański element19 [19, 104, 105]

Wµ :=
1

2
εµνρσP

νJρσ. (2.25)

The key properties of this vector are as follows

(1) Under Lorentz transformations, it transforms as

[Jµν ,Wρ] = i(ηνρWµ − ηµρWν), (2.26)

and most importantly, it is invariant under translation

[Pµ,Wν ] = 0, (2.27)

Moreover, it satisfies the algebra

[Wµ,Wν ] = iεµνρσP
ρW σ. (2.28)

(2) Wµ is orthogonal to the 4-momentum operator PµW
µ = 0. Moreover, if we diagonalize

Pµ and evaluate Wµ when Pµ = kµ, we find that they satisfy the isotropy subalgebra

of Lorentz transformation preserving the vector k.20

(3) Under a parity transformation, x0 ! x0 and xi ! −xi, (B.7) implies that

P0 7! +P0, Pi 7! −Pi,

J0i 7! −J0i, Jij 7! +Jij ,
(2.29)

19Note that Wµ is a polynomial in the iso(3, 1) generators and naturally belongs to the universal enveloping

algebra.
20Consider states satisfying Pµ|p〉 = kµ|p〉. On such states, Wµ generates Lorentz transformations that

leave kµ invariant. This can be seen by noting that PµWν |p〉 = WνPµ|p〉 = kµWν |p〉, which implies that

Wν |p〉 ∝ |p〉, hence Wµ rotates the state |p〉 in the constant-momentum subspace determined by kµ. However,

due to P µWµ = 0, there are less than four independent components. Indeed on such states, (2.28) is the

defining relation of the isotropy subalgebra leaving kµ fixed. For kµ being time-like or light-like, the isotropy

subalgebra is so(3) or iso(2), respectively.
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which in turn leads to

W0 7! −W0, Wi 7! +Wi. (2.30)

This is the reverse of the transformation of a four-vector under the parity. Hence, by

definition, Wµ is a pseudo-vector.21

As (2.24) is manifestly Lorentz-invariant, we have δJµνW
2 = 0. Furthermore, (2.27)

implies δPµW
2 = [Pµ,W

2] = 0. Therefore, δXW 2 = 0 for any X ∈ iso(3, 1), and hence W 2

is indeed a Casimir element of iso(3, 1). It turns out that these are all the Casimir elements

for the Poincaré algebra [19].

The physical interpretation of Casimir elements. The above discussion implies that

a general irreducible representation of the Poincaré algebra (i.e. an elementary particle in a

Poincaré-invariant world à la Bargmann–Wigner philosophy) is labeled by the values of −P 2

and W 2. We denote this representation as (m, s) and a state in this representation as |m, s〉,
where m and s are the values of −P 2 and W 2, respectively. We thus need to understand the

physical significance of these Casimir elements.

The physical meaning of −P 2 is clear: it determines the (bare) physical mass m of the

corresponding particle via −P 2|m, s〉 = m2|m, s〉. Depending on the value of −P 2 (positive,

zero, or negative), one has different unitary irreducible representations (masssive, massless,

and tachyonic, respectively).

The physical meaning of W 2 is more subtle. Using Pµ = (E,Pi), J (the rotation

generators) with Ji := ε jki Jjk, and K (the boost generators) with Ki := J0i for i, j = 1, 2, 3,

satisfying

[Ji,Jj ] = iε k
ij Jk,

[Ji,Kj ] = iε k
ij Kk,

[Ki,Kj ] = −iε k
ij Jk,

(2.31)

we can write the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector in the component form

W0 = J iPi, Wi = EJi − (P ×K)i. (2.32)

This form is suitable to extract some general lessons about representations of Poincaré algebra.

In the following, we only consider massive representations.

Given a momentum Pµ = (E,Pi) one can always find a pure boost transformation ΛP

which maps the rest frame momentum P rest
µ = (m,0) onto Pµ, i.e. (P rest · ΛP )µ = Pµ and

we use the notation (P ·Λ)ν := PµΛ
µ
ν . Such a boost transformation is given explicitly by

(ΛP )00 =
E

m
, (ΛP )0i =

Pi

m
, (ΛP )i0 =

P i

m
,

(ΛP )ij = δij +
P iPj

m(m+ E)
.

(2.33)

21This can also be seen by noting that for a general coordinate transformation Λ of Minkowski spacetime,

we have Wµ′ = det(Λ)Λ µ

µ′ Wµ, which shows the axial nature of Wµ.
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Its inverse is given by Λ−1
P = Λ

P̂
where P̂µ = (E,−Pi) is the parity-reversed momentum. It

is important to appreciate that in general, given a Lorentz transformation Λ we have that

ΛPΛ differs from ΛP ·Λ by a rotation

ΛPΛ = R(Λ,P )ΛP ·Λ, (2.34)

where P restR(Λ,P ) = P rest.

It turns out that the physical interpretation of the quartic Casmir (2.24) can be given in

terms of the notion of spin. By definition, the spin generator of an algebra is the generator

of its isotropy subalgebra. In the case of Poincaré algebra, the spin generator Si is defined as

the spatial component of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector in the rest frame. It is obtained

by boosting the Pauli–Lubański vector into the rest frame [100, §7.2]

mSi := (W ·Λ−1
P )i. (2.35)

We find that

Si =
1

m

(
Wi −

W0

m+ E
Pi

)
. (2.36)

One can also verify that the spin vector corresponds to the rotation vector in the rest

frame, namely

ε jki J rest
jk = ε jki (J ·Λ−1

P ·Λ−1
P )jk = Si . (2.37)

From its definition or through a direct evaluation one can show that the spin vector

commutes with Pµ and satisfy the so(3) algebra as expected22

[Pµ,Si] = 0, [Si,Sj] = iǫij
kSk. (2.38)

It can be also be checked that Si is preserved by rotations, i. e. [Ji,Sj] = iǫij
kSk and that

it is a pseudo-vector.23 It is shown in [100, §7.2] that S is uniquely determined by these

conditions. On the other hand, the spin vector is not preserved under boost. One can check

directly that [Ki,Sj ] 6= 0. In particular, this means that (0,Si) does not transform as a

vector under Lorentz transformations as expected from the nontrivial precession (2.34). The

spin vector is such that W 2 = m2SiS
i. Since S2 = SiS

i is the Casimir element for so(3), its

eigenvalues on an irreducible spin-s representation of so(3)24 are s(s+ 1). Hence, we have

W 2|m, s〉 = m2s(s+ 1)|m, s〉. (2.39)

The upshot of the above discussion is that W 2 as one of the Casimir elements of the

Poincaré algebra provides an unambiguous definition of the spin of a particle in any special-

relativistic system. Therefore, each elementary particle in such a system is distinguished by

its mass and spin.

22Since it is the isotropy subalgebra of Poincaré algebra for a generic massive momentum.
23Note that orbital angular momentum Li = ε jk

i xjpk is an axial vector under space reflection (taking into

account that the Levi–Civita symbol is a tensor density of weight −1).
24Here, we use the fact that irreducible representations of so(3) are spin-s representations of dimension

2s+ 1.
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Intrinsic angular momentum. The Poincaré algebra only contains momentum and an-

gular momentum operators, and the spin generator is constructed purely in terms of them. If

we extend the Poincaré algebra with the addition of a position operator xµ conjugated to Pµ,

one can easily define now a translation invariant “intrinsic angular momentum”. The position

operator xµ can be understood as a translation Goldstone mode analogous to C described in

§2.2, we can define the intrinsic angular momentum operator given by the difference between

the total and orbital angular momentum

Sµν = Jµν − xµPν − Pµxν . (2.40)

This object is obviously translation invariant but it doesn’t have an algebraic interpreta-

tion since it depends on the position x. A canonical choice of position called Newton–Wigner

(NW) position [106–109] is achieved if we demand that the spin-angular momentum is related

to the spin-vector (2.36)

1

2
ǫi
jkSjk = Si. (2.41)

The NW position is uniquely defined by this requirement up to time translation xµ !

xµ − τPµ. In the Newton–Wigner frame, we have that

Ki = xiP0 − Pix0 +
(P × S)i
m+ P0

. (2.42)

What distinguishes the Newton–Wigner coordinates from any other choice of coordinates is

that they are entirely determined by the momentum and angular momentum.25 However the

Newton-Wigner coordinates do not transform covariantly under boost.

Coadjoint orbits of Poincaré group. Up to now, we have explained the well-known

representation theory of Poincaré algebra. However, beginning in §3.2, we work with coadjoint

orbits of gravitational symmetry algebras. Therefore, as a warm-up to that study, we explain

the coadjoint orbits of the Poincaré group. Here, we just collect the basic formulas and

relegate all the details to Appendix B. For a discussion of coadjoint orbits of Poincaré group

from a more general and abstract perspective see [77, §2.3].

We denote a basis for iso(3, 1) and iso(3, 1)∗ as {Pµ,Jµν} and {Xµ,Ψµν}, respectively.
Generic elements X ∈ iso(3, 1) and X∗ ∈ iso(3, 1)∗ have the following expansions

X = xµPµ +
1

2
ψµνJµν , X∗ = pµX

µ +
1

2
jµνΨ

µν , (2.43)

25They are explicitly given by [107, 109]

xNW
µ =

Jµν(P
ν + P ν

rest)

P · (P + Prest)
.
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where (x, ψ) are Lie algebra coordinates, while (p, j) are dual Lie algebra coordinates and the

pairing is simply

〈X|X∗〉 = xµpµ + ψµνjµν . (2.44)

The coadjoint actions of an element g = (Λ,a) ∈ Iso(3, 1) on the dual coordinates (pµ, jµν)

are [80]

Ad∗gpµ = (p ·Λ)µ,

Ad∗gjµν =
(
Λ · j ·Λ−1

)
µν

− [(p ·Λ)µaν − aµ(p ·Λ)ν ] .
(2.45)

As (pµ, jµν) can be thought of as a basis for linear functions on iso(3, 1)∗, we can compute

the linear Poisson structure on iso(3, 1)∗ as

{pµ, pν}iso(3,1)∗ = 0, {pµ, jνρ}iso(3,1)∗ = ηµνpρ − ηµρpν ,

{jµν , jρσ}iso(3,1)∗ = ηµσjνρ − ηµρjνσ + ηνρjµσ − ηνσjµρ.
(2.46)

This familiar form is the classical analog of the Poincaré algebra (2.19).

Analogous to irreducible representations, which are distinguished by a complete set of

Casimir elements, coadjoint orbits can be distinguished by the complete set of Casimir func-

tions. The classical analogs of two Casimir elements Ĉ2(iso(3, 1)) and Ĉ4(iso(3, 1)) of iso(3, 1),

defined in (2.23) and (2.24) respectively, are the two Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits of

Iso(3, 1), which are given by26

C2(iso(3, 1)) := −ηµνpµpν , C4(iso(3, 1)) := ηµνwµwν , (2.47)

where

wµ :=
1

2
εµ
νρσpνjρσ , (2.48)

is the dual27 Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector (2.25), are invariant under the coadjoint action

of Iso(3, 1). (2.46) implies the classical analogs of (2.27), (2.26),

{pµ, wν}iso(3,1)∗ = 0, {jµν , wρ}iso(3,1)∗ = ηµρwν − ηνρwµ, (2.49)

and (2.28)

{wµ, wν}iso(3,1)∗ = εµν
ρσpρwσ. (2.50)

(2.46) and (2.49) imply that C2(iso(3, 1)) and C4(iso(3, 1)) are invariant under the coadjoint

action (2.45), hence, generic coadjoint orbits of Iso(3, 1), which are eight-dimensional, are

labeled by the values of these functions.

26Note that the Lie bracket of iso(3, 1) encodes the adjoint action, the Lie Poisson structure on iso(3, 1)∗

encodes the coadjoint action. Since (2.46) is the classical version of (2.20), the proof of the invariance of these

Casimir functions is the same as the construction of Casimir elements Ĉ2(iso(3, 1)) and Ĉ4(iso(3, 1)) by using

Poisson brackets (2.46) instead of Lie brackets (2.20).
27Here, dual means an element of the coalgebra iso(3, 1)∗.
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wµ as a constant of motion. We would like to derive the evolution of wµ. The motivation

is to compare the result with the evolution of the analogous quantity for gbms, which we study

in §7.2.2. This can be achieved by defining a set of coordinates on a coadjoint orbit of Iso(3, 1).

One can then show that wµ is a constant of motion

dwµ
dτ

:= {wµ,H}iso(3,1)∗ = 0 , (2.51)

where the evolution in τ is determined through the Hamiltonian H. All the details can be

found in Appendix B.2.

After a rather long de tour of the Poincaré algebra, we now move on to the main symmetry

algebra of our interest, i.e. the generalized BMS algebra.

3 gbms algebra and Poincaré embeddings

In this section, we first describe in detail in §3.1 the algebraic aspects of the gbms algebra.

To avoid functional analysis and representation theoretic questions, we present the analysis

at the semi-classical level, i.e. at the level of coadjoint orbits, and study the gbms coadjoint

action in §3.2. We also introduce in §3.3 the notion of intrinsic angular momentum charge,

which has appeared in previous literature as a proposal to overcome some of the ambiguities

reviewed above, and we derive its algebra. Finally, we explain in §3.4 how to embed the

Poincaré algebra in gbms, which allows us to show the relationship of the gbms Casimirs

with the usual notion of mass and spin associated with a Poincaré subalgebra. This analysis

provides a precursory step in the program of asymptotic quantization of gravity in spacetimes

with gbms as their asymptotic-symmetry group. For the sake of brevity, we sometime denote

gbms as g and its dual gbms∗ as g∗.

3.1 gbms: Algebra and Lie bracket

Let us start by reviewing the gbms algebra and its Lie bracket. This algebra was first pro-

posed by Campiglia and Laddha to account for the subleading soft theorem from asymptotic

symmetries and includes super-Lorentz transformations on the celestial sphere [43]. Since

its introduction, it has been extensively studied [44, 45, 78, 110, 111] and shown to be the

relevant symmetry algebra for the study of memory effects [112–114]. A first generalization

of this algebra, allowing for local conformal rescaling of the 2D sphere metric, was intro-

duced in [45]. This Weyl extension of the BMS algebra provides a useful tool, that we will

exploit below, to classify the primary fields of the asymptotic symmetry group in terms of

their conformal dimension and spin. Moreover, it allows us to recast the leading (in a large-r

expansion) asymptotic dynamics in a compact and elegant form [79].

Afterwards, the gbms algebra was extended by a spin-2 generator realizing the sub-

subleading symmetry [115], and then further generalized to include an entire tower of higher

spin symmetry generators [116]. We now define this algebra and its Lie bracket.
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The asymptotic ends of an asymptotically-flat spacetime includes spacelike infinity ι0,

timelike infinity ι± and null infinity I±. Null infinity has the topology of a trivial fiber bundle

I± = R × S over the celestial sphere S. Let us introduce Bondi coordinates xµ = (u, r, σA)

on spacetime where ya = (u, σA) denotes coordinates on I+. u is the retarded time labeling

null outgoing geodesic congruences which intersect 2d spheres, r measures the sphere’s radius

along these geodesics and σA denote coordinates on the celestial sphere.28 It is essential to

note that gbms depends on the choice of a normalized reference area form on I

ǫ := ǫ d2σ =
1

2
ǫABdσ

A ∧ dσB ,

∫

S

ǫ = 1. (3.1)

Here ǫ denotes the two-form, ǫ denotes the density and ǫAB denotes the anti-symmetric two-

form components. Importantly, ǫ is taken to be strictly positive.29 The reference area form ǫ

defines a choice of conformal frame at asymptotic infinity. It enters the definition of algebra as

a structure constant and we denote gbmsǫ the corresponding generalized BMS algebra. Note

that by Moser Theorem [117], any two such area measure are related by a diffeomorphism.30

This means that, while gbmsǫ and gbmsǫ′ represent two different sub-algebras of gbms, they

are canonically isomorphic.

The algebra gbmsǫ depends on a pair (Y, T ), where T (σ) is a function on S representing

supertranslations and Y = Y A(σ)∂A is a vector field on S representing infinitesimal super-

Lorentz transformations (infinitesimal diffeomorphisms in diff(S)). The data (Y, T ) determine

a spacetime vector field whose pullback on I+ is given by

ξ(Y,T ) = T (σ)∂u + Y A(σ)∂A +WY (σ)(u∂u − r∂r), (3.2)

where WY , called the Weyl factor [45], is restricted to be proportional to the divergence of Y

with respect to the given volume form

WY :=
1

2
divǫ(Y ) =

1

2
ǫ−1∂A(ǫY

A) . (3.3)

This expression for WY shows that it depends only on ǫ. From (3.2) it is direct to see that

gbms has the following Lie bracket

[ξ(Y1,T1), ξ(Y2,T2)]gbms = ξ(Y12,T12), (3.4)

28Similarly on I− we chose advanced time coordinates (v, σ′).
29As we will see §4.1, the isotropy subalgebra preserves a rescaled area form. The assumption of strict

positivity of the area form enters the study of coadjoint orbits. This is analogous to the role of mass in the

case of Poincaré algebra reviewed in §2.3, where mass can be positive (massive orbits), zero (massless orbits),

and negative (tachyonic orbits). It would be interesting to work out the implications of zero and negative area

forms. For a related discussion, see [77].
30More precisely if ǫ and ǫ′ are two such measure then there exist a sphere diffeomorphism F : S ! S such

that ǫ′ = F ∗ǫ.
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with
Y12 = [Y1, Y2]S ,

T12 = (Y1[T2]− T2WY1)− (Y2[T1]− T1WY2).
(3.5)

Here, [Y1, Y2]
A
S = (Y B

1 ∂BY
A
2 − Y B

2 ∂BY
A
1 ) denotes the Lie bracket of vector fields on S and

Y [T ] := Y A∂AT denotes the action of a vector field on the function T . This means that the

gbms Lie algebra can be written as a semi-direct sum

gbms = diff(S) RS−1 . (3.6)

As in §2.2, RS∆ denotes the space of functions on the celestial sphere of conformal weight ∆

and denotes the action

δY φ∆ = Y [φ∆(σ)] + ∆WY φ∆(σ), (3.7)

of diff(S) on RS∆. This action can be extended to the space of spin-s tensor fields31 of weight

∆, denoted as V(∆,s), with [115]

δYO(∆,s) = LY [O(∆,s)] + (∆− s)WYO(∆,s), ∀ O(∆,s) ∈ V(∆,s), (3.8)

where LY denotes the Lie derivative. With this notation, we have T ∈ V(−1,0) and Y ∈
V(−1,−1).

We assume that the sphere is equipped with a 2D metric γAB compatible with ǫ, which

means that the metric area form coincides with the given area form

ǫ =
√
γ , (3.9)

with γ := det(γ). The gbms algebra acts on the metric by conformal diffeomorphism.

δ(Y,T )γAB = LY γAB − 2WY γAB = 2D〈AYB〉, (3.10)

where the angle bracket means that we take the symmetric traceless components and DA is

the covariant derivative that preserves γAB, in terms of which the Weyl factor can simply be

written as

WY =
1

2
ǫ−1∂A(ǫY

A) =
1

2
DAY

A. (3.11)

In particular, the transformation (3.10) shows that a supertranslation leaves the metric in-

variant. Moreover, it also makes explicit the fact that gbms preserves the area form

δ(Y,T )
√
γ = 0 = δ(Y,T )ǫ . (3.12)

This condition means that
√
γ = ǫ is a constant for the symmetry algebra, and gbmsǫ is an

algebra, not an algebroid.

31By definition a spin s tensor is a symmetric and traceless covariant tensor τA1···As , while a spin −s tensor

is a symmetric and traceless contravariant tensor τA1···As .
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We have seen that, by Moser Theorem, all gbmsǫ algebras are canonically isomorphic.

Therefore, we do not lose any information by fixing the reference area form. From now on we

will work with ǫ = ǫ̊ being fixed to be the round sphere area form

ǫ̊ =
1

4π
sin θdθ ∧ dφ =

1

2iπ

dz ∧ dz̄

(1 + |z|2)2 , (3.13)

where, as in §2.2, (z, z̄) denotes the local complex coordinate on the sphere endowed with the

round-sphere metric. We denote gbms := gbmsǫ̊ for ǫ̊ given in (3.13).

The relation between bms and gbms. To connect with the previous section, we recall

that bmsq is a subalgebra of gbmsǫ which is characterized by the choice of a round sphere

metric qAB such that R(q) = 2 and such that
√
q = ǫ. bmsq is obtained from the elements of

gbms that preserve q, i. e. (T, Y ) ∈ bmsq if δ(T,Y )qAB = 0. Explicitly, this means restricting

the vector fields Y to be global conformal Killing vectors of the round sphere metric qAB,

namely

DAYB +DBYA = DCY
CqAB , (3.14)

where DA is the covariant derivative that preserves qAB. The subalgebra of these vector fields

forms a finite dimensional algebra isomorphic to sl(2,C). In [41, 118], Barnich and Troessaert

proposed to promote this algebra to an infinite dimensional symmetry algebra called extended

bms and denoted ebms by keeping the condition of local conformal Killing vectors (3.14), but

allowing the vector fields to admit poles on S. We have that

bmsq ⊂ ebmsq ⊂ gbms. (3.15)

Given two different round sphere metrics q and q′, there exists a sphere diffeomorphism

F ∈ Diff(S) such that q′ = F ∗(q). Therefore, the algebras bmsq and bmsq′ are isomorphic,

but they correspond to different sub-algebras of gbms. In particular one can easily see that

bmsq and bmsq′ do not commute when q 6= q′. This situation is analogous to the choice of a

rotation subgroup inside Lorentz. On the one hand, the rotation group SO(3) is well-defined.

On the other hand, there are infinite ways to view it as a subgroup of the Lorentz group

labelled by the choice of a unit timelike vector t. As subgroups of the Lorentz group, SOt(3)

and SOt′(3) are isomorphic but distinct and they do not commute.

In the following, when the round sphere metric representative is chosen to be the usual

metric in spherical coordinates

q̊ABdσ
AdσB = dθ2 + sin θ2dϕ2 , (3.16)

we use the label q̊.
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3.2 gbms: Coadjoint action and charge algebra

Having collected the required background, we now study coadjoint actions and coadjoint

orbits for gbms. As is well established [7, 8, 14–17, 119, 120], one way to construct the

representations of any Lie algebra (subject to topological subtleties) is to first understand

the coadjoint action of gbms on its dual gbms∗ and to describe its orbits. This is the subject

of this section and §4.1. Let us emphasize again that the main reason we focus on gbms

coadjoint orbits is that the orbits of bms are too degenerate to admit an interesting notion of

spin [29].

The coadjoint action. We denote elements of gbms∗ by a pair of coordinates (m, j), where

m is a scalar dual to T and j = jAdσ
A is a one form dual to Y = Y A∂A. m and j are called

the mass aspect and the angular momentum aspect, respectively. Since gbms is a local group

on the sphere, the canonical charges are realized as the integral of the charge aspects on the

sphere

PT :=

∫

S

Tm ǫ, JY :=

∫

S

Y AjA ǫ, (3.17)

where ǫ is defined in (3.1). Note that these charges generate the coadjoint action of gbms on

gbms∗, which we make more precise below (see around (3.22)). The total charge is given by

the sum of these charges. The canonical pairing 〈·|·〉 : gbms× gbms∗ ! R is given by

〈j,m|Y, T 〉 = PT + JY . (3.18)

As we will see in §7.1, the coadjoint-orbit angular momentum defined here through the canon-

ical pairing is half the gravitational angular momentum.32 Using this pairing, we can define

the infinitesimal coadjoint action of (Y, T ) ∈ gbms on (j,m) ∈ gbms∗ from

〈δ(Y1,T1)(j,m)|Y2, T2〉 = −〈j,m|Y12, T12〉. (3.19)

Given this definition, one obtains that the coadjoint action reads (see Appendix C.1 for the

calculation)

δ(Y,T )m = Y A∂Am+ 3WYm,

δ(Y,T )jA = LY jA + 2WY jA +
3

2
m∂AT +

T

2
∂Am,

(3.20)

where LY jA = Y BDBjA + jBDAY
B is the Lie derivative of components of the one-form j.

These transformation laws reveal that m and jA are both of conformal weight 3

m ∈ V(3,0) , jA ∈ V(3,1) . (3.21)

32The normalization of the angular momentum is conventional and has varied over the years in the gravity

literature. In recent years, the convention has settled down [61, 63, 115, 121]. If we require the coadjoint

action to match the action on the gravitational angular momentum, one needs to choose m = 1
4πG

mGrav and

jA = 1
8πG

jGrav
A . The numerical factors in the coadjoint action (3.20) match the ones obtained in [38].
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This result, which is in agreement with [79, 115], ensures that the integrand (Tm+Y AjA) of

the pairing belongs to V(2,0), as T ∈ V(−1,0) and Y ∈ V(−1,−1). In other words, it is a scalar

density that can be integrated over the sphere and it leads to a quantity invariant under

diffeomorphism.

The gbms charge algebra. It is well-known that the dual of a Lie algebra is endowed with

a canonical Poisson bracket [122–125] (see Appendix A). Due to the existence of this Lie–

Poisson structure on gbms∗, we can define the change of an object on gbms∗ using the charges

(3.17). This provides the (classical) analog of (2.1). For any function O ∈ C∞(gbms∗), the

coadjoint action of gbms on gbms∗ is given by

δ(Y,T )O := {O,PT + JY }g∗ . (3.22)

In particular, applying this formula to linear functions of the charges, we can read-off the

gbms charge algebra readily from (3.20)

{JY1 , JY2}g∗(j,m) = J[Y1,Y2]S ,

{JY ,PT }g∗(j,m) = P(Y [T ]−TWY ),

{PT1 ,PT2}g∗(j,m) = 0.

(3.23)

Note that the gbms algebra is analogous to the Poincaré algebra (2.20) where JY and PT

are the analogs of Jµν and Pµ, respectively. One sees that the supertranslation generators

PT commute, while the action of a super-angular momentum JY on a supermomentum is a

supermomentum with parameter δY T = Y [T ] − TWY . This is the standard transformation

for a weight −1 scalar that we already encountered. The same commutation relation can

also be interpreted as the fact that the super-angular momentum is not invariant under

supertranslation. This fact arises due to the semi-direct sum structure of the gbms algebra.

As a particular instance of (3.23), we can consider the linear Poisson brackets of the

coordinates on gbms∗. They are given by (see Appendix C.1)

{jA(σ), jB(σ′)}g∗ = jA(σ
′)∂Bδ

(2)(σ − σ′)− jB(σ)∂
′
Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′),

{jA(σ),m(σ′)}g∗ =
m(σ′)

2
∂Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′)−m(σ)∂′Aδ
(2)(σ − σ′).

{m(σ′),m(σ′)}g∗ = 0.

(3.24)

3.3 gbms: Supertranslation Goldstone mode

Before defining the spin generator for gbms in §4 by introducing the gbms isotropy algebra, let

us revisit in our context the previous approaches in [63, 65, 66, 69] to the angular momentum

problem in asymptotically-flat spacetimes based on the original proposal of [60, 90] and within

the standard bms framework.
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As mentioned in §2.2, the idea pursued in previous references to introduce the notion of

a supertranslation invariant intrinsic angular momentum (2.17) requires the introduction of

an electric supertranslation Goldstone, whose transformation properties are given by

δTG = T, δYG = (LY −WY )G . (3.25)

Let us consider that case where (Y, T ) are vector fields generating gbms transformations. By

definition, the shear associated to this Goldstone is purely electric and given by

CAB = −2D〈ADB〉G. (3.26)

Given a Goldstone G, we can introduce the orbital angular momentum generator [63]

LY := PY [G]−WYG =
1

2

∫

S

Y A(3m∂AG+G∂Am) , (3.27)

and the intrinsic angular momentum is then defined as the difference between the total angular

momentum and the orbital one as

IY := JY − LY . (3.28)

It is direct to check that this operator is translation invariant

δT IY = {IY ,PT } = 0. (3.29)

In order to verify that this object has the desired properties, we need to check it satisfies the

right algebra. In Appendix C.1, we verify first that the orbital momentum generator indeed

transforms as a vector and it satisfies the diff(S) algebra for gbms vector fields Y, Y ′, namely

{LY , JY ′}g∗ = L[Y,Y ′]S ,

{LY , LY ′}g∗ = L[Y,Y ′]S . (3.30)

Given the first bracket in (3.23), this implies that also the intrinsic angular momentum gener-

ator represents the diff(S) algebra through the gbms∗ linear Poisson structure (see Appendix

C.1)

{IY , IY ′}g∗ = I[Y,Y ′]S . (3.31)

As we show in §3.4, restricting to the BMS case as in [63], where the vector fields Y, Y ′

correspond to conformal Killing vectors, the Lie bracket of vector fields on S reduces to the

Lorentz Lie algebra sl(2,C). The validity of the algebra (3.30) and (3.31) form a particularly

interesting result which, up to our knowledge, was not derived before.
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3.4 gbms: Poincaré embeddings

As Poincaré algebra is embedded in gbms, a natural task is to identify the charges generating

the action of this algebra on gbms∗. The aim of this section is to construct the Poincaré charge

algebra by first identifying the generators of this subalgebra, constructing the associated

charges, and finally computing their brackets.

Symmetry-breaking pattern. We would like to show that the Poincaré embedding fol-

lows a symmetry-breaking pattern. More precisely, given a choice of round sphere metric33

qAB and angular momentum aspect jA, we can uniquely identify a bms(j,q) subalgebra of

gbms. As the expressions (3.72) and (3.75) demonstrate, the choice of subalgebra genera-

tors depends on (jA, qAB). Similarly, the data (m, jA, qAB) determine a choice of Poincaré

subalgebra inside gbms. In summary, we have the embeddings

Poinc(m,j,q) ⊂ bms(j,q) ⊂ gbms. (3.32)

The embedding of the bms and Poincaré sub-algebras determines an equivalence class. Un-

derstanding the equivalence relation requires introducing the notion of condensate34 modes

(C0, C
AB
1 ), where C0 is a scalar of dimension −1 while CAB1 is symmetric traceless tensor of

dimension 0. Given C0 we denote

CAB0 := −2D〈ADB〉C0, (3.33)

its symmetric traceless image of dimension +1. The equivalence relation is then described as

follows. We say that (m, j) ∼ (m′, j′) if there exists (C0, C
AB
1 ) such that

m′ = m+D〈ADB〉C
AB
0 , j′A = jA +D〈ADBDC〉C

BC
1 , (3.34)

where 〈ABC〉 denotes the symmetric traceless components. As we will see in §5, C0 represents

the supertranslation condensate while CAB1 represents a super-Lorentz condensate. If (m, j) ∼
(m′, j′) then the Poincaré subalgebra is unchanged

Poinc(m′,j′,q) = Poinc(m,j,q), bms(j′,q) = bms(j,q). (3.35)

An important point about the condensate is that it can be understood as a physical entity

dual (or canonically conjugated) to the Goldstone modes. Let us illustrate this for super-

translations where the Goldstone operator is denoted by G and defined in §3.3. The action

of the Golstone operator on m modifies the condensate. The integrated Goldstone operator

associated with the label c0, is defined as

Gc0 :=

∫

S

cAB0 D〈ADB〉G . (3.36)

33We recall that q is compatible with the given volume form that defines gbms = gbmsǫ
34In condensed matter the condensate operators are all the operations that commute with the Goldstone

operator [126, 127].
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The canonical action of this operator changes the supertranslation condensates

{Gc0 ,m}g∗ = D〈ADB〉c
AB
0 . (3.37)

This corresponds to the shift C0 ! C0 + c0. At the quantum level this means that quantum

states |p〉 and eiĜc0 |p〉 carry the same value of the broken symmetry charges p̂µ, but correspond

to different condensates shifted by c0.

The analysis presented here shows that the condensate modes C0 and CAB1 represent

respectively the geometry of the quotient spaces

bms/Poinc, gbms/bms. (3.38)

The total quotient group gbms/Poinc labels the different Poincaré vacua inside gbms. The

perspective connecting the condensate operators (C0, C
AB
1 ) to a symmetry breaking mecha-

nism has been developed by Kapec et al. in [128–131]. As we will see in §5, there is a deep

connection between the condensates and the soft factors appearing in the soft theorems.

3.4.1 Poincaré embedding inside gbms

With this conceptual characterization of the embedding pattern in mind, let us analyze its

realization in more detail. In this section, we provide an explicit construction of the Poincaré

generators. To achieve this goal, a first natural question is whether the restriction to a

particular round metric q̊ is necessary, and what happens when we change from the given

round sphere metric to another one q = F ∗(q̊). Moreover we also investigate whether choosing

a round sphere metric is necessary at all to define Poincaré generators. We find that any choice

of metric is admissible. This question arises since, let us recall, in order to define the GBMS

group, we only introduced an area form, but no metric was needed (see §3.1).

More precisely, we can define the Poincaré subalgebra of gbms associated to any given

non-round sphere metric γ, and this corresponds to the same Poincaré subalgebra one can

associate to a general round sphere metric q = F ∗(q̊), with F : S ! S an orientation

preserving diffeomorphism of the sphere, satisfying R(q) = 2 but not associated with a specific

choice of spherical coordinates. In fact, the condition R(q) = 2 is invariant under diff(S), so

we can extend the standard BMS symmetry group to include a more general choice of sphere

coordinates. The diffeomorphism F labels different embeddings of bms into gbms. While this

last fact might be well known by the experts in the field, we have not seen it explained in

some detail anywhere; that is why, in our attempt to be as pedagogical as possible, we are

detailing in the following a clear explanation of this point.35

Therefore, we will proceed in two steps. We are first going to show that bmsγ depends only

on the conformal equivalence class of γ and is therefore given by bmsq, for q a round sphere

35The relevance of this discussion was also revealed to us in discussion with A. Rignon-Bret and S. Speziale

(see also [132]).
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metric in that class. This ensures that the Lorentz sectors associated with the two metrics

match; we then introduce a definition of translation generators invariant under conformal

rescalings, which guarantees that Poincγ = Poincq. In a second step, we explicitly construct

the generators of Poincq, by parametrizing a general round sphere metric q = F ∗(q̊) in terms

of null vectors defining an embedding of the 2-sphere into Minkowski space.

gbms and sphere metrics. Let us start with some preliminaries on non-round sphere

metrics. Given a metric γAB on the sphere we denote γ = det(γAB) its area form. We also

denote DA its covariant derivative, R(γ) its curvature tensor and TAB(γ) its stress tensor.

TAB(γ) is defined as the unique symmetric traceless tensor that satisfies

DBTA
B(γ) +

1

2
∂AR(γ) = 0 (3.39)

This tensor appears as the traceless component of the Geroch tensor [75, 79, 110].36 The

gbms condition (3.12) imposes that

√
γ = ǫ̊ (3.40)

where ǫ̊ is the given area form that defines gbms = gbms̊ǫ. Given such γAB , there exists a

round sphere metric qAB and a conformal factor φ such that

γAB = e−2φqAB, e2φ =

√
det q

ǫ̊
, R(q) = 2. (3.41)

The second equality shows that φ = φq is uniquely characterized by the choice of round sphere

metric q. Since the stress tensor of a round sphere metric vanishes, the conformal rescaling

for the curvature and stress tensor implies that37

TAB(e
−2φq) = −2e−φD〈ADB〉e

φ, R(e−2φq) = 2e2φ(1 +∆φ). (3.43)

The action (3.10) of Diff(S) on γAB is extended to the pair (φ, qAB) as

δY φ = Y [φ]−WY , δY qAB = LY qAB. (3.44)

This implies the following transformations for the stress tensor

δY TAB(γ) = LY TAB +D〈ADB〉WY . (3.45)

Note that the condition (3.41) does not uniquely determine the metric qAB. A rescaling

qAB ! e−2ϕqAB where ϕ is solution of the equations

D〈ADB〉e
ϕ = 0, (1 + ∆ϕ) = e−2ϕ, (3.46)

36The Geroch tensor is ρAB = qAB

2
R− TAB .

37If q is an arbitrary metric we have more generally that (see App. D)

TAB(e
−2φq) = TAB(q)− 2e−φD〈ADB〉e

φ, R(e−2φq) = e2φ(R(q) + 2∆φ). (3.42)
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with DA the round sphere covariant derivative, is admissible. A way to fix this ambiguity

and achieve (3.44) is to choose a reference round sphere metric and parametrise γ in terms

of F ∈ Diff(S) by demanding that γAB = e−2φF ∗(q̊AB). This amounts to choosing ϕq̊ = 0.

What is Poincγ? In order to answer this question, we first provide the general definition

of Poincγ as the set of translations and Lorentz transformations generated by the element

T ∈ V(−1,0) and Y ∈ V(−1,−1) solutions of

DA(γBCY
C) +DB(γACY

C) = γAB(DCY
C),

(
D〈ADB〉 +

1

2
TAB(γ)

)
T = 0 . (3.47)

As we are going to see in more detail below, this space is 4-dimensional [75] and it forms a

Poincaré subalgebra of gbms. In particular, given (T1, Y1), (T2, Y2) ∈ Poincγ then [(T1, Y1), (T2, Y2)]g ∈
Poincγ .

We now want to use this definition (3.47) to relate Poincγ to Poincq. First of all, it is easy

to see that if Y is a conformal Killing vector (CKV) of qAB, solution of LY qAB = (DCY
C)qAB ,

it is a CKV of γAB with a shifted Weyl factor. More precisely, from the definition of the

divergence we have

DCY
C =

1√
γ
∂C(e

−2φ√qY C) = DCY
C − 2Y C∂Cφ . (3.48)

From this, we obtain

LY γAB = LY (e−2φqAB) = e−2φqAB(DCY
C − 2Y [φ]) = γABDCY

C . (3.49)

Hence, while the action of GBMS maps the reference round sphere metric q̊ onto γAB =

e−2φF ∗(q̊AB), we have that bmsγ = bmsF ∗q̊. This way, we can label the bms subgroups of

gbms by the space of round sphere metrics q = F ∗(q̊). This means that, for a given round

sphere metric qAB, the generators of the Lorentz subalgebra of bmsq identify as well the

Lorentz embedding in gbms.

Next, in terms of the metric q = F ∗(q̊), the second condition in (3.47) is given by
(
D〈ADB〉 +

1

2
TAB(γ)

)
T = e−φD〈ADB〉(e

φT ) = 0 , (3.50)

The first equality is shown in App. D where we used TAB(q) = 0. Therefore, the translation

sectors associated to the two metrics coincide as well and thus

Poincγ = Poincq = F (Poincq̊) (3.51)

under the map (Y, T ) ! (Y, eφT ). From this we see that the space of solution is 4-dimensional:

A general solution is labelled by four contants Xµ and reads

T = e−φXµ(̊n
µ ◦ F ) (3.52)

where n̊0 = 1 and n̊i are the component of the unit vector

n̊i := (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) . (3.53)
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Spherical metrics and vectors. Having identified the Poincaré algebra embedded in gbms

with Poincq, we want to provide next an explicit construction of its generators. To do so it

will prove convenient to parametrized the round metric metric q in terms of its embedding in

3D Euclidean space given, for a set of two intrinsic coordinates σA on the sphere, by the map

ι : S ! R3, σA ! ni(σ), nini = 1 . (3.54)

Such an embedding can be related to the canonical embedding ι̊ with image n̊i by a diffeo-

morphism F = ι̊−1 ◦ ι. The implies that

ni = Rij (̊n
j ◦ F ). (3.55)

where R is a rotation matrix.

We can then extend the embedding to Minkowski space introducing a pair of null vectors

n, n̄ such that

n · n = 0, n · n̄ = −2, n̄ · n̄ = 0 ; (3.56)

these can be written as nµ := α(1, ni) and n̄µ := α−1(1,−ni). Without loss of generality, we

can take α = 1 so that

∂A(n+ n̄) = 0 . (3.57)

A general embedding is then defined in terms of the two space-like embedding frame fields

[92] eA
µ and a 2-sphere metric given by

eµA := ∂An
µ , qAB := eµAe

ν
Bηµν . (3.58)

The two frames eA form, together with the two null vectors, a basis of Minkowski space. In

particular, nµe
µ
A = 0 = n̄µe

µ
A, and the inverse 2-sphere metric is mapped to the rank two

symmetric tensor

qµν = eµAe
ν
Bq

AB = ηµν +
1

2
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν) . (3.59)

From the determinant definition, we obtain the identity

ǫABq eµAe
ν
B =

1

2
εµνρσn̄

ρnσ , (3.60)

where ǫABq = q−
1
2 εAB is the Levi–Civita tensor.

In Appendix C.1 we show that the frame field satisfies the following key compatibility

condition

DBe
µ
A =

1

2
(n̄µ − nµ)qAB , (3.61)
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from which we extract that

DADAn
µ = n̄µ − nµ , D〈ADB〉n

µ = 0 . (3.62)

Furthermore, (3.60) together with (3.61) imply the identity

nµ∂An
ν − nν∂An

µ = εµνρσn
ρǫA

B∂Bn
σ . (3.63)

We can think of these relations as a connection between intrinsic coordinates σA and embed-

ding coordinates nµ for a general round sphere metric. We also see that nµ is by construction,

a basis of solution of (3.50) for the metric q in (3.58).

One can directly check that the 2-sphere metric (3.58) has scalar curvature R(q) = 2. To

do so, we can apply the general identity for a 2D metric

[DA,DB ]V
A =

R

2
VB (3.64)

to the 2D vectors qACeµC ; this yields

R(q)

2
eµB = qAC [DA,DB ]e

µ
C =

qAC

2
[DA(n̄

µ − nµ)qBC −DB(n̄
µ − nµ)qAC ]

= −1

2
∂B(n̄

µ − nµ) = eµB , (3.65)

from which we get that R(q) = 2.

3.4.2 Lorentz and Poincaré charge algebras

We now write down the charges which generate the coadjoint action of a Lorentz and Poincaré

sub-algebras of gbms on gbms∗.

The Lorentz charge algebra. To define the generator of a Lorentz subalgebra so(3, 1) of

gbms, we use the null vectors

nµ = (1, ni), n̄µ = (1,−ni) . (3.66)

These satisfy the scalar products (3.56). The identities (3.62) for the unit vectors become the

differential qualities

∆ni = −2ni , D〈ADB〉n
i = 0 , (3.67)

where ∆ = DAD
A denotes the sphere Laplacian associated with the round metric q. These

express the fact that ni spans the ℓ = 1 spherical harmonics. Similarly, the identities (3.59),

(3.60), (3.63) for the null vector spatial components yield respectively

qAB∂An
i∂Bn

j = ηij − ninj , ǫABq ∂An
i∂Bn

j = εijkn
k,

ni∂An
j − nj∂An

i = εijkǫA
B∂Bn

k.
(3.68)
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The vector field associated with a Lorentz transformation Λ is given by [92, 121]

Y A
Λ = −Λµνnµ∂

An̄ν = (ΛkqAB + Λ̃kǫABq )∂Bnk (3.69)

where Λk := Λ0k and Λ̃k := 1
2Λ

ijεij
k denote the boost and rotation components respectively.

This means that the vector fields generating the rotation and boost are given by [63, 88, 121]

Ỹ A
i := ǫABq ∂Bni, Y A

i := qAB∂Bni. (3.70)

These vectors satisfy the conformal Killing property (3.14). Their divergences are

DAỸ
A
i = 0, DAY

A
i = −2ni . (3.71)

Hence, by substituting38 Y A
µν = −n[µ∂An̄ν] into the charge JY in (3.17), we define the charge

generating the coadjoint action of a Lorentz subalgebra as

Jµν :=

∫

S

Y A
µν jA ǫ . (3.72)

The rotation Ji and boost Ki generators are therefore given by substituting (3.70) in (3.72)

Ji :=

∫

S

jAǫ
AB
q ∂Bni ǫ, Ki :=

∫

S

jAq
AB∂Bni ǫ. (3.73)

These generators satisfy the Lorentz charge algebra (see Appendix C.3 for the derivation)

{Ji, Jj}g∗ = −εijkJk,
{Ji,Kj}g∗ = −εijkKk,

{Ki,Kj}g∗ = +εij
kJk.

(3.74)

The meaning of these relations is that (Ji,Ki) are the charges generating the coadjoint action

of a Lorentz subalgebra of gbms.39

The Poincaré charge algebra. The analog of four-momentum Pµ := (E,Pi) is given by

Pµ :=

∫

S

nµm ǫ, (3.75)

38The definition given here is consistent with the definition Ki := J0i
39The coadjoint action of the full gbms charge algebra is (3.23) for the charges (3.17). (3.73) is the special-

ization of those charges for particular choices, given in (3.70), of the vector field Y A in (3.17)

Ji = JỸi
, Ki = JYi , Jµν = JYµν .

Since the vector fields in (3.70) generate the Lorentz algebra so(3, 1), (3.73) are generating the coadjoint action

of so(3, 1) on gbms∗.
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satisfying (which is a trivial consequence of δTm = 0 (3.20) or equivalently the last bracket

in (3.24))

{Pµ, Pν}g∗ = 0. (3.76)

Furthermore, we have (see Appendix C.3)

{Pµ, Jνρ}g∗ = ηµνPρ − ηµρPν . (3.77)

Taking into account (3.76) and (3.77) enhances the Lorentz charge algebra (3.74) to that of

Poincaré algebra iso(3, 1). These are the charges that generate the coadjoint action of iso(3, 1)

on gbms∗. It should be clear by now that the charges associated with different round sphere

metrics corresponds to different Poincaré generators inside GBMS labelled by the vector

nµ = n̊µ ◦ F .
Having obtained the Poincaré charges and their algebra for a Poincaré embedding inside

gbms, the natural next step is to define the notion of Pauli–Lubański generator (hence the

spin) for such an embedding. We take up this task in §6.1 after providing the ground in §4.2

and §5.2.2.

4 gbms coadjoint orbits and spin generator

In §3.2, we derived the coadjoint action of gbms (see (3.20)). The natural next step is studying

the orbits of this action, which we do in §4.1 and it involves the construction of the invariants

of a typical coadjoint orbit. A crucial role in the construction of these invariants is played

by the notion of vorticity. Using this notion, and under the hypothesis that the mass aspect

is positive, we then construct the generator of the isotropy subalgebra of gbms for a generic

m ∈ (R−1)
∗, which furthermore turns out to be supertranslation-invariant. Hence, in §4.2 we

naturally identify it as the spin generator for gbms.

4.1 gbms: Coadjoint orbits

Having the coadjoint action (3.20) of gbms at hand, we can study its coadjoint orbits. The

coadjoint orbits are labelled by gbms∗ Casimirs. These are the functionals of (j,m) which

are invariant under the coadjoint action (3.20) and therefore represent the orbit invariants.

When quantized, they provide labels for the representations of the quantum algebra.

The first remark is that the structure of the algebra gbms is similar to the symmetry

algebra of 2-dimensional barotropic fluids [133–136]

h := diff(S) RS0 . (4.1)

The key difference is that the conformal dimension of the normal factor RS0 is 0 (unlike the

case of gbms, which is −1). The variables parametrizing the dual Lie algebra h∗ are the fluid

density ρ ∈ V(2,0) and the fluid densitized momentum pA ∈ V(1,1). The Casimirs for this

algebra have been constructed explicitly [77]. They are given by the enstrophies which are

moments of the vorticity, defined by the two-form wFluid := dp, where p = pAdσ
A.
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The vorticity for gbms. To exploit these results, the strategy is to construct quantities

in gbms∗ that behave as ρ and pA. We notice that (1) m has conformal dimension +3 and

hence m2/3 (like ρ) is in V(2,0); and (2) jA has conformal dimension +3 and hence jA/m
2/3

(like pA) belongs to V(1,1). Hence, we identify the fluid-type variables (ρ, pA) for gbms as

ρ := m
2
3 , pA := ρ−1jA. (4.2)

This map can be inverted

m = ρ3/2, jA = ρ pA. (4.3)

For this to hold, we have to assume that m > 0,40 i.e. the mass aspect m = m(σ) is a strictly

positive function on S. From now on, we make this assumption.

Using the procedure developed in [77], we need to construct the analogue of vorticity in

the case of gbms. This can be achieved as follows. From the transformations (3.20), we can

easily see that ρ is (1) invariant under supertranslations and (2) is a density under diff(S)

δT ρ = 0 , δY ρ = DA(ρY
A) , (4.4)

where δT := δ(0,T ) and δY := δ(Y,0). On the other hand, pA transforms as a one form under

diffeomorphism and in a simple manner under supertranslation (see Appendix C.2)

δT pA =
3

2
∂A(

√
ρT ), δY pA = LY pA. (4.5)

Note that
√
ρT ∈ V(0,0) is a dimensionless scalar. To define the vorticity, let us recall that

ǫAB is the tensor that defines the sphere measure

ǫ =
√
γd2σ =

1

2
ǫABdσ

A ∧ dσB , (4.6)

where the right-hand side denotes the 2-form on S corresponding to the normalized density ǫ

(3.1).41 The inverse of ǫAB is denoted ǫAB. It satisfies ǫACǫBC = δAB and it can be obtained

by raising indices ǫAB = γAA
′
γBB

′
ǫA′B′ with respect to the metric γ, which is compatible

with ǫ in (4.6). We can now define the vorticity as

w := ρ−1ǫAB∂ApB = m− 7
3

(
mǫAB∂AjB − 2

3
ǫAB∂AmjB

)
. (4.7)

From this definition, together with (4.4) and (4.5), one obtains (see Appendix C.2)

δTw = 0 , δY w = Y [w] . (4.8)

40Since we are taking a square root and ρ is always positive. It would be interesting to investigate the

consequences of zero and negative mass aspects for our analysis.
41Since S is an orientable manifold, 1-densities, as sections of the density bundle on S, can be canonically

identified with non-zero 2-forms, as sections of the second exterior power of T ∗S. We assume that this

identification between densities and two-forms is understood in the rest of the paper.
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The first identity expresses the fact that the vorticity w is invariant under supertranslation.

The second equality expresses the fact that w ∈ V(0,0) transforms as a scalar. Indeed terms

as mǫAB∂AjB are scalars of dimension 7.42 This is offset by the factor m− 7
3 . This key result

is the fundamental property that we were looking for and allows us to define the spin aspect

for gbms.

Orbit invariants for gbms. We can now easily construct the Casimir functionals for gbms.

They are given by all the moments of the vorticity

Cn(gbms) :=

∫

S

wnρǫ . (4.9)

The fact that they are invariant under gbms can be easily seen (see Appendix C.2)

δ(Y,T )Cn(gbms) =

∫

S

∂A(w
nρY Aǫ) = 0. (4.10)

Therefore, these generic real values of these invariants provide the labels for coadjoint orbits

of gbms. This completes our construction of Casimir functionals on coadjoint orbits of gbms.

Supertranslation orbits. One distinguished feature of the angular momentum aspect jA
is its non-trivial transformation under a supertranslation, as (3.20) implies. Under a super-

translation with parameter T , jA shift to j′A where

j′A − jA =
3

2
m∂AT +

T

2
∂Am. (4.11)

These equations can be written in a simpler form by multiplying the both sides with 2
3m

− 2
3

and rearranging the equality. The result is

2

3
m− 2

3
(
j ′ − j

)
= d(m

1
3T ), (4.12)

where we denote j = jAdσ
A and we recall that the parameter m− 1

3T ∈ V(0,0) is a scalar. In

this relation, d := dσA∂A is the de-Rham differential on S, satisfying d2 = 0. This means

that the translation orbits are labelled by the vorticity 2-form

wj := d(m− 2
3 j) = m

2
3wǫ. (4.13)

This means that two elements j, and j ′ in the same translation orbit, if wj = wj′ . Equiva-

lently this means that we have the consistency relation

d
(
m− 2

3
(
j ′ − j

))
= 0, (4.14)

42The spatial derivative ∂A raises the conformal dimension by +1.
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which follows from applying d to both sides of (4.14). The supertranslation parameter T

relating j and j ′ can be determined through (4.12) if and only if (4.14) is satisfied. This,

in particular, means that not any two angular momentum aspects j and j ′ can be related

through a supertranslation.

Having (4.14) in mind, (4.12) can be integrated to determine T . It is given up to an

overall constant as

T (σ) = m(σ)−
1
3

(
(m

1
3T )(σ0) +

2

3

∫ σ

σ0

m− 2
3 (j ′ − j)

)
, (4.15)

where σ0 denotes a reference point on the sphere and the integration in the second term can

be done over an arbitrary curve43 between σ0 and a generic point labelled by σ.

4.2 gbms: The spin generator

As we have seen in our brief recap of the construction of Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector,

which gives the definition of spin angular momentum of the Poincaré algebra in (2.36), a

prominent role is played by the isotropy algebra of the Poincaré algebra. It was defined as

the subalgebra of the Lorentz algebra that preserves a fixed three-momentum. As we have

seen, for a massive particle,44 this is the subalgebra so(3) generated by the spin element, which

is invariant under translations and it corresponds to the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector in the

rest frame. Our aim in this section is to repeat this exercise for gbms: we first determine

the isotropy subalgebra of gbms. The knowledge of isotropy subalgebra would help us to

construct its generators, the spin generator. We deffer the task of constructing an analog of

the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector for gbms to §6.1. The outcome of the construction will be

an object whose phase space counterpart is the spin charge on the asymptotic phase space of

asymptotically-flat spacetimes with gbms as their asymptotic symmetry group. We construct

this phase space quantity in §7.2.1.

The isotropy subalgebra for gbms. To determine the isotropy (or little) algebra of gbms,

we choose a generic45 m ∈ (R−1)
∗, and study those gbms transformations that preserves m,

43For those j, j′, and ms satisfying (4.14), Stokes Theorem guarantees that
∮

Γ

(
m− 2

3

(
j
′ − j

))
= 0,

where Γ is any arbitrary possibly non-simple closed curve on S, which is due to S being simply-connected. It

then follows that the integral in (4.15) is independent of the curve between initial and final points. It of course

depends on the endpoints, as the notation in (4.15) indicates.
44The analog of mass in our situation is m and the fact that we are working with m > 0 is the analog of

massiveness for the Poincaré algebra.
45By generic, we mean a generic function m = m(σ) = m(z, z̄). There are more specialized choices such as

constant m or m(|z|), which would affect the corresponding isotropy algebra.
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i.e. δ(Y,T )m = 0. Hence, by definition, the isotropy subalgebra of gbms associated with a

given mass aspect m is given by a pair (Y, T ) such that

δ(Y,T )m = Y A∂Am+ 3WYm = 0, (4.16)

which can be written as

Y A∂Am+
3

2
mDAY

A =
3m

1
3

2
DA

(
m

2
3Y A

)
=

3
√
ρ

2
divρ(Y ) = 0, (4.17)

where we have defined a rescaled measure

ρ := ρǫ = m
2
3 ǫ , (4.18)

and divρ(Y ) := 1
ρ∂A

(
ρY A

)
is the divergence of Y with respect to the measure ρ. Since we

have assumed that m > 0, this relation shows that the isotropy subalgebra of gbms is the

one that preserves ρ, namely (compare with the isotropy subalgebra of the Poincaré algebra

so(3) R4)

iso(gbms) = sdiffρ(S) RS−1 , (4.19)

where sdiffρ(S) is the subalgebra of area-preserving diffeomorphisms that preserves the mea-

sure ρ (rather than the round-sphere area form ǫ). This subalgebra is generated by vector

fields of the form

Yχ := −ρ−1ǫAB∂Aχ∂B , ǫAB =
εAB√
γ
, χ ∈ C∞(S). (4.20)

The Lie bracket of these vector fields is (see Appendix C.2)

[Yχ, Yψ]S = Y{χ,ψ}ρ , (4.21)

where

{χ,ψ}ρ := ρ−1ǫAB∂Aχ∂Bψ (4.22)

is the Poisson bracket on S given by the inverse of the rescaled symplectic structure

ρAB := ρǫAB . (4.23)

(4.21) is the Lie bracket of sdiffρ(S). Finally, note that the RS−1 factor of iso(gbms) does not

act on m at all, and hence in the following we only focus on sdiffρ(S).
46

46This is analog to the situation of the Poincaré algebra where a chosen momentum is invariant under

translations. Hence, the isotropy subalgebra is enlarged from the isotropy subalgebra of the Lorentz part,

which is so(3), to the isotropy subalgebra of the Poincaré algebra, which is so(3) R
4.
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The spin generator of gbms. As we have seen in §2.3, for a massive particle, the spin

angular momentum is defined to be the value of the angular momentum of a particle in its rest

frame, which in turn can be written in terms of the spatial components of the Pauli–Lubański

pseudo-vector (see (2.32)). Our goal is to provide an analogous construction for gbms and

provide the generator of spin for gbms.

We propose that the gbms spin charge is the smeared version of the vorticity w. The

charge is labelled by a function on S, χ ∈ RS0 = C∞(S), and is defined as

Sχ :=

∫

S

χρwǫ =

∫

S

χ ǫAB∂ApB ǫ, χ ∈ C∞(S). (4.24)

From the transformation properties of w under gbms, given in (4.8), we can see that (see

Appendix C.2)

δTSχ = 0, δY Sχ = −SY [χ]. (4.25)

In particular, this implies

{
PT ,Sχ

}
g∗ = 0. (4.26)

Furthermore, we can then show that the bracket of the spin charge forms a closed subalgebra

(see Appendix C.2) {
Sχ,Sψ

}
g∗ = −S{χ,ψ}ρ . (4.27)

This relation implies that Sχ implements the action of sdiffρ(S) on gbms∗. Therefore, both

properties above are satisfied, namely

(1) Sχ is invariant under supertranslations, i.e. δTSχ = 0 ;

(2) Sχ generates the isotropy algebra sdiff(S)ρ of gbms (4.27).

Hence, Sχ represents the spin generator for the gbms algebra. The first property is the analog

of the fact that the (spatial components of) Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector commutes with

the generators of translations, as encoded in (2.27). The second property is the analog of the

fact that the spin vector generates in Poincaré the isotropy algebra so(3).

5 gbms reference frames and Goldstone modes

In this section, we study natural reference frames associated with gbms, in order to make

more transparent the contextualization of the gbms spin operator we just constructed within

the familiar Poincaré framework reviewed in §2.3.

Recall that in the Poincaré setting, we define two important frames of reference: (1) the

rest frame to be the frame where the velocity of the particle vanishes and (2) the center-of-

mass frame to be the frame where where the center-of-mass remains at the origin. The rest
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frame is reached by performing a boost, while the center-of-mass is achieved by performing a

translation.

In the gravitational context, most of the discussion about a choice of bms frame has been,

so far, around a choice of center-of-mass (supertranslation) frame and about the definition

of the bms orbital angular momentum. However, in order to understand the physical nature

of the spin operator we have constructed, we need to find the gravitational analog of the

rest frame condition. In fact, since the spin operator is by construction invariant under

supertranslations, it doesn’t depend on which center-of-mass frame we are in. At the same

time though, here we show that the spin generator can be understood as the generator of

superrotation in the generalised rest frame defined by the condition ∂Am = 0. Indeed, when

this rest frame condition is satisfied, we have that

w = m− 4
3 ǫAB∂AjB , (5.1)

which is the generator of superrotation. This is the analog of (2.37) for gbms. To reach such

a rest frame, given a general mass aspect, is not possible with the BMS action, but it requires

the action of GBMS.

In §5.1, we define the notion of rest frame for gbms and clarify its distinction with the

usual notion of Bondi frame. In §5.2 we specialize to a stationary spacetime and derive the

expressions for the mass and angular momentum aspects in the center-of-mass and rest frame.

Furthermore, we compute these quantities in a generic boosted frame. In §5.3.1 we provide

an explicit expansion of the boosted mass into spherical harmonics, which we use in §5.3.2

to show that the multi-particle mass aspect does not belong to the BMS coadjoint orbit

with constant total mass representative. Finally, in §5.3.3 we perform the spherical harmonic

decomposition for the boosted angular momentum aspect.

5.1 gbms reference frames: Rest vs Bondi frames

In this section, we elaborate on two reference frames associated with gbms. Let us consider an

orientation preserving diffeomorphism of the sphere F : S ! S. For concreteness we denote

σA the original coordinates and σ̃a = F a(σ) the coordinates on the image sphere; also, the

corresponding derivatives are respectively denoted as ∂A and ∂a. We also denote the metric

on the original sphere as γ. Given the area form ǫ = 1
2ǫAB(σ)dσ

A ∧ dσB with ǫAB =
√
γεAB ,

we can construct a density ρF such that F ∗ǫ = ρF ǫ. One finds that

ρF =
1

2
ǫAB∂AF

a∂BF
bǫab ◦ F =

√
γ ◦ F
γ

det (∂AF
a) , (5.2)

where ǫab ◦ F is the area tensor in the new coordinates. The inversion formula implies that

ρF−1 ◦ F = 1/ρF . Under such a diffeomorphism we have that the mass aspect and angular

momentum aspect transform as

m! mF := ρ
3
2
F (m ◦ F ), jA ! jFA := ρF (ja ◦ F )∂AF a. (5.3)
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Note that these come from the exponentiation of the coadjoint action (3.20) (see also [45, 121]).

Furthermore, the metric and its curvature tensor (of the celestial sphere S) transform47 as

γAB ! γFAB =
(γ ◦ F )ab ∂AF a∂BF b

ρF
,

R! RF := ρF (R ◦ F +∆ ln ρF ) ,

(5.4)

which again follow from the exponentiation of the gbms infinitesimal transformation (3.10).

Let us emphasize that this Diff(S) action of the GBMS group, called super-Lorentz transfor-

mations, on the metric differs from the naive Diff(S) action; the latter is recovered for the

diffeomorphisms such that ρF = 1. The subgroup of such diffeomorphisms is denoted SDiff(S).

It is composed of diffeomorphism preserving the area form. Infinitesimally this means that

WY in (3.11) vanishes, and these transformations are called superrotations. While superro-

tations F ∈ SDiff(S) preserve the Bondi gauge condition R(γ) = 2, they generically do not

preserve the metric: F ∗γAB 6= γAB unless F belongs to the isotropy group of γ.

From this transformation, we can define two distinguished gbms frames by putting certain

constraints on the doublet (m,R).

− Rest frame. In the rest frame, the pair (mR, RR) satisfy

∂am
R = 0, ∂aR

R 6= 0, (5.5)

i.e. the mass aspect is constant.

− Bondi frame. In the Bondi frame, the pair (mB, RB) instead satisfies the following

relations

∂Am
B 6= 0 , ∂AR

B = 0 . (5.6)

Note that the Bondi frame is such that the curvature is constant. This frame is used

in the bms literature since the condition ∂AR
B = 0 basically means that the celestial

sphere necessarily has the round-sphere metric (or a constant rescaled version thereof).

Finally, we see that the two frames are related by a diffeomorphism F : SB
! SR, which

we take to go from the rest frame to the Bondi frame for convenience. We have

mB = mRρ
3
2
F , RR = ρF−1(RB +∆ ln ρF−1). (5.7)

As shown later, the only spacetimes which can be, at the same time, in the rest and

Bondi frame are stationary ones.

An important comment is in order. Having the possibility to reach the rest frame is

essential in our ability to define the spin as the angular momentum aspect in the rest frame,

namely the gravitational analog of (2.37). In other words, in the case of Poincaré, one needs

47We use that R(e2φγ) = e−2φ(R(γ)− 2∆φ).
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to be able to reach to the rest frame in order to define an intrinsic notion of spin, where the

boost component of the angular momentum is zero. Once this intrinsic spin is defined, one

can boost it to an arbitrary Lorentz frame. Similarly, in the case of gbms, we are able to go to

the gbms rest frame, where m is constant, and this provides an intrinsic notion of spin. One

can then “boost” this spin to an arbitrary gbms frame by performing a diffeomorphism (as

supertranslations will not change the mass aspect). This important fact should be compared

and contrasted with the fact that (in general) there is no notion of rest frame for bms. This

is the source of many puzzles and ambiguities. The root of these puzzles is that for bms, one

fixes a Bondi frame such that ∂AR
B = 0, in which ∂Am

B 6= 0 unless we are in the particular

case of a stationary black hole spacetime (see §5.3.2). (5.7) shows that the extension to gbms

takes care of this fundamental issue, since we can always, by a choice of diffeomorphism, reach

the rest frame which is such that ∂Am
R = 0. In this frame we have that ∂AR

R 6= 0.

5.2 Stationary spacetimes

We now study the stationary spacetime condition and show, following [121], that in the

rest and center-of-mass frame, the angular momentum aspect jA is time-independent, and its

electric parity component, as well as the ℓ ≥ 2 spherical harmonics of the magnetic component,

can be set to zero. Let us see this explicitly.

5.2.1 Mass and angular momentum aspects for stationary spacetimes

The stationarity condition ∂um = ∂ujA = ∂uCAB = 0, is much stronger than the non-radiative

condition ∂uCAB = 0.48 Stationarity demands that spacetime is non-radiative, i. e. that the

news vanish, but also that the mass, angular momentum and higher-spin charges (see [79]

and §7.1.2) are conserved in time. This means that

DAm+ D̃Am̃ = 0, (5.9)

D〈AjB〉 = −3

4
(CABm+ C̃ABm̃), (5.10)

where m̃ = DADBC̃
AB denotes the dual mass, D̃A = ǫA

BDB is the dual derivative, and

C̃AB = ǫA
CCCB is the dual of the shear tensor. The equation (5.9) implies that DAm = 0 =

DAm̃. This means that m = mR is constant and that m̃ = 0.49 The constancy of the mass

means that we are in the rest frame, while the vanishing of the dual mass means that the

shear can be written entirely in terms of a Goldstone field G ∈ RS−1 which characterises the

supertranslation frame

CAB = −2D〈ADB〉G. (5.11)

48The more general non-radiative condition reads (see §7.1.2)

∂2
uCAB = 0, DB∂uCA

B = −
1

2
∂AR, D[ACB]C = 0 . (5.8)

49Since m̃ = DADBC̃AB only contains ℓ ≥ 2 terms, it vanishes if constant.
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G is uniquely determined by CAB if we assume that Gℓ=0 = Gℓ=1 = 0. (5.10) can then be

written as

D〈A(jB〉 − 3
2m

RDB〉G) = 0, (5.12)

which means that jB − 3
2m

RDBG is a constant ℓ = 1 spherical harmonic. In other words, we

find that for a stationary spacetime, we have

m = mR, jA(n) =
1

2
Jµνn

[µ∂An
ν] + 3

2m
R∂AG(n) , (5.13)

where Jµν is a constant angular momentum. Denoting (Ji,Ki) the rotational and boost

components of Jµν we can rewrite this as (∂̃A = ǫA
B∂B)

jA(n) = ∂̃An
iJi + ∂A

(
3

2
mRG(n) +Kin

i

)
. (5.14)

The second term corresponds to a supertranslation with parameter T = G + 2Kini

3mR . We can

therefore eliminate this term by going to the rest and center-of-mass frame (RCM frame).

The expressions for mass and angular momentum aspects in the RCM frame can be read-off

from (5.13) as50

mRCM = m, jRCMA (n) = ∂̃An
kJk = (ni∂An

j)ǫijkJ
k. (5.15)

So we find that up to a supertranslation and a rotation, we can always choose the stationary

angular momentum to be purely magnetic. We can still perform a rotation that rotates

Ji = Jδ3i along the 3rd axis say, where J is the black hole spin.

The case of Kerr spacetime. As we will show in §7.3 and Appendix F, for the Kerr

metric,

jKerr
A dσA =

1

2
3aM(cos θ dθ − sin2 θ dϕ). (5.16)

As ∂̃ϕn
3 = − sin θ∂θn

3 = sin2 θ for the round sphere metric, comparing with (5.14) we find

that the Kerr metric angular momentum corresponds to the rest frame expression (5.14) with

JKerr = −3aM

2
, GKerr = a

(
sin θ − π

4

)
, KKerr

i = 0 , (5.17)

consistently with [62, 63, 121]. The substraction by π/4 ensure that G only contains ℓ ≥ 2

spherical harmonics as
∫
S ǫ sin θ =

π
4 .

51

50Recall that a supertranslation does not change the mass aspect, as can be seen in (3.20).
51One can write sin θ = 2

√
zz̄

1+zz̄
so the spherical harmonic expansion of sin θ contains all ℓ = 2k, k ∈ Z

0+ and

m = 0 components.
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5.2.2 Mass and angular momentum aspects in a generic Lorentz frame

Next, we would like to derive expressions for mass and angular momentum aspects of sta-

tionary spacetimes in a generic boosted frame. For this, we can use (5.3). However, to use

that equation, we first need to determine the conformal factor that corresponds to a Lorentz

boost, which we now turn to.

Conformal rescaling as a Lorentz boost. The boost transformation simply results from

a conformal map of the celestial sphere. To do so let us recall that we work with the null vector

nµ = τµ+ n̂µ where τµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the rest frame vector and n̂µ = (0, ni) is spacelike. Let

Λv denote the boost that maps τ onto a unit vector in the hyperboloid of velocity v ∈ R3,

with vµ = (0, vi), and let us denote the corresponding unit-norm momentum as

pµv := (Λvτ)
µ = γv(τ

µ + vµ) = γv(1, v
i), (5.18)

where

γv :=
1√

1− v2
. (5.19)

Going to such a boosted frame corresponds to applying an inverse boost nµ ! (Λ−vn)
µ :=

(Λ−v)
µ
νn

ν to n. Under a boost the null vector stays null, hence we have that

Λ−vn = ωv(n)nv, (5.20)

where ωv(n)
52 is a rescaling factor given by

ωv(n) = −[Λ−vn] · τ = n · (Λvτ) = −(n · pv) = γv(1− v · n̂). (5.21)

Therefore, using (2.33), we get that a boost yields a transformation of n! nv given by

niv = ω−1
v (n)

(
ni +

[
γvv · n̂
γv + 1

− 1

]
γvv

i

)
. (5.22)

To relate the rescaling factor ωv to the factor ρΛ−v defined in (5.2) for F = Λ−v, we use

the fact that ρFv appears as the conformal rescaling of the metric, namely (see Footnote 9)

ds2v = (dn̂v)
2 = (dnv)

2 =
(d[ωvnv])

2

ω2
v

=
(d[Λ−vn])

2

ω2
v

=
(dn)2

ω2
v

=
(dn̂)2

ω2
v

. (5.23)

This shows that the metric is simply rescaled under boost and satisfy the transformation

Λ∗
−vq = ρΛ−vq with

ρΛ−v = ω−2
v . (5.24)

52Since this is just a factor coming from a boost, we have used the same notation as the factor ωg, defined

in (2.7), as will see in (5.27).
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This results are valid when ni = n̊i ◦ F for any F ∈ Diff(S). We can illustrate them using

complex coordinates where

n̊i(z, z̄) =

(
z + z̄

1 + |z|2 ,
−i(z − z̄)

1 + |z|2 ,
1− |z|2
1 + |z|2

)
. (5.25)

Then n̊iv(z, z̄) = n̊i(z′, z̄′) with z′ = az+b
cz+d and the coefficients a, b, c, d can explicitly be ex-

pressed in terms of the velocity, see for instance [63, Eqs. (A.7)–(A.9)].

We can then express the RHS of (5.2) in complex coordinates as

ρF (z, z̄) = |∂zF |2
(1 + |z|2)2
(1 + |F |2)2 , (5.26)

for any conformal transformation. Taking F = Λ to be an SL(2,C) transformation F (z) =
az+b
cz+d we get

ωv =
|cz + d|2 + |az + b|2

1 + |z|2 = γv(1− v · ̂̊n) . (5.27)

Boosted mass and angular momentum aspects. Now that we have given the expres-

sions for the mass and angular momentum aspects (5.15) of a stationary spacetime in the

center of mass frame, we can construct their general expressions for a boosted stationary

spacetime. For a particle of mass m and spin J with velocity v these can be explicitly com-

puted from the general transformation formulas (5.3) for a boost (F = Λ−v); they are given

by

mv(n) =
m

[γv(1− v · n̂)]3 , jvA(n) =
nµ∂An

νJvµν
[γv(1− v · n̂)]4 , (5.28)

where, in terms of the boost transformations Λv defined in (2.33) with Pi = γvmvi,

Jµνv := Λµv jΛ
ν
vkε

ijkJi (5.29)

is a boosted spin, constant on the celestial sphere and such that pvµJ
µν
v = 0. For the mass

aspect, the derivation is direct and the expression was already given by Bondi et al. in

[27]. For the angular momentum aspect this expression does not seem to have appeared

in the gravity literature (see the statement in [63] and the discussion around Eq. (5.10)).

One notable exception is the work of Campiglia which derives a similar expression from the

subleading soft theorem [137]. To prove the statement we use the expression (5.15) for the rest

and center-of-mass frame angular momentum to rewrite the transformation rule (5.3) in order

to express the angular momentum aspect in a boosted frame. We start with jRCMA = jµνA J0
µν ,

where J0
0i = 0 and J0

ij = εij
kJk is the rest and center-of-mass frame angular momentum and

after applying (5.3), we get

j
[µν]
A =

n
[µ
v ∂AF

a∂an
ν]
v

ω2
v(n)

. (5.30)
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Now we use that

n[µv dn
ν]
v =

ωvn
[µ
v d(ωvn

ν]
v )

ωv(n)2
= Λµ−vαΛ

ν
−vβ

n[αdnβ]

ωv(n)2
= Λαµv Λβνv

n[αdnβ]

ωv(n)2
(5.31)

and use chain rule ∂A = ∂AF
a∂a to establish the final identity for the boosted angular

momentum aspect in (5.28).

5.3 Condensate fields for mass and angular momentum aspects

One of the motivations to study the algebra gbms rather than bms is to see whether a general

multi-particle configuration belongs to the orbit of bms with a constant-mass representative.

It turns out that the study of this question requires us to understand the decomposition of

the mass in spherical harmonics. This section is devoted to the study of this question. We

first determine the harmonic decomposition of mass in §5.3.1. Equipped with this result, in

§5.3.2, we show that the mass aspect of a generic multi-particle configuration does not belong

to the bms orbit with constant mass-aspect representative. Finally, we explain the harmonic

decomposition of the angular momentum aspect in §5.3.3 and give the explicit construction

of the respective condensate fields.

5.3.1 Supertranslation condensate

Let us start with the mass aspect and treat the angular momentum in §5.3.3. One defines

the global momentum as Pµ = Pnµ =Mpµv , given by the integral

Pµ =

∫

S

mnµ , (5.32)

which represents the ℓ = 0, 1 modes of the mass aspect. The higher ℓ ≥ 2 modes are

determined by a supertranslation condensate C0 = Cm (see §3.4) where the labelm emphasize

that the spin 0 condensate depends on the mass aspect. By definition, the supertranslation

condensate Cm is such that the Bondi mass admits the decomposition

m(n) = m(n)|ℓ=0,1 −
1

2
∆(∆ + 2)Cm(n)

= m(n)|ℓ=0,1 +DADBC
AB
m (n) ,

(5.33)

where ∆, as before, is the Laplacian on the sphere, and

mP (n)|ℓ=0 = −τ · P , mP (n)|ℓ=1 = 3n̂ · P , (5.34)

where τµ = (1,~0) and n̂µ = (0, ~n). Since −∆(∆ + 2)Cm|ℓ = (ℓ− 1)ℓ(ℓ + 1)(ℓ + 2)Cm|ℓ, only
the components Cm|ℓ≥2 of the condensate are determined by this equation. We know that

the mass aspect is invariant under supertranslation, i.e δTm = 0. Therefore the condensate

Cm being a function of m is also supertranslation invariant

δTCm = 0. (5.35)
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This important property means that we can use the condensate to fix the supertranslation

frame, i.e. to chose a relationship between the supertranslation Goldstone and the super-

translation condensate.

This is exactly how Moreschi proposed to fix the supertranslation frame by demanding

G = 2Cm. To see this, lets recall that the Moreschi mass aspect [87] (see also [60, 90]) is

given by

mMor = m− 1

4
DADBC

AB , (5.36)

and it is such that it is strictly decreasing over time

∂umMor = −1

8
NABN

AB . (5.37)

Moreover, its transformation under supertranslation is

δTmMor = T∂umMor +
1

4
(∆ +R(γ))∆T +

1

2
∂AR(γ)∂AT. (5.38)

It is valid even when we are in the radiative phase space, and follows from the following

supertranslation transformations (see e.g. [79])

δT (D ·C)B = T∂u(D ·C)B +NBA∂AT − (R(γ)∂BT + ∂B∆T ) , (5.39)

which yield

δT (DADBC
AB) = DA(δTDBC

AB)

= T∂u(DADBC
AB) + 2DBN

BA∂AT

−DB(R(γ)∂
BT + ∂B∆T ) +NABDADBT , (5.40)

and

δTM = T∂uM +

(
1

2
DBN

AB +
∂AR(γ)

4

)
∂AT +

1

4
NABDA∂BT . (5.41)

The transformation (5.38) simplifies when R(γ) = 2, which we now assume. Therefore,

this means that, given a supertranslation Goldstone G (see §3.3) which determines a cut

u = G of I, we have that

mMor −
1

4
∆(∆ + 2)G (5.42)

is supertranslation invariant. Choosing G = 2Cm amounts to chose a supertranslation frame

where the Moreschi mass aspect only contains global modes ℓ = 0, 1 [87]. This is equivalent

to the Bondi mass decomposition (5.33).

For a single black hole spacetime the global momentum (5.32) determines the mass aspect

mP (n) =
P 4

(−P · n)3 =
M

γ3v (1− v · n)3 , (5.43)
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where we have used (5.18). We can decompose this expression into spherical modes Pℓm(P ) :=

PYℓm and evaluate the supertranslation condensate. In Appendix E.1, we show by an explicit

calculation that the single black hole condensate can be taken to be [91, 92, 97]

CP (n) = (n · P ) ln
(−n · P

M

)
, (5.44)

where we denote CP := CmP
. An interesting aspect of this expression is that it contains ℓ = 0

and ℓ = 1 components for C which are usually left undetermined (see [98] for a discussion on

how to fix the global modes of CP .). The corresponding shear is therefore given by

CABP (n) = −2D〈ADB〉CP (n) = 4
(D〈An · P )(DB〉n · P )

(n · P ) . (5.45)

Quite remarkably, this expression for the shear reproduces exactly the soft factor in the

leading soft graviton theorem [138], with nµ representing the soft graviton 4-momentum and

DAn
µ its polarization tensor.

Under a boost transformation, by means of (5.20) and (5.21), we have that

CP (nΛ) = CP

(
Λ−1n

(−n · Λp)

)
=

1

2

(n · ΛP )
ωΛ(n)

ln

( −n · Λp
MωΛ(n)

)

=
CΛp(n)

ωΛ(n)
− 1

2
(n · ΛP ) ln(ωΛ(n))

ωΛ(n)
, (5.46)

where we denote ωΛ(n) = −(n · Λτ) and p = P/M . The first term in (5.46) corresponds

to the expected transformation under boost of a weight −1 scalar. The second term implies

that CP transforms anomalously under boost transformation. This last term vanishes after

we sum the contribution from in and out particles due to momentum conservation.

5.3.2 Multi-particle mass aspect

In this section, we show that multi-particle states belong to the same gbms orbit but different

bms orbits. This is one of the main motivation for studying gbms instead of bms.53 Consider

a scattering process consisting of N particles of momenta PI =MI(γI , γIv
i
I) for I = 1, . . . , N .

From (5.28), the general mass aspect of this collection of N particles is given by

mN(n) :=
N∑

I=1

mPI
(n) =

N∑

I=1

MI

[γI (1− viIni)]
3 . (5.47)

The important fact we want to establish is that such a multi-particle state does not belong

to a BMS coadjoint orbit with constant total mass M representative, namely mN 6= mPtot

where Ptot =
∑

i Pi. The main point is to establish that while the two aspects have the same

global charge, they differ significantly in the value of their supertranslation condensates.

53We would like to thank G. Compere for a discussion that led to this section.
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Let us consider the simple case of two particles. We have

m2(n) := mP1
(n) +mP2

(n) =
M1[

γ1
(
1− vi1ni

)]3 +
M2[

γ2
(
1− vi2ni

)]3 . (5.48)

Energy and momentum conservation Ptot = P1 + P2 imply that

mPtot
(n) =

(
M2

1 +M2
2 + 2γ1γ2M1M2(1− vi1v2i)

)2
[
γ1M1(1− vi1ni) + γ2M2(1− vi2ni)

]3 . (5.49)

Information about whether the multi-particle state belongs to the BMS orbit with con-

stant mass representative given by (5.49) can be obtained by comparing the spherical har-

monic components of (5.48) and (5.49). As it is clear from the expression (5.33), the ℓ = 0, 1

components of the mass aspects agree by construction mPtot
(n)|ℓ=0,1 = m2(n)|ℓ=0,1. On the

other hand, the ℓ ≥ 2 components of the mass aspects (5.48) and (5.49) are different. This

follows from the fact that they carry different condensates (see Appendix E.1)

DADB(C
AB
P1

+ CABP2
− CABPtot

) 6= 0 , (5.50)

where CP and CABP are given in (5.45) and (5.44). The combination CP1
+CP2

−CPtot
measures

how much the initial state condensate differs from a single black-hole condensate.

This result means that in a general scattering process, the mass aspect of the initial and

final states does not belong to the bms orbit with a constant-mass representative.54 In other

words, we cannot start with an arbitrary configuration consisting of many particles in generic

Lorentz frames, and reach a constant mass representative by applying a bms transformation.55.

On the other hand, using the bigger group gbms we can map the multi-particle condensate

onto the single particle one. Indeed as shown in §5.1, given m2 there exists a diffeomorphism

F2 ∈ Diff(S) such that mF2
2 is constant (see (5.3)). This diffeomorphism maps the condensate

CP1
+ CP2

onto the trivial condensate. Similarly, for mP one can find a diffeomorphism FP

that maps the condensate CP ! 0. Therefore we find that mP and m2 are in the same gbms

orbit.

We thus need to be able to have access to a larger set of transformations than the

Lorentz transformations of bms to understand the symmetries of a scattering process. This

is an important motivation to consider gbms, in which Lorentz transformations are replaced

with diff(S).

5.3.3 Angular momentum condensate

In the previous section we have given the decomposition of a general mass aspect in terms of

the sum of total momentum aspect plus the condensate contribution. We give, here, a similar

decomposition for the angular momentum aspect.

54If the entire initial state ends up in a black hole, this means that while the initial state does not belong to

the constant mass orbit, the final state does.
55Recall that only the Lorentz part of bms changes the mass aspect, while a supertranslation preserves it

(see (3.20) with Y restricted to be a conformal Killing vector).
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Given a mass and angular momentum aspect (m, jA), we have that the total angular

momentum is given by

Jµν :=

∫

S

jA (n[ν∂
An̄µ]) ǫ . (5.51)

Inverting this relation means that we can write the angular momentum aspect in terms

of a global angular momentum aspect JA(n) := jA(n)|ℓ=1 plus a piece the contains the ℓ ≥ 2

modes. That second piece is encoded into the super-boost condensate denoted C(P,j). In

practice this means that we have

j(P,J)

A (n) = JA(n) +D〈ADBDC〉C
BC
(P,J) . (5.52)

In fact, if we start with the the boosted angular momentum aspect in (5.28) in the

covariant form

j(P,J)

A (n) = P 4 (n
µDAn

ν)

(−n · P )4 Jµν , (5.53)

we show in Appendix E.2, in exact analogy to the mass aspect, that this aspect can be

decomposed into a contribution of ℓ = 1 harmonics (corresponding to the standard Lorentz

piece)

JA(n) = (nµDAn
ν)Jµν , (5.54)

plus a ℓ ≥ 2 contribution given by the subleading soft factor, namely

CBC(P,J)(n) =
2

3

(D〈Bn · P )(nµDC〉nνJµν)

(n · P ) . (5.55)

It is quite remarkable that, as for the mass aspect, also in this case the identification between

the condensate and the corresponding soft factor continues to hold [139, 140].

6 Pauli–Lubański generator

We have verified above that the Poisson bracket of charges (3.72) with vector fields (3.70)

and (3.75) generate a Poincaré subalgebra of gbms. Since the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector

(2.25) has a crucial role in constructing irreducible representations of the Poincaré algebra

(2.19), a natural issue is the construction of analogous quantity for the Poincaré subalgebra

of bms.

In fact, as we have explained in §2.2, a generic mass aspect does not have an isotropy

subalgebra. On the other hand, from the work of McCarthy [29] summarized in Table 2,

we know that for a constant mass aspect m(z, z̄) = constant, there is a non-trivial isotropy

Lie subalgebra of bms. Hence, one can ask whether there is an analog of Pauli–Lubański
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generator, when restricting to coadjoint orbits with constant mass representatives, as the

generator of this isotropy subalgebra. In this section, we answer this question: We construct

the Pauli–Lubański generator for a Poincaré embedding inside bms. We will do this in two

steps. First, in §6.1, we use the spin charge constructed in §4.2 to define an object that

transforms covariantly under Poincaré transformations in analogy to (2.49), as this is the

first requisite for the Pauli–Lubański generator. This can be achieved without any restriction

on the mass aspect. Secondly, in order reproduce the algebra (2.50) representing the second

defining property, we will need to restrict in §6.2 to the constant mass aspect orbit of bms in

order to define the Pauli–Lubański generator from the object previously introduced; we also

verify that its spatial components can be written as the gravitational analog of the Poincaré

expression (2.32).

6.1 Lorentz covariance

Our aim is to define the analog of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector for a Poincaré subalgebra

of bms associated with a metric q and corresponding vector nµ. We recall the definition of

the spin charge56 (4.24)

S[χ] :=

∫

S

χρwǫ, χ ∈ C∞(S). (6.1)

We then define the following quantity

Sµ := S[
√
ρnµ] , (6.2)

and show that it satisfies the analog of (2.49), which is the first property ascribed to the

Pauli–Lubański generator.

To begin, we immediately have

{Pµ, Sν}g∗ = −δT=nµSν = 0 (6.3)

due to (4.4) and (4.8). Furthermore, in Appendix C.4 we show that the action of diffeomor-

phism on Sµ is given by

δY Sµ =
1

2
S[
√
ρDAY

Anµ]− S[
√
ρY [nµ]]. (6.4)

In Appendix C.5 we show that when Y is a conformal vector field this expression, quite

remarkably, reduces to

{Jµν , Sρ}g∗ = (ηνρSµ − ηµρSν). (6.5)

If we denote by δµ the transformations generated by (6.2), by anti-symmetry of the canonical

56We use the bracket notation S[χ] instead of the index notation Sχ for readability.
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action (6.3) and (6.4), we derive the transformations

δµm = 0 , δµjA =
1

2
nµ∂A

(√
ρ ǫBC∂BpC

)
+

3

2

√
ρ ∂Anµ ǫ

BC∂BpC . (6.6)

Using these transformations, one can verify that the vector (6.2) satisfies the algebra

− {Sµ, Sν}g∗ = δµSν = S[{ρ 1
2nµ, ρ

1
2nν}ρ], (6.7)

as expected from the bracket (4.27) and the fact that the bms∗ element ρ entering the smearing

function in (6.2) commutes with the vorticity (4.26).

Therefore Sµ commutes with the momentum and transforms covariantly under Lorentz,

as expected. As such it is a good candidate for a Pauli–Lubański generator. However, as

we haven’t put any restriction on the mass aspect entering the definition (6.2), its algebra

doesn’t close generally. It turns out though that its algebra reproduces the Pauli–Lubański

algebra (2.50) if one restricts our construction to the mass aspect of a boosted black hole.

That is what we do next.

6.2 Pauli–Lubański embedding inside bms

In order to complete our construction of the Pauli–Lubański generator, we can now use (6.2)

and restrict to the constant mass aspect orbit of bms to show that the second defining property

(2.50) can also be satisfied. In other words, we now restrict our attention to the case of a

boosted stationary spacetime. In this case, we have that the density aspect is given by

ρ = ρv =
ρR

γ2v (1− v · n̂)2 , (6.8)

where ρR := M
2
3 see (5.28). In this case, we can evaluate the expression for the spatial

components of (6.2) as

M
1
3Si = −

√
ρR

∫

S

ǫAB∂A(
√
ρvni) ρ

−1
v jB ǫ

= −γv

∫

S

(1− vjnj)ǫ
AB∂Ani jB ǫ− γv

∫

S

vjniǫ
AB∂Anj jB ǫ

= γvJi − γv

∫

S

vjǫAB(ni∂Anj − nj∂Ani) jB ǫ

= γvJi − εi
jkγvv

j

∫

S

ǫABǫA
C∂Cnk jB ǫ

= γv(Ji − εijkv
jKk)

=M−1
(
EJi − εijkP

jKk
)
=M−1Wj (6.9)
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where Pµ = (E,Pi) = Mγv(1, v
i). We have used the last identity in (3.68), and the rotation

and boost generator definitions (3.73). We thus recover the expression (2.32) for the spatial

components of the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector in Poincaré.

It is important to note that this expression is invariant under supertranslation. To

understand how this is possible we need to recall that McCarthy showed that the orbits

associated with the the constant mass aspects of bms algebra have non-trivial isotropy sub-

algebras. From Table 2, the isotropy group is isomorphic to SU(2). In this restrictive case,

we therefore expect a formula for the spin in terms of the bms generators. This is the formula

we just unraveled in (6.9), that was first given in [67, Eq. 287] and where it was shown to be

supertranslation invariant.

For completeness, we show in Appendix C.6 that the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector alge-

bra (2.28) is reproduced when we perform the constant mass orbit restriction (6.8). Namely,

we have

S[{ρ
1
2
v nµ, ρ

1
2
v nν}ρ] = −M− 4

3 εµνρσP
ρSσ . (6.10)

The main steps of the proof involve expanding

S[{ρ
1
2
v nµ, ρ

1
2
v nν}ρ] = ε ρ0

µν

∫

S

nρ ǫ
CD∂CpD ǫ

+
1

2

∫

S

ǫAB(nµ∂Bnν − nν∂Bnµ)ρ
−1
v ∂Aρv ǫ

CD∂CpD ǫ , (6.11)

and using the relations

1

2
ρ−1
v ∂Aρv =

vℓ∂Anℓ
(1− v · n̂) ,

ǫAB(ni∂Bnj − nj∂Bni) = −εijk∂Ank ,
ǫAB(ni∂Bn0 − n0∂Bni) = −ǫAB∂Bni . (6.12)

In light of these results, we see that if we introduce the Pauli–Lubański generator for a Poincaré

embedding inside bms

Wµ :=M
4
3S[

√
ρvnµ] , Pµ := P[nµ]. (6.13)

which is:

− supertranslation invariant, as encoded in (6.3),

− covariant under Lorentz transformations, as (6.5) implies, and

− satisfying the algebra

{Wµ,Wν}g∗ = εµνρσP
ρW σ . (6.14)
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7 Applications

In this section, we first introduce in §7.1 a phase space on which gbms acts by Hamiltonian

transformations and construct the moment map for this action. We then consider two applica-

tions for the formalism developed so far: (1) In §7.2, we use the moment map to construct the

gravitational spin charge and gravitational Casimirs in asymptotically-flat spacetimes with

gbms as their asymptotic symmetries; (2)in §7.3, we write down explicitly the gravitational

Casimir invariants for the Kerr metric.

7.1 gbms: The moment map

In §3 and §4, we studied algebraic aspects of the gbms algebra including the study of its

coadjoint orbits, the invariants of these orbits, its isotropy subalgebra and defined its generator

as the spin generator of gbms. We now want to translate these results into statements about

gravitational physics. As usual, this is achieved by noting that there is a gravitational phase

space Γ that carries the Hamiltonian action of the gbms algebra [78, 79, 141], and hence

there is a moment map µgbms : Γ ! gbms∗. By definition, µgbms is a smooth map, and as

such can be used to construct the phase space quantities from those of gbms∗, which we have

constructed in the previous sections, by the pull-back operation. Therefore, the aim of this

section is two-fold: (1) we construct the gravitational phase space that carries a Hamiltonian

action of gbms in §7.1.2, and then (2) we build the moment-map µgbms for the gbms action on

this phase space in §7.1.3. The construction of µgbms will be used for the formulation of the

gravitational spin charge and gravitational Casimirs in asymptotically-flat spacetimes, which

is the subject of §7.2.

7.1.1 Radiative phase space at null-infinity

In this section, we review some of the main results established in [79], as these will be pivotal to

the construction of the moment map in the following sections. In the Bondi–Sachs coordinates,

the metric is given by [27, 28]

ds2 = −2e2βdu (dr +Φdu) + r2ΓAB

(
dσA − ΥA

r2
du

)(
dσB − ΥB

r2
du

)
. (7.1)

This metric satisfies the Bondi gauge conditions given by grr = 0, grA = 0, ∂r
√
Γ = 0. In

addition to the gauge conditions we impose extended57 Bondi asymptotic boundary conditions

[40, 41, 118], which means that the metric components (Φ, β,ΓAB ,Υ
A) admit the following

asymptotic expansion

Φ =
R(γ)

4
− M

r
+O

(
1

r2

)
, (7.2a)

57Note that we do not require Ricci scalar of the 2D sphere metric R(γ) = 2, which is why we call our

boundary conditions extended.
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β = − 1

32

CABC
AB

r2
+O

(
1

r3

)
, (7.2b)

ΥA = −1

2
DBC

BA − 1

r

(
2

3
J A − 1

2
CABDCCCB − 1

16
∂A
(
CBCC

BC
))

+O
(

1

r2

)
, (7.2c)

ΓAB = γAB +
1

r
CAB +

1

4r2
γAB

(
CCDC

CD
)
+O

(
1

r3

)
, (7.2d)

where M is the Bondi mass, CAB the asymptotic shear, while JA is the covariant angular

momentum [79]. When evaluating asymptotic quantities, we use the metric γAB to lower and

raise the indices {A,B, . . . } on the 2-sphere.

The expansions of the different coefficients are needed to obtain the expansion of the

metric ds2 to order58 O(r−1). The demand that the metric is asymptotically-flat and asymp-

totic Einstein’s equations (EEs) are satisfied would impose that the asymptotic sphere metric

is time independent ∂uγAB = 0. In the following, we denote by DA the covariant derivative

associated with γAB . All the other coefficients are time-dependent functions on the sphere,

i.e. M =M(u, σA). Because of the Bondi determinant gauge condition r4 sin2 θ = det(γAB),

the symmetric tensor CAB is traceless when contracted with the inverse asymptotic metric

γAB . The O(r−2) factor in the metric expansion is uniquely determined by the Bondi gauge

condition and the demand that logarithmic anomalies vanish [142] (see e.g. [45, 110, 143] for

a relaxation of this gauge condition).

We can now summarize the covariance properties revealed in [79] and the nested structure

that organizes them. To study the dynamics of asymptotic gravity, it is important to split

the observables associated into radiative observables and corner observables. To do so let us

introduce some notation where NAB is the covariant news and NAB is its time derivative

NAB := ĊAB − TAB, NAB := ṄAB = C̈AB , (7.3)

where TAB is the traceless component of the Geroch tensor [75] introduced above. Their

transformations under the GBMS action are

δ(τ,Y )q
AB = [LY + 2τ̇ ] qAB ,

δ(τ,Y )C
AB = [LY + 3τ̇ ]CAB −

(
2D〈ADB〉 − ĊAB

)
τ,

δ(τ,Y )TAB = LY TAB − 2D〈ADB〉τ̇ ,

δ(τ,Y )N
AB = [τ∂u + LY + 4τ̇ ]NAB ,

δ(τ,Y )NAB = [τ∂u + LY + 5τ̇ ]NAB,

(7.4)

where we have introduced the parameter τ = τ(T, Y ) given by

τ := T +
u

2
DAY

A , τ̇ =
1

2
DAY

A , τ̈ = 0. (7.5)

58Since dr is of order O(r), gur needs to be expanded to order O(r−2), since gAB = r2ΓAB , ΓAB needs to

be expanded to order O(r−3) and since guA = ΓABΥA, ΥA needs to be expanded to order O(r−1), to achieve

O(r−1) for the expansion of the metric gabdx
adxb.
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One also introduces the energy current59

IA :=
1

2
DBĊ

AB +
1

4
∂AR =

1

2
DBN

AB , (7.6)

as well as the covariant mass and the covariant dual mass [79, 144–146]

M := M +
1

8
CAB(N

AB + TAB) ,

M̃ :=
1

4
DADBC̃

AB − 1

8
C̃AB(N

AB + TAB) ,

(7.7)

where we used the complex structure to define the duality operation

C̃AB := ǫACC
CB , D̃A := ǫA

BDB . (7.8)

The equations of motions are given by [79]

İA =
1

2
DBNAB ,

Ṁ =
1

2
DAIA +

1

8
CABNAB ,

˙̃M =
1

2
DAĨA +

1

8
CABÑAB ,

J̇A = DAM+ D̃AM̃+CABIB .

(7.9)

7.1.2 Non-radiative phase space

As shown in [79], the no-radiation condition is obtained by demanding that

NAB = 0 , IA = 0 . (7.10)

This condition is preserved by the symmetry transformation and implies the presence of

conserved corner charges constructed in [79]. This means that NAB,IA represent radiative

data. We denote the non-radiative phase space implementing (7.10) with ΓNR. The ultimate

goal of our study is to understand whether ΓNR can be understood as a gravitational phase

space isomorphic to coadjoint orbits of some extended symmetry group.60

In this paper, we tackle a simpler, but still highly non-trivial endeavour, which is to

understand a more restricted phase space as the union of coadjoint orbits of the GBMS

group. The simplification we take is to restrict the set of gravitational configurations which

are non-radiative and also assume that the covariant dual mass (7.7) vanishes. This last phase

space is the one universally studied in the asymptotic symmetry literature and exclusively

studied in the celestial holography literature. It imposes

NAB = 0 , IA = 0 , M̃ = 0 . (7.11)

59In order to conform to the standard convention for the angular momentum, we have implemented the

following change of notation w.r.t. [79]: J A
here = PA

there, I
A
here = J A

there.
60A more precise statement is made in Appendix A.
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We call this phase space electric61 and non-radiative (ENR) and denote it as ΓENR. Obviously,

we have the inclusion ΓENR ⊂ ΓNR. More precisely, we have the following relation between

these phase spaces

ΓENR = ΓNR/{M̃ = 0}. (7.12)

The important point is that the condition M̃ = 0 is also preserved by the gbms symmetry

transformations [79].

Corner symmetry transformations. Within the electric and strongly non-radiative phase

space, the set of observables under consideration are the covariant corner observables (M,JA).
These variables correspond to the leading asymptotic contributions of the Weyl scalars Re(Ψ2),Ψ1

respectively (NAB corresponding to the asymptotic value of Ψ4 with IA corresponding to the

asymptotic value of Ψ3 and M̃ corresponding to the asymptotic value of Im(Ψ2)). Within

ΓENR, the corner symmetry transformations of these variables are given by62 [79]

δ(τ,Y )M = [LY + 3τ̇ ]M , (7.13a)

δ(τ,Y )JA = [LY + 2τ̇ ]JA + 3M∂Aτ + τ∂AM , (7.13b)

where we have used the asymptotic equations of motion (in ΓENR, following from (7.9))

Ṁ = 0 , J̇A = DAM . (7.14a)

Conserved charges. In the following we will treat the metric variable γAB , CAB, NAB

as background structure and refer to the phase space purely as functionals of the conserved

charge aspects (m, jA), namely

ΓENR = C[m, jA] , (7.15)

keeping the metric and shear dependence as implicit. From the evolution equations (7.14), it

is immediate to see that these u-independent aspects on the sphere are given by63

m = M , (7.16)

jA =
1

2
[JA − uDAM] . (7.17)

61This refers to the fact that the mass and dual mass are the gravitational analog of the electric and magnetic

charge aspects.
62Analog transformations were found in [118, 147, 148] in the Penrose–Newman formalism for the extended

BMS group [40, 88], where the diffeomorphisms are restricted to be local Killing vector fields. The derivation

in [79] relaxed this restriction by including the full group of sphere diffeomorphism.
63The shift of the angular momentum aspect by the derivative of the mass appeared in [149].
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These conserved charge aspects on the asymptotic sphere parameterize the electric and

strongly non-radiative phase space, as (7.15) entails. The associated charges which are con-

served under the time evolution in ΓENR are given by

Q(Y,T ) =

∫

S

(
Tm+ Y AjA

)
ǫ . (7.18)

These are the phase space analogs of the sum of the gbms charges (3.17).

From (7.13), the gbms action on the conserved charge aspects parametrizing ΓENR is given

by

δ(Y,T )m = [LY + 3WY ]m , (7.19a)

δ(Y,T )jA = [LY + 2WY ] jA +
3

2
m∂AT +

T

2
∂Am . (7.19b)

Having these transformations at hand, we are now ready to construct the moment map for

the gbms action on the gravitational phase ΓENR, which we turn to.

7.1.3 Gravitational moment map

From the comparison of the first two of the symmetry transformations (7.19) with the in-

finitesimal coadjoint action (3.20), the moment-map µgbms : ΓENR ! gbms∗ for the gbms

action on ΓENR = C[ jA,m] can be straightforwardly found. It is simply given by

µgbms(m) = m, µgbms(jA) = jA. (7.20)

In other words, m is the charge aspect for the supertranslations and jA is the charge aspect

for the diffeomorphisms. An analog result for the BMS group was first shown by Barnich

and Ruzziconi [38] who recognized, using the Newman–Penrose formalism, that under the

conditions that Ψ4 = Ψ3 = Im(Ψ2) = 0, the asymptotic Weyl scalars Re(Ψ2) and Ψ1 could

be understood as coadjoint orbit labels for the BMS group. We recover the same results from

(7.20) in a different and somewhat more direct fashion.

7.2 Phase space quantities and their evolution

In §4.2 and §6.1, we have defined three quantities belonging to gbms∗: the Casimirs Cn(gbms)

in (4.9), the spin generator Sχ in (4.24), and the Pauli–Lubański-like element Sµ in (6.2). As

we have the moment map, the natural next step is to find the quantities defined on ΓENR

corresponding to these quantities. This can be achieved by pulling-back Cn(gbms), Sχ, and

Wµ by µgbms (as a smooth map) to ΓENR. It is the aim of this section to determine these

phase space quantities, and compute their time evolution.
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7.2.1 Gravitational Casimirs and the spin generator

By construction, µgbms is an equivariant momentum map, hence is a Poisson map (see Theo-

rem A.1). From (7.16) and (7.20), we see that the momentum map for gbms is given explicitly

as

µgbms(M) = m, µgbms(2
−1(JA − uDAM)) = jA. (7.21)

It then follows from (4.7) that

w := µ∗gbmsw =
1

2
M− 2

3 ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
, (7.22)

which shows that the phase space quantity associated with the vorticity only depends on the

corner data on S.

Gravitational Casimir functionals. We can now define the phase space quantities cor-

responding to Casimir functionals (4.9) as

Cn(ΓENR) := µ∗gbmsCn(gbms) =

∫

S

M 2
3wn ǫ, (7.23)

where

wn =
1

2n
M− 2

3
nǫA1B1 . . . ǫAnBn∂A1(M− 2

3JB1) . . . ∂An(M− 2
3JBn). (7.24)

We call Cn(ΓENR) the gravitational Casimir functionals. By construction, these quantities are

invariant under gbms action on ΓENR, namely δ(Y,T )Cn(ΓENR) = 0. This fact can be checked

by a direct computation analog to the proof of (4.10).

Gravitational spin charge for gbms. In §4.2, we have identified the smeared vorticity

(4.24) as the spin charge of gbms. We can define the associated phase space quantity by

pulling it back with µgbms. Hence, we define the gravitational spin charge in asymptotically-

flat spacetimes with gbms as their asymptotic symmetry group as

Sχ := µ∗gbmsSχ =
1

2

∫

S

χ ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
ǫ, (7.25)

which, by construction, is the generator for the action of the isotropy algebra diffρ(S) of gbms

on ΓENR, i.e.

{Sχ, Sψ}ΓENR
= −S{χ,ψ}ρ . (7.26)

This relation follows from (4.27) and (A.5).
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Gravitational Pauli–Lubański generator. The next important quantity that we have

constructed for gbms is the Pauli–Lubański generator for a Poincaré embedding. Its gravi-

tational counterpart can be defined by considering first the pullback of the quantity Sµ in

(6.2)

Sµ := µ∗gbmsSµ

=
1

2

∫

S

M 1
3 ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
nµ ǫ ,

(7.27)

From (6.3), (6.5), and (A.5), it follows that these quantities satisfy

{Pµ, Sν}ΓENR
= 0, {Jµν , Sρ}ΓENR

= ηνρPµ − ηµρPν , (7.28)

where

Pµ := µ∗gbmsPµ =

∫

S

nµMǫ ,

Jµν := µ∗gbmsJµν =
1

2

∫

S

Y A
µνJAǫ ,

(7.29)

are charges that generate the action of four-translations and Lorentz transformations on ΓENR,

respectively.

Finally, using (6.13), we can then define the gravitational Pauli–Lubański generator as

Wµ := µ∗gbmsWµ

=
1

2
M

4
3
R

∫

S



ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)

γv(1− v · n̂)


nµǫ .

(7.30)

where, MR, denotes the total rest mass. Note that (6.14) and (A.5) imply the algebra of

gravitational Pauli–Lubański generator

{Wµ,Wν}ΓENR
= εµνρσP

ρWσ. (7.31)

7.2.2 Evolution equations

In the presence of radiation (while keeping the condition M̃ = 0), the charge aspects (7.17)

are no longer conserved, but satisfy the equations of motion

Ṁ =
1

2
DAIA +

1

8
CABNAB , (7.32)

J̇A = ∂AM+ CABIB . (7.33)

Accordingly, the gravitational spin generator evolves as

Ṡχ =
1

2

∫

S

χ ǫAB∂A

(
Ṁ− 2

3JB +M− 2
3 J̇B

)
ǫ
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=

∫

S

M− 2
3 ǫAB∂Aχ

(
1

3
M−1ṀJB − 1

2
CBCIC

)
ǫ . (7.34)

This charges are conserved when the non-radiative conditions NAB = IA = 0 are imposed.

7.3 Gravitational Casimirs for the Kerr metric

In the previous section, we have constructed the phase space quantities associated with the

Casimir invariants of gbms. In this section, we construct these quantities concretely for the

particular example of the Kerr metric. Note that the asymptotic symmetries (in our case,

the gbms algebra) belong to the boundary of (conformal completion) of an asymptotically-flat

spacetime. As we are going to construct the conserved quantities, i.e. Casimir functionals, for

the gbms algebra, we need to write the large-distance form of the metric of a given spacetime

in a suitable coordinate system. As usual, it is the Bondi–Sachs coordinates that will be the

most convenient for our purpose [27, 28, 150]. Therefore, we first write the Kerr metric in

the Bondi–Sachs coordinates, which we then use to construct mass and angular momentum

aspects, M and J , respectively, for the Kerr metric. We then use these quantities to construct

gravitational Casimirs for the Kerr metric. Finally, we comment on the implications of the

No-Hair Theorem for our gravitational Casimir invariants.

7.3.1 The Kerr metric in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates

In this section, we write the large-distance behavior of the Kerr metric in the Bondi–Sachs

coordinates (regarding this expansion, see also [63, 88]). The procedure is to first consider

the Kerr metric in the generalized Bondi–Sachs coordinates (see Eq. (F.5) for the definition),

and then do a change of coordinate to the Bondi–Sachs coordinates, fixed by the so-called

Bondi–Sachs gauge. In the following, we only mention the final results, and relegate the

details of derivation following the procedure explained in [151] (which is basically a change

of coordinates at large radius) to Appendix F.1.

We denote the Bondi–Sachs coordinates by {u, r, θ, ϕ}. The components of the metric,

which we denote as gµν , are given as follows (see Appendix F.1). The components along u

are

guu = −1 +
2M

r
+O(r−2),

gur = −1 +
a2

r2

(
1

2
− cos2 θ +

1

8

[
1 + 4 sin2 θ − 8 sin4 θ

sin2 θ

])
+O(r−4),

guθ =
a cos θ

2 sin2 θ
+
a cos θ

4r

(
8M +

a

sin3 θ

)
+O(r−2),

guϕ = −2aM sin2 θ

r
+O(r−2),

(7.35)
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and the other components are

gθθ = r2 +
a

sin θ
r +

a2

2 sin2 θ
+O(r−1),

gθϕ =
2a2M cos θ

r
+O(r̄−2),

gϕϕ = r2 sin2 θ − ar sin θ +
a2

2
+O(r−1).

(7.36)

In these expression, M , J , and a are the mass, angular momentum, and the reduced angular

momentum, defined in (F.4). Equipped with this large-r form of the Kerr metric, we can now

construct the gravitational Casimir functionals, to which we now turn to.

7.3.2 Constructing Casimirs for the Kerr Metric

The Casimirs Cn have been defined in terms of the scalar vorticity w, which has been con-

structed in terms ofm and j (see (4.7)). The corresponding phase space quantity was obtained

in §7.1 by means of the gbms moment map. This is given by the expression (7.22). Hence,

we need to construct the covariant mass M and covariant angular momentum J for the Kerr

metric. They are given by (see Appendix F.2)

M =M, J = 3aM(cos θ dθ − sin2 θ dϕ). (7.37)

We can thus construct the Kerr gravitational vorticity wKerr as

wKerr = −3aM− 1
3 cos θ. (7.38)

Finally, the gravitational Casimir functionals (7.23) for the Kerr metric are given by (see

Appendix F.2)

Cn(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =





(−3a)n

n+ 1
M

2−n
3 , n = 0, 2, 4, . . . ,

0, n = 1, 3, 5, . . . .

(7.39)

In particular, all the odd gravitational Casimir functionals vanish.

7.3.3 Casimirs, Kerr parameters, and the No-Hair Theorem

Having the explicit expression of the gravitational Casimirs for the Kerr metric, we can now

compute them explicitly for any value of n. The first few of them are

C0(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =M

2
3 , C1(Γ

Kerr
ENR) = 0,

CKerr
2 = 3a2 =

3J2

M2c2
.

(7.40)

Therefore, we can express the Kerr parameters M and J in terms of CKerr
0 and CKerr

2 as

M = (C0(Γ
Kerr
ENR))

3
2 , J =

(
c2

3
· C0(Γ

Kerr
ENR)

3C2(Γ
Kerr
ENR)

) 1
2

. (7.41)
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On the other hand, from (7.39), C2n(Γ
Kerr
ENR) is given by

C2n(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =

32n

2n+ 1
· J

2nM
2(1−2n)

3

c2n

=
3n

2n+ 1
C0(Γ

Kerr
ENR)

n+1C2(Γ
Kerr
ENR)

n .

(7.42)

Therefore, all the non-zero higher Casimirs C2n(Γ
Kerr
ENR) for n = 2, 3, 4, . . . are determined by

C0(Γ
Kerr
ENR) and C2(Γ

Kerr
ENR).

Recall that according to the No-Hair Theorem [152–154], mass-typeMn and spin-type Sn

multipole moments of the Kerr metric are determined as a function of M and J in a unique

fashion by the relation Mn + iSn =M(ia)n for n ≥ 0 [155, 156]. This is compatible with our

result in the sense that all non-zero higher Casimirs are completely determined in terms of

the first two through the relation (7.42). It is expected that all Casimirs are generic functions

of J and M . This does not a priori determine what the precise dependence on (M,J) of the

higher Casimirs is. As we have shown we can solve this infinite set of relations and express

M and J in terms of just two of the Casimirs. This is the direct consequence of the No-Hair

Theorem for our gravitational Casimirs.

8 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a new definition of spin in asymptotically-flat spacetimes using the

notion of asymptotic symmetries. After reviewing the issues of defining conserved quantities

using the bms algebra, we argued that the issues can be resolved once the symmetry algebra

is enhanced to gbms.

After elaborating on the gbms coadjoint action and charge algebra in §3.2, we introduced

a Goldstone field associated with gbms supertranslations using which the intrinsic angular

momentum was defined in §3.3. This quantity was shown to satisfy the right algebra. We

then elaborated on the Poincaré embeddings inside gbms for a general metric on the celestial

sphere in §3.4 and revealed the role of condensate fields characterising the symmetry breaking.

The explicit Poincaré charges and algebra for a given embedding were derived in §3.4.2.

In §4, we studied the algebraic aspect of gbms. We showed that gbms has a very similar

structure to the hydrodynamical algebra (4.1), whose coadjoint orbits have been studied and

classified previously in [77]. Similar to the hydrodynamical algebra, an important role in

the construction of invariants of coadjoint orbits is played by the notion of vorticity, which

we identified in (4.7). Equipped with this definition, we then constructed an infinite set of

Casimir functionals (4.9) whose level sets label coadjoint orbits of gbms. This motivated the

definition of the spin charge for gbms as the smeared version of the vorticity, which was shown

to be supertranslation-invariant (4.25), and the generator of the isotropy subalgebra of gbms

(4.27).
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§5 was devoted to the topic of reference frames for spacetimes with gbms as their asymptotic-

symmetry group. We introduced the notion of rest frame for gbms and the transformation

between the rest and the usual Bondi frame in §5.1. Using these reference frames, we then

case-studied the stationary spacetimes and obtained their mass and angular momentum as-

pects in the rest and general Lorentz frames in §5.2. Finally, we obtained the harmonic de-

composition of the mass and angular momentum aspects in terms of their condensate fields.

Using the former one, we showed that a generic multi-particle configuration does not belong

to a bms coadjoint orbit with a constant-mass representative.

§6 was devoted to the construction of the Pauli–Lubański generator associated with a

Poincaré embedding inside bms. We used the spin generator in (6.2) to construct an object

which is supertranslation invariant and transforms as a vector under Lorentz symmetry. This

vector satisfies a closed algebra only when we restrict the mass aspect to be an element of

the constant mass orbit, which is the orbit associated with staionary spacetimes. In this case

our definition of spin recovers the usual Pauli–Lubański generator as shown in §6.2.

Finally, we explored several applications of our analysis to the gravitational phase space

in §7. In particular, we derived the moment map for gbms in §7.1.3 and the evolution of the

gravitational spin charge in §7.2.2. As a concrete example, we constructed the gravitational

Casimirs for the particular example of the Kerr metric in §7.3.

Our work opens the way towards three main different future explorations. First, one

would like to understand more deeply the symmetry-breaking mechanism and the role of

the corresponding condensate fields described in §3.4 and §5.3. Second, we would like to

understand whether the Casimirs we have constructed are relevant for the numerical study

of gravitational dynamics. In fluid mechanics, the Casimirs are the slow variables that lead

to long-term predictive behaviour in chaotic dynamics. We still have to see whether a similar

interpretation can be given in gravity. Finally, our analysis is classical; it would be essential to

develop the quantum representation theory to study S-matrix scattering amplitudes from the

point of view of the unbroken GBMS symmetry group, instead of using the broken symmetry

representation of Poincaré, as one usually does.
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A Moment maps and coadjoint orbits

In this appendix, we remind several useful notions such as moment map, coadjoint action,

and coadjoint orbits [17, 157].

Moment map. Let G be a real Lie group whose Lie algebra is g. As a vector space, g

has a dual g∗. Furthermore, let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold on which the group G acts

by symplectomorphism. This notion can be defined by considering the G-action as a map

G ! Diff(M) which induces the map ϕ : M ! M such that ϕ∗ω = ω, i.e. the symplectic

form is preserved under a symplectomorphism. The action of G on M is Hamiltonian if there

is a G-equivariant map µ : M ! g∗, called the moment-map satisfying certain properties

as follows: Let X# be the vector field on M generated by the flow exp(tX) · p of X, where

· denotes the action of G on M . This is the vector field generated by the one-parameter

subgroup {exp(tX) |X ∈ g, t ∈ R} ⊂ G. Note that this map associates to any element X ∈ g,

a vector field X# on M . More explicitly, this vector field is defined as

X#(p) :=
d

dt
ϕ(exp(tX))

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(p), ∀p ∈M. (A.1)

This vector field satisfies

dµX = ιX#ω = ω(X#, ·), (A.2)

where µX(p) := µ(p)(X) for any p ∈ M denotes the component of µ along X. This relation

basically means that X# is the Hamiltonian vector field associated with the Hamiltonian

function µX . On the other hand, G-equivariance means that the moment-map commutes

with the G-action, i.e.

µ(ϕ(p)) = Ad∗g(µ(p)), p ∈M, (A.3)

where ϕ :M !M is the map we introduced above, and Ad∗g denotes the coadjoint action of

G on g∗, which we will define momentumrily.

The Lie–Poisson structure on g∗. It is a well-known fact that for any Lie algebra g, its

dual g∗ is equipped with a Poisson bracket, the so-called Lie–Poisson structure [122–125]. For

F,G ∈ C∞(g∗), we have

{F,G}g∗(p) := 〈p, [dpF,dpG]g〉, (A.4)

where dpF : Tg∗ ! R, and the differential should be thought of as maps into g (rather than

g∗∗). Note also that Tpg
∗ ≃ g∗, as a linear space.

Remark A.1. (Equivariant moment maps as Poisson morphisms). Let us make a

comment about the equivariance of moment maps which we have assumed in its definition.
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Note that the action of a group on a symplectic (or Poisson) manifold does not need to have

an equivariant moment map. The general scenario for the emergence of such non-equivariant

moment maps has been discussed in [158]. In general, having a smooth map between two

Poisson manifolds, like a moment map, there is no natural way to pull-back the Poisson

structure [159]. However, the elementary but important feature of equivariant moment maps

is the following result [160–164]

Theorem A.1 (Equivariant Moment Maps are Poisson). Let (M, {·, ·}ρ) be a Poisson man-

ifold carrying a G-action for a Lie group G with an equivariant moment map µ : M ! g∗,

where g = Lie(G). Then, µ is a Poisson map (or Poisson morphism) preserving the Poisson

brackets in the following sense

µ∗{F,G}g∗ = {µ∗F, µ∗G}M , ∀F,G ∈ F(g∗), (A.5)

where {·, ·}g∗ is the Lie–Poisson structure on g∗.

The importance of this theorem for us is that we are mainly concerned with the action of

a symmetry algebra g on (asymptotic) gravitational phase space, which is naturally equipped

with a Poisson structure, induced by its symplectic structure. Theorem A.1 implies that this

Poisson structure is induced from the Lie–Poisson structure on g∗ through the corresponding

equivariant moment map. Furthermore, in §7.1, we explicitly construct the moment map

for the action of gbms on a certain phase space (which we have dubbed as electric and non-

radiative) of an asymptotically-flat spacetime.

Coadjoint actions. The coadjoint action of G on g∗ is defined as follows

〈Ad∗gp, Y 〉 := 〈p,Adg−1Y 〉, ∀g ∈ G, Y ∈ g, p ∈ g∗. (A.6)

Ad and Ad∗ denote the adjoint and coadjoint actions of G, respectively. It can be shown that

the vector fields (A.1) corresponding to the adjoint and coadjoint actions are given by

X̃Y :=
d

dt
Adexp(tX)Y

∣∣∣∣
t=0

∈ X(g),

X̂p :=
d

dt
Ad∗exp(tX)p

∣∣∣∣
t=0

∈ X(g∗),

(A.7)

where X(g) and X(g∗) denote the space of vector fields on g and g∗, respectively. A straight-

forward computation shows that

X̃Y = [X,Y ], 〈X̂p, Y 〉 = −〈p, [X,Y ]〉, ∀Y ∈ g. (A.8)

Similarly, one can define the coadjoint action of g on g∗ by

〈ad∗Xp, Y 〉 := −〈p, adXY 〉 = −〈p, [X,Y ]〉, ∀X,Y ∈ g, p ∈ g∗, (A.9)

where ad and ad∗ denote the adjoint and coadjoint actions of g.
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Coadjoint orbits and its properties. The coadjoint orbit Op of the coadjoint action

with the initial point p is defined by

Op :=
{
p′ ∈ g∗

∣∣p′ = Ad∗gp, ∀g ∈ G
}
. (A.10)

Coadjoint orbits have some nice properties. In the following, we will mention some of the

relevant ones.

− Coadjoint orbits as a quotient. A coadjoint orbit Op is diffeomorphic to G/Gp, where

Gp is the isotropy subgroup of the point p defined by

Gp :=
{
g ∈ G

∣∣Ad∗gp = p
}
. (A.11)

− Tangent space of coadjoint orbits. The tangent space at a point p′ ∈ Op is generated by

{X̂p′ |X ∈ g} with X̂p′ is given by (A.7). This is almost tautological since the definition

given for X̂p′ in (A.7) is precisely the definition of tangent space at a point of coadjoint

orbit. This and (A.11) imply

Tp′Op ≃ g/gp′ , (A.12)

where gp′ ⊂ g is the isotropy subalgebra of p′, the Lie algebra of Gp′ defined in (A.11).

− Canonical symplectic structure on coadjoint orbits. Coadjoint orbits are endowed with

the so-called Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic form [7, 8, 14–16, 119, 120]

ωp′(X̂, Ŷ ) = −p′([X,Y ]), ∀X,Y ∈ g, p′ ∈ Op, (A.13)

where X̂ and Ŷ are two vector fields on g∗ generated by the g-actions of X and Y ,

respectively. More explicitly, we have (note that the tangent space of the orbit at p′ is

generated by ad∗Xp
′ for all X ∈ g, as we explained above)

ωp′(ad∗Xp
′, ad∗Y p

′) = −p′([X,Y ]), ∀X,Y ∈ g, p′ ∈ Op. (A.14)

This is a closed 2-form and furthermore, is invariant under the coadjoint action of G.

This can be seen by choosing any pairing and noting that

p([X,Y ]) = 〈p, [X,Y ]〉 7−! 〈Ad∗gp,Adg[X,Y ]〉 = 〈p, [X,Y ]〉. (A.15)

This means that G-action on g∗ is a symplectomorphism and therefore, ωp defines a

canonical symplectic structure on Op which does not depend on the choice of an inner

product on g. As a resulting of being symplectic, coadjoint orbits are always even-

dimensional (even in a suitable sense, in infinite dimensions).
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− Coadjoint orbits as level sets of Casimir functions. Another important property of

coadjoint orbits is that they can be labeled by some functions C ∈ C∞(Op) of the

coadjoint-orbit coordinates called the Casimir functionals satisfying

ad∗XC(p) =
∑

a

(
∂C

∂pa
ad∗Xp

a

)∣∣∣∣
p

= dC(X̂) = ωp(VC, X̂) = 0, (A.16)

where {pa} is a set of local coordinates in the neighbourhood of p, dC = ωp(VC, ·) for

the Hamiltonian vector field VC associated to C, and X̂ = ad∗Xf
a∂fa is a vector field

on g∗ corresponding to the action of X ∈ g on p ∈ g∗. Equation (A.16) just tells

that Casimir functions are invariant under the coadjoint action. Thus, the level sets

of a complete set of Casimir functions64 label coadjoint orbits, i.e. for any level set

{Cn = Cn, n = 1, 2, . . .} for constants Cn, there is a coadjoint orbit. It then follows that

any F ∈ F(g∗,R) Poisson-commutes with all Cs

{C, F}g∗(p) = ωp(VC,VF ) = 0, F ∈ F(g∗), (A.17)

where dF = ωp(VF , ·). Equation (A.17) follows from (A.16) by replacing X̂ with VF . As
coadjoint orbits can be realized as level sets of Casimir functions, we have the following

decomposition of g∗

g∗ =
⊔

C

OC, (A.18)

where C = {C1,C2, . . .} is a set of numbers determining the level sets of Casimir

functions and OC is the corresponding coadjoint orbit.

− Momentum map for the coadjoint action. The moment-map for the coadjoint action

of G of g∗ is nothing but the inclusion map i : Op !֒ g∗. We can show this by

proving that the inclusion map is a) an equivariant map and b) it satisfies (A.2) with

µX ! iX . The first property follows immediately by noting that the required action is

the restriction of coadjoint action, which is already equivariant. The second property

can be proven by noting that iX(p
′) = 〈p′,X〉 and hence [diX(Ŷ )](p′) = 〈p′, [X,Y ]〉,

where to prove this we use the fact that i is the inclusion map. On the other hand,

ιX̂ωp′(Ŷ , ·) = 〈p′, [X,Y ]〉. Comparing these results, it follows that the inclusion map

satisfies (A.2), i.e. diX = ιX̂ωp, which implies that it is the moment-map for the

coadjoint action.

− Compatibility of the Lie–Poisson structure on g∗ and the symplectic structure on its

coadjoint orbits. For F,G ∈ F(g∗), the Lie–Poisson structure {F,G}g∗ on g∗ and the

symplectic structure ωO on the coadjoint orbit O are compatible in the following sense

{F,G}g∗(p)
∣∣∣
O
= {F |O, G|O}g∗(p) = ωO(XF ,XG)(p), (A.19)

64By a complete set of Casimir functions, we mean a set which contains a maximal number of functions with

two properties: 1) {C,C′}(p) = 0 for any two functions C and C
′ belonging to the set, and 2) {C, F}(p) = 0

for all functions F ∈ F(g∗), where F(g∗) being the space of functions on g∗.
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where ·|O denotes the restriction to the coadjoint orbit O, and XF and XG are Hamil-

tonian vector fields generated by F and G.

The relevance of these concepts for us is as follows. What we actually have in mind

is to realize a gravitational phase space as a union of inverse images of coadjoint orbits of

some extended symmetry group under the moment map. This can be made a bit more

precise as follows although still many many functional analysis questions are swept under the

carpet. Consider an extended symmetry algebra g acting by Hamiltonian transformations on

a gravitational phase space Γ. It is well-known that (see Appendix A)

g∗ :=
⊔

C

OC,

where C labels the level set of Casimir functions of g. Due to the existence of the moment

map µg : Γ ! g∗ for the g-action on Γ, the latter can be partitioned into symplectic leaves

of the pull-back of the Lie–Poisson structure (A.4) to the phase space Γ. Hence,

Γ =
⊔

C

ΓC, ΓC := µ−1
g (OC),

where µ−1
g (OC) is the inverse image of OC under the moment-map µg.

Coadjoint orbits of semi-direct products. In the main body of the paper, we are dealing

with coadjoint orbits of semi-direct product groups (or algebras in the form of a semi-direct

sum). Such groups take the form G = G′ ⋉ N , where G′ is called the quotient factor, and

N , called the normal factor, has the structure of an Abelian group.65 The study of coadjoint

orbits of such groups is well-known in the literature [77, 80, 81]. In brief, one first studies

the isotropy subalgebra (the Lie algebra version of (2.4)), which by construction involves the

normal part N . The invariants of coadjoint orbits for isotropy subalgebra would provide the

analogs of spin for G. Furthermore, these invariants can then be lifted to the whole group

by a judicious modification of these invariants. For an explicit example of this procedure

relevant to gravity, see [77].

B Dual Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector as a constant of motion

In this appendix, we study the time evolution of dual Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector (2.48)

on a coadjoint orbit of Poincaré group. For this purpose, we first find a set of canonical

coordinates on a coadjoint orbit (as a symplectic manifold) and then define the time evolution.

We finally show that the time evolution of wµ, defined in (2.48), vanishes. Hence, it is a

constant of motion.

65The corner symmetry group, discovered in [165], is an example of a semi-direct product group with a

non-Abelian normal factor. Using the reduction of this normal factor to an Abelian one, the classification of

coadjoint orbits of this group is done in [77].
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B.1 Coadjoint orbits of Poincaré group

The coadjoint orbits of Poincaré group is a very well-known subject. For a detailed construc-

tion and some applications see [77, 166–168].

Coadjoint actions of iso(3, 1) and Iso(3, 1). The adjoint action of the Poincaré algebra

iso(3, 1) on itself is implemented by the brackets (2.20). Instead of coadjoint orbits, one can

study the adjoint orbits since one can show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

adjoint and coadjoint orbits of Poincaré algebra [169, §3].

Let us begin by studying the coadjoint orbits of the Poincaré group. As {Pµ,Jµν} is a

basis for iso(3, 1), a generic element of X ∈ iso(3, 1) is expanded as

X = xµPµ +
1

2
ψµνJµν , (B.1)

with ψνµ = −ψµν . Similarly, a generic element X∗ ∈ iso(3, 1)∗ has the following expansion

X∗ = pµX
µ +

1

2
jµνΨ

µν , Ψνµ = −Ψµν , (B.2)

where {Xµ,Ψµν} is a basis for iso(3, 1)∗. A pairing 〈·, ·〉 between iso(3, 1) and iso(3, 1)∗ is

given by

〈X∗,X〉 = xµpµ + ψµνjµν . (B.3)

The adjoint action of iso(3, 1) on itself is given by the brackets (2.19), from which the coadjoint

action of iso(3, 1) on iso(3, 1)∗ is determined through66

〈δY X∗,X〉 := −i〈X∗, [X,Y ]〉. (B.4)

The coadjoint actions are determined as follows. We expand X and X∗ as above and Y as

Y = yµPµ +
1
2ψ

′µνJµν . Substituting in (B.3) and equating terms with the same coefficients

gives

δPµpν = 0,

δPµjνσ = ηµνpσ − ηµσpν , δJνσpµ = ηµσpν − ηµνpσ,

δJµν jρσ = ηµρjνσ + ηνσjµρ − ηµσjνρ − ηνσjµσ .

(B.5)

As (Pµ,Jµν) can be thought of as a basis for linear functions on iso(3, 1)∗, we get, by definition,

the Lie–Poisson structure on iso(3, 1)∗ as follows

{pµ, pν}iso(3,1)∗ := δPµpν = 0,

{pµ, jνσ}iso(3,1)∗ := δPµjνσ = −δJνσpµ = ηµσpν − ηµνpσ,

{jµν , jρσ}iso(3,1)∗ := δJµν jρσ = ηµρjνσ + ηνσjµρ − ηµσjνρ − ηνσjµσ .

(B.6)

66We included an extra factor of i to come up with the convenient expressions.
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This familiar form is the classical analog of the Poincaré algebra (2.19), i.e. under quantization

map {·, ·}iso(3,1)∗ 7! −i[·, ·]iso(3,1), (B.6) becomes (2.19). From these brackets, one can compute

the brackets between any two elements of iso(3, 1)∗.

Since the Poincaré group is connected, one can derive the finite transformations by suc-

cessive application of transformations (2.19) and (B.5) to get the adjoint and coadjoint action

of the Poincaré group Iso(3, 1), respectively. The adjoint action of an element g = (Λ,a) ∈
Iso(3, 1) on the generators (Pµ,Jµν) of iso(3, 1) as [80]

AdgPµ = (P ·Λ)µ,

AdgJµν = (Λ · J ·Λ)µν − [(P ·Λ)µ(a ·Λ)ν − (a ·Λ)µ(P ·Λ)ν ] ,
(B.7)

where Λ · J ·Λ = ΛµρΛνσJµν .
67 Similarly, its coadjoint actions on the dual coordinates (the

finite version of (B.5)), which is defined through

〈Ad∗gX∗,X〉 = 〈X∗,Adg−1X〉, (B.8)

are given by68

Ad∗gpµ = (p ·Λ−1)µ,

Ad∗gψµν =
(
Λ−1 · ψ ·Λ−1

)
µν

−
[
(p ·Λ−1)µ(a)ν − (a)µ(p ·Λ−1)ν

]
.

(B.9)

Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits. We have seen in §2.3 that the representation

of iso(3, 1) are determined by two Casimir elements Ĉ2(iso(3, 1)) and Ĉ4(iso(3, 1)), defined in

(2.23) and (2.24), respectively. The classical counterpart of this statement is that there are

two Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits of iso(3, 1) whose values determine the coadjoint

orbits. These invariants can be constructed by noting that the coadjoint actions (B.5) imply

that

C2(iso(3, 1)) := −ηµνpµpν , C4(iso(3, 1)) := ηµνwµwν , (B.10)

where

wµ :=
1

2
εµνρσp

νjρσ , (B.11)

is a polynomial function69 on iso(3, 1)∗, the analog to the Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector (2.25),

are invariant under the coadjoint action of iso(3, 1). We call wµ, the dual Pauli–Lubański

pseudo-vector.70 Hence, (B.10) are the two Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits of iso(3, 1)

whose level sets are the coadjoint orbits of the Poincaré algebra. The dimension of coadjoint

orbits is easy to determine. The dimension of iso(3, 1)∗ is 10, just like iso(3, 1), and there are

67Here, we have used the notation (Λ)µν = Λµ
ν .

68Recall that (Λ−1)µν = (Λ) µ
ν = (ΛT )µν , where Λ

T denotes the transpose of the matrix of Λ.
69Polynomial functions on a Lie co-algebra turn to elements of universal enveloping algebra of the corre-

sponding Lie algebra.
70This is just a terminology. The fact that it is a pseudo-vector is shown below.
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two Casimir functions whose level sets are the coadjoint orbits. Hence, the dimension of all

coadjoint orbits of iso(3, 1) is 8.71

Analog to Wµ, wµ has two important properties

(1) It follows from (B.6) that wµ satisfies

{pµ, wν}iso(3,1)∗ = 0, {jµν , wσ}iso(3,1)∗ = ηµσwν − ηνσwµ,

{wµ, wν}iso(3,1)∗ =
1

2
εµνρσp

ρwσ .
(B.12)

These are the classical analogs of (2.27) and (2.28).

(2) (B.9) implies that under the parity transformation, represented by the matrix Λ =

diag(+1,−1,−1,−1), we have

p0 7! +p0, pi 7! −pi,
j0i 7! −j0i, jkl 7! +jkl.

(B.13)

Therefore, under the parity transformation, we have

w0 7! −w0, wi 7! +wi. (B.14)

Therefore, wµ is also a pseudo-vector.

B.2 Evolution of the dual Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector

Having determined the coadjoint orbits of iso(3, 1), we would like to define dynamics on these

coadjoint orbits and evaluate the time evolution of wµ. For this purpose, we need to define a

set of local coordinates on a coadjoint orbits, to which we now turn.

Coordinate representatives in the rest frame. To determine the parameterization of

the orbits, we proceed as we did for constructing the representation theory, namely, we use

(B.5) to put {pµ, jµν} into simple forms, which we dub “the rest frame”. Let us set the value

of the first Casimir to C2(iso(3, 1)) = κ2 for some real positive κ. Then, by the Lorentz boost

(2.33) with a different set of parameters (Pµ ! pµ and m! κ)

(Λp)
0
0 =

p0
κ
, (Λp)

0
i =

pi
κ
, (Λp)

i
0 =

pi

κ
,

(Λp)
i
j = δij +

pipj
κ(κ+ p0)

,

(B.15)

we can take

pRµ = (κ, 0, 0, 0), (B.16)

71The dimension of coadjoint orbits of iso(d, 1) is (d+1)(d+2)/2−⌊(d+2)/2⌋, where the second term is the

number of Casimir functions on coadjoint orbits of iso(d, 1). The latter is the same as the number of Casimir

elements for iso(d, 1) [170, Eq. (5.7)].
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where R denotes the rest frame.72 It is clear that the set of transformations that pre-

serve (B.16) consist of spatial rotations and translations, forming the isotropy subalgebra

so(3) R3,1. We can now fix the value of other coordinates jµν while keeping pRµ fixed using

the left-over rotations and translations. Under an infinitesimal translation with parameter

ǫµ, (B.5) implies that

j0i ! j0i + ǫµδPµj0i = j0i − κǫµηµi. (B.17)

Therefore, by a judicious choice of the translation parameters ǫµ, we can set

jR0i = 0. (B.18)

This will leave the rotation subalgebra so(3) to fix jkl. Since jkl = −jlk, there are three

independent coordinates jkl, and hence they can be thought as components of a three-vector

si, defined through jkl = εklis
i. Furthermore, using the rotation freedom, we can get an

arbitrary three-vector si from a preferred three-vector sRi = (0, 0, s), by the virtue of which,

we can set

jRkl = εkls, k, l = 1, 2. (B.19)

There is no preference in choosing the form of sRi ; It can be taken to be (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), or

any other fixed three-vector. Notice that using si =
1
2εiklj

kl and (B.6), it follows that

{si, sj}iso(3,1)∗ = ε k
ij sk. (B.20)

This means that si implements the action of the isotropy algebra so(3) on iso(3, 1)∗. This is

the classical counterpart of the fact that the spin three-vector Si, defined in (2.36), satisfies

the so(3) algebra.

Using (B.16), (B.18), and (B.19), we can write the rest frame form of wµ as

wR
µ = (0, 0, 0,−κs). (B.21)

This fixes the value of C2(iso(3, 1)) = −κ2 through the choice of (B.16) and the value of

C4(iso(3, 1)) = κ2s2 through (B.21). Therefore, any pair (κ, s) ∈ R+ ×R completely fixes the

orbit and would be an orbit representative.73 After the quantization, any such pair, where

now s becomes integer or half-integer valued, provides a label for an irreducible representation

of the Poincaré algebra.

Coordinate representatives in a general frame. Having found a representative (pRµ , j
R
µν)

of the coordinates on a coadjoint orbit in the rest frame, we can go to an arbitrary point by the

coadjoint action of Poincaré algebra using (B.15) and an arbitrary translation. An analysis

72Here, we use the coadjoint action to fix the form of (pµ, jµν ) while in §2.3, we use the adjoint action to fix

te form of (Pµ,Jµν).
73Similar to the representation theory, where there is an invariant condition P 0 > 0 to preserve the casual

type, there is an invariant p0 > 0 which we have ignored but has to be considered.
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similar to what we explain here using a complicated decomposition of the Lorentz transfor-

mation (B.15) is done in [168].

Applying the coadjoint action (B.9) to (pRµ , j
R
µν) for the Poincaré-group element g =

(Λp,a), we find that74

pµ =
(
pR ·Λp

)
µ

j0i = −p0ai + pia0 −
1

κ
εijkpjsk,

jkl = −pkal + plak + εklis
i +

(εkijpl − εlijpk)

κ(κ+ p0)
pisj.

(B.22)

One can eliminate the last term in jkl by defining a new set of coordinates

Σi := −p0ai + pia0 −
p0

κ(κ+ p0)
εimnp

msn, (B.23)

by which, we can write (B.22) as

j0i = Σi − 1

κ+ p0
εimnp

msn,

jkl =
1

p0
(−pkΣl + plΣk) + εklis

i.
(B.24)

Note that p0 > 0 and the above expressions are well-defined. We can finally re-define Σi/p0 !

Σi and end-up with

j0i = p0Σi −
1

κ+ φ0
εimnp

msn,

jkl = −pkΣl + plΣk + εklis
i.

(B.25)

We see that the coordinates (pµ, jµν) in a general frame can be written in terms of (pµ,Σi, si),

which in total make 10 parameters. However, on the orbit labeled by (κ, s), p0 is uniquely

determined through −(p0)2+(pi)2 = −κ2 and p0 > 0, and s2 = ηijsisj . These two constraints

reduce the number of parameters by 2, and we are left with 8 parameters, which is the same

as the dimension of a coadjoint orbit. This data provides a concrete way to coordinatize an

orbit. For another way to provide a coordinate on coadjoint orbits see [77, §2.3]

Canonical coordinates on coadjoint orbits. To study dynamics on coadjoint orbits, we

define a canonical set of “position” X µ, “momentum” Pµ, and spin Sµ coordinates whose

defining relations are75

{X i,X j}iso(3,1)∗ = 0, {Pi,Pj}iso(3,1)∗ = 0,

{X i,Sj}iso(3,1)∗ = 0, {Pi,Sj}iso(3,1)∗ = 0,

{X i,Pj}iso(3,1)∗ = δij , {Si,Sj}iso(3,1)∗ = ε k
ij Sk,

(B.26)

74We use the notation (a)ν = aν .
75In the computation of these Poisson brackets, the restriction to the corresponding coadjoint orbit, fixed

by (κ, s), is understood.
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The “time evolution” on coadjoint orbits, whose parameter we denote as τ , is defined by the

Hamiltonian H := P0. Notice that, from (B.6), we have

{pk, j0l}iso(3,1)∗ = +ηklp0, (B.27)

which, given the expression of j0i in (B.25), is satisfied if we impose

{pi,Σj}iso(3,1)∗ = ηij , {pi, sj}iso(3,1)∗ = 0 . (B.28)

These relations taken together with (B.20) imply that we can identify the canonical coordi-

nates as follows
X i := −Σi, Si := si.

P0 := p0, Pi := pi.
(B.29)

The coordinates jµν can be written as

j0i = −XiP0 −
1

κ+ P0
εimnPmSn,

jkl = −XkPl + XlPk + εkliSi.
(B.30)

Evolution of the dual Pauli–Lubański pseudo-vector. Finally, we can determine the

time-evolution of wµ (B.11). We define the time-evolution of a quantity Q is determined

through

Q̇ =
dQ
dτ

:= {Q,H}iso(3,1)∗ , (B.31)

where H = P0 plays the role of the Hamiltonian of the system. From (B.23) (with the

rescaling Σi/p0 is understood) and a0 ! τ , we have Ẋ i = Pi/P0. Furthermore, from (B.6),

(B.26), and (B.29), we get Ṗi = Ṡi = 0. Hence, from (B.30), we get

˙j0i = Pi, j̇kl = 0, (B.32)

from which we conclude that

ẇµ = 0. (B.33)

This shows that wµ is a constant of motion.

C Details of various computations

In this appendix, we provide the details of various computations leading to some of the results

in the main body of the paper.
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C.1 Proof of results in §3

Proof of intrinsic angular momentum algebra (3.28). In order to derive the algebra

(3.31) of the intrinsic angular momentum (3.28), we use the coadjoint action (3.20), as well

as δTG = T, δYG = (LY −WY )G to compute first the actions

δT IY =
3

2

∫

S

Y Am∂ATǫ+
1

2

∫

S

TY A∂Amǫ−
∫

S

Y A∂ATmǫ+
1

2

∫

S

mTDAY
Aǫ

=
1

2

∫

S

Y A∂A(Tm)ǫ+
1

2

∫

S

mTDAY
Aǫ = 0 , (C.1)

δY ′ IY =

∫

S

Y A (LY ′jA + 2WY ′jA) ǫ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=δ1

Y ′

−
∫

S

(
Y A∂AG− 1

2
GDAY

A

)(
Y

′B∂Bm+ 3WY ′m
)
ǫ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=δ2

Y ′

−
∫

S

[
Y ADA

(
Y

′B∂B −WY ′

)
G− 1

2
DAY

A
(
Y

′B∂B −WY ′

)
G

]
mǫ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=δ3

Y ′

, (C.2)

from which we see immediately that the intrinsic angular momentum (3.28) is supertranslation

invariant. Moreover, we manipulate the second (angular momentum) action using

δ1Y ′ =

∫

S

Y A
(
Y

′BDBjA + jBDAY
′B +DBY

′BjA

)
ǫ

=

∫

S

(
−DB(Y

′BY A) + Y BDBY
′A + Y ADBY

′B
)
jAǫ

=

∫

S

(
−Y ′BDBY

A + Y BDBY
′A
)
jAǫ

=

∫

S

[
Y, Y ′

]A
S
jAǫ , (C.3)

and

δ2Y ′ = −
∫

S

(
Y A∂AG− 1

2
GDAY

A

)(
Y

′B∂Bm+ 3WY ′m
)
ǫ

=

∫

S

([
DB

(
Y A∂AG− 1

2
GDAY

A

)]
Y

′B − 1

2

(
Y A∂AG− 1

2
GDAY

A

)
DBY

′B
)
mǫ .

(C.4)
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We then look at all contributions of the action δ2Y ′ + δ3Y ′ that do not contain derivatives on

the Goldstone field G, which give

1

2

∫

S

(
−Y ′BDBDAY

A + Y ADADBY
′B
)
Gmǫ =

1

2

∫

S

GDA

[
Y, Y ′

]A
S
mǫ , (C.5)

while the terms with derivatives on G give

−
∫

S

[
Y BDBY

′A − 1

2
Y ADBY

′B + Y AY
′BDB − 1

2
Y

′ADBY
B

− Y
′BDBY

A − Y AY
′BDB +

1

2
Y

′ADBY
B +

1

2
Y ADBY

′B
]
∂AGmǫ

= −
∫

S

[
Y BDBY

′A − Y
′BDBY

A
]
∂AGmǫ

= −
∫

S

[
Y, Y ′

]A
S
∂AGmǫ . (C.6)

Combining (C.5) and (C.6) we obtain

{LY , JY ′}g∗ = δY ′LY = L[Y,Y ′]S
. (C.7)

Including the action (C.3), we thus arrive at

{IY , JY ′}g∗ = δY ′ IY = I[Y,Y ′]S
. (C.8)

In order to compute the bracket {IY , IY ′}g∗ we need to include the action the Goldstone

mode generator Gϕ :=
∫
S
ϕG ǫ on PT , namely δϕPT = −δTGϕ = −

∫
S
ϕT ǫ, which yields the

bracket

{G(σ),m(σ′)}g∗ = δ(2)(σ, σ′) . (C.9)

We then have

{LY , LY ′}g∗ =

∫

S

ǫ

∫

S

ǫ′{(Y A∂AG(σ) −
1

2
G(σ)DAY

A)m(σ), (Y
′B∂B′G(σ′)− 1

2
G(σ′)DB′Y B′

)m(σ′)}

=

∫

S

ǫ

∫

S

ǫ′
[
m(σ)Y

′B∂B′G(σ′)Y A∂Aδ
(2)(σ, σ′)− 1

2
m(σ)G(σ′)DB′Y B′

Y A∂Aδ
(2)(σ, σ′)

− 1

2
DAY

Am(σ)Y
′B∂B′G(σ′)δ(2)(σ, σ′) +

1

4
m(σ)DAY

ADB′Y B′
G(σ′)δ(2)(σ, σ′)− Y ↔ Y ′

]

=

∫

S

[
Y ADA(Y

′B∂BG)−
1

2
Y ADA(GDBY

′B)− 1

2
mY

′BDAY
A∂BG− Y ↔ Y ′

]
m ǫ

=

∫

S

[
Y ADAY

′B∂BG− 1

2
GY ADADBY

′B − Y ↔ Y ′

]
m ǫ
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=

∫

S

(
[Y, Y ′]B∂BG− 1

2
GDB [Y, Y

′]B
)
m ǫ ,

(C.10)

where in the last passage we used Y A[DA,DB ]Y
′B − Y ↔ Y ′ = 0. Hence, we arrive at

{LY , LY ′}g∗ = L[Y,Y ′]S
, (C.11)

as well as

{IY , IY ′}g∗ = I[Y,Y ′]S
. (C.12)

Proof of gbms coadjoint action (3.20). The derivation goes as follows. Using the natural

pairing of gbms and gbms∗, the right-hand side of (3.19) can be written as

〈δ(Y1,T1)(j,m)|Y2, T2〉 = −〈j,m|Y12, T12〉 = −
∫

S

(
Y A
12jA + T12m

)
ǫ

= −
∫

S

[
(LY1Y A

2 )jA +

(
Y1[T2]− Y2[T1] +

1

2
T1DAY

A
2 − 1

2
T2DAY

A
1

)
m

]
ǫ

=

∫

S

[
Y A
2 (LY1jA + jADBY

B) + Y A
2

(
∂AT1m+

1

2
DA(T1m)

)
+ T2

(
DA(Y

A
1 m) +

1

2
(DAY

A
1 )m

)]
ǫ ,

where the Lie derivative action on a one-form is

LY jA = Y BDBjA + jBDAY
B . (C.13)

Collecting all terms, we have the following infinitesimal coadjoint action of gbms on gbms∗

δ(Y,T )m = DA(mY
A) +

m

2
DAY

A,

δ(Y,T )jA = LY1jA + jADBY
B +

3

2
m∂AT +

1

2
∂A(mT ).

(C.14)

This proves (3.20).

Proof of gbms∗ coordinate Poisson brackets (3.24). The first relation in (3.24) can be

proven as follows. From the first relation of (3.23),

{JY1 , JY2}g∗ =

∫

S×S′
Y A
1 (σ)Y B

2 (σ′){jA(σ), jB(σ′)}g∗ = J[Y1,Y2]S

=

∫

S

jA(σ)
(
Y B
1 (σ)∂BY2(σ)− Y B

2 (σ)∂BY
A
1 (σ)

)
.

(C.15)
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where S′ is the sphere with local coordinates σ′. The two terms in the last relation can be

written as follows. The first term becomes∫

S

jA(σ)Y
B
1 (σ)∂BY2(σ) =

∫

S×S′
jA(σ)Y

B
1 (σ)∂′BY

A
2 (σ′)δ(2)(σ − σ′)

= −
∫

S×S′
jA(σ)∂

′
Bδ

(2)(σ − σ′)Y B
1 (σ)Y A

2 (σ′)

= −
∫

S×S′
Y A
1 (σ)Y B

2 (σ′)jB(σ)∂
′
Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′).

(C.16)

Similarly, the second term becomes

−
∫

S

jA(σ)Y
B
2 (σ)∂BY

A
1 (σ) = −

∫

S×S′
jA(σ

′)δ(2)(σ − σ′)Y B
2 (σ′)∂BY

A
1 (σ)

= +

∫

S×S′
Y A
1 (σ)Y B

2 (σ′)jA(σ
′)∂Bδ

(2)(σ − σ′).

(C.17)

We can now read-off {jA(σ), jB(σ′)}g∗ easily

{jA(σ), jB(σ′)}g∗ = jA(σ
′)∂Bδ

(2)(σ − σ′)− jB(σ)∂
′
Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′), (C.18)

which is the first relation in (3.24). The proof of the second relation in (3.24) goes similarly.

From (3.23), we know

{JY ,MT }g∗ =

∫

S×S′
Y A(σ)T (σ′){jA(σ),m(σ′)}g∗ =MY [T ]−TWY

=

∫

S

m(σ)

(
Y A(σ)∂AT (σ)−

T (σ)

2
DAY

A(σ)

)
.

(C.19)

The first term can be written as
∫

S

m(σ)Y A(σ)∂AT (σ) =

∫

S×S′
m(σ)Y A(σ)δ(2)(σ − σ′)∂′AT (σ

′)

= −
∫

S×S′
Y A(σ)T (σ′)m(σ)∂′Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′),

(C.20)

while the second term becomes

−
∫

S

m(σ)
T (σ)

2
DAY

A(σ) = −1

2

∫

S×S′
m(σ′)T (σ′)δ(2)(σ − σ′)DAY

A(σ)

= +

∫

S×S′
Y A(σ)T (σ′)

(
m(σ′)

2
∂Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′)

)
.

(C.21)
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We thus have

{jA(σ),m(σ′)}g∗ =
m(σ′)

2
∂Aδ

(2)(σ − σ′)−m(σ)∂′Aδ
(2)(σ − σ′), (C.22)

which is the desired result. Finally, {m(σ′),m(σ′′)}g∗ = 0 is an immediate consequence of

(3.23).

Proof of (3.61). We want to compute

DBe
µ
A = ∂Be

µ
A − eµCΓ

C
AB(q). (C.23)

We start computing

eµCΓ
C
AB(q) =

1

2
eµD(∂AqDB + ∂BqDA − ∂DqAB)

=
1

2
eµD(∂A(e

ν
DeνB) + ∂B(e

ν
DeνA)− ∂DqAB)

= (ηµν +
1

2
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν))∂AeνB

+
1

2
eµD (eνB∂De

ν
A + eνA∂De

ν
B − ∂DqAB)

= ∂Ae
µ
B +

1

2
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν)∂AeνB (C.24)

where we used (3.59) and ∂Ae
ν
D = ∂De

ν
A. We thus have

DBe
µ
A = −1

2
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν)∂AeνB

=
1

2
(nµ∂An̄

ν + n̄µ∂An
ν)eνB

=
1

2
(n̄µ − nµ)qAB , (C.25)

where we used nµe
µ
A = 0 = n̄µe

µ
A and ∂An̄

µ = −∂Anµ (see (3.57)).

C.2 Proof of results in §4

Proof of (4.5). Using (3.20), we can easily derive the transformation rules (4.5). We have

δT pA = δT (ρ
−1jA)

=
3

2
ρ−1

(
m∂AT +

T

3
∂Am

)

=
3

2
∂A

(
m

1
3T
)

=
3

2
∂A(

√
ρT ),

(C.26)
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where in going to the second line, we have used δT ρ = 0. Similarly,

δY pA = δY (ρ
−1jA)

= −ρ−2δY ρ+ ρ−1δY jA

= −ρ−2DA(ρY
A)jA + ρ−1 (LY jA + 2WY jA)

= −ρ−1DA(ρY
A)pA + ρ−1Y ADAρpA + LY pA +DAY

ApA

= LY pA.

(C.27)

This completes the proof of (4.5).

Proof of (4.8). First notice that

ǫAB =
√
γεAB , ǫAB =

1√
γ
εAB , (C.28)

where εAB is the Levi–Civita symbol with ε12 = 1. Therefore, (3.12) implies that

δ(Y,T )ǫAB = 0, δ(Y,T )ǫ
AB = 0. (C.29)

Hence,

δTw = ρ−1ǫAB∂AδT pB

=
3

2
ρ−1ǫAB∂A∂B(

√
ρT )

= 0.

(C.30)

On the other hand,

δY (wρ) = ǫAB∂AδY pB

= ǫAB∂A(Y
CDCpB + pCDBY

C)

= ǫAB∂A(Y
C∂CpB + pC∂BY

C)

= ǫAB(∂AY
C)(∂CpB − ∂BpC) + Y CǫAB∂A∂CpB

= ǫABǫCB(∂AY
C)wρ+ Y C∂C(wρ)− Y C(∂Cǫ

AB)∂Ap̄B

= (DCY
C)wρ+ Y C∂C(wρ)

= DA[wρY
A],

(C.31)

where we used the following results (1) in the fifth line, we have used ∂CpB−∂BpC = ǫCBρw;

and (2) we have

∂Cǫ
AB = ∂C

(
1√
γ
εAB

)
= −∂C

√
γ

√
γ
ǫAB. (C.32)

Hence, using the definition DAY
A = 1/

√
γ∂A(

√
γY A), we end up with the first term in the

sixth line. Therefore,

DA(wρY
A) = δY (wρ)

= δY wρ+ wδY ρ

= δY wρ+ wDA(ρY
A).

(C.33)
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We thus end-up with

δY w = Y A∂Aw = Y [w], (C.34)

which is the desired result (4.8).

Proof of (4.10). We trivially have δTCn(gbms) = 0, which follows from (3.12), (4.4), and

(4.8). Furthermore, the same equations imply that

δY Cn(gbms) =

∫

S

δY (w
nρǫ)

=

∫

S

(δY w
nρǫ+ wnδY ρǫ+ wnρδY ǫ)

=

∫

S

(
Y A∂Aw

nρǫ+wnDA(ρY
A)ǫ
)

=

∫

S

DA(w
nρY A)ǫ

= 0.

(C.35)

Proof of (4.21). This only requires writing down the Lie bracket

[Yχ, Yψ]
A = Y B

χ ∂BY
A
ψ − Y B

ψ ∂BY
A
χ

= m− 2
3 ǫBC

[
∂Cχ∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAD∂Dψ
)
− ∂Cψ∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAD∂Dχ
)]

= m− 2
3 ǫBC∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAD∂Cχ∂Dψ
)
−m− 2

3 ǫBC∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAD∂Dχ∂Cψ
)

= m− 2
3 ǫBC∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAD∂Cχ∂Dψ
)
−m− 2

3 ǫBD∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫAC∂Cχ∂Dψ
)

=
(
εBCεAD − εBDεAC

)
[
m− 2

3

√
γ
∂B

(
m− 2

3

√
γ
∂Cχ∂Dψ

)]
,

(C.36)

where in the third line, we have used the anti-symmetry of ǫBC , and in the last line, we have

used ǫAB = γ−
1
2 εAB . We now use the following relation

εBCεAD − εBDεAC = δBAδCD − δBDδCA − δBAδDC + δBCδDA

= δBCδDA − δBDδCA

= −εABεCD.
(C.37)

Using this relation, we would have

[Yχ, Yψ]
A = −εABεCD

[
m− 2

3

√
γ
∂B

(
m− 2

3

√
γ
∂Cχ∂Dψ

)]

= −m− 2
3 ǫAB∂B

(
m− 2

3 ǫCD∂Cχ∂Dψ
)

= −m− 2
3 ǫAB∂B{χ,ψ}ρ.

= Y A
{χ,ψ}ρ

,

(C.38)
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as we wished to prove.

Proof of (4.25). The proof goes as follows

δY Sχ =

∫

S

(δY χρω + χδY (ρw)) ǫ

=

∫

S

χDA(ρwY
A)ǫ

= −
∫

S

Y A∂Aχρwǫ

= −SY [χ],

(C.39)

where in the third line, we have used (C.31). Note also that in these expressions δ(Y,T ) denotes

the coadjoint action and acts on elements of gbms∗. Therefore, δ(Y,T )χ = 0 since it is not an

element of gbms∗.

Proof of (4.27). This can be proven as follows. From the actions (4.25), we see immediately

that δχρ = 0 and, at the same time, we can compute δχJY = −δY Sχ from which

δχjA = ∂Aχǫ
BC∂BpC . (C.40)

Therefore, we have

{Sχ, Sψ
}
g∗ = −δχSψ = −

∫

S

ψ ǫAB∂A(ρ
−1δχjB) ǫ

= −
∫

S

ψ ǫAB∂A(ρ
−1∂Bχǫ

CD∂CpD) ǫ

=

∫

S

ρ−1ǫAB∂Aψ∂Bχ ǫ
CD∂CpD ǫ

= −
∫

S

{χ,ψ}ρρwǫ

= −S{χ,ψ}ρ .

(C.41)

C.3 Poincaré charge algebra

We derive first the Lorentz algebra (3.74) for the generators (3.73) by repeated use of the

identities (3.68). We start with the algebra of the rotation generators. By means of (3.23)
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we have

{J i, J j}g∗ =

∫

S

(ǫBC∂Cn
iDB(ǫ

AD∂Dn
j)− i↔ j) jA ǫ

=

∫

S

ǫADǫBCDD(∂Cn
i∂Bn

j) jA ǫ

=

∫

S

ǫAD∂D(ǫ
BC∂Cn

i∂Bn
j) jA ǫ

= −εijk

∫

S

ǫAD∂Dn
k jA ǫ

= −εijkJk.

(C.42)

where we used ǫAB∂An
i∂Bn

j = ǫijkn
k see (3.68).

Next, we compute

{Ji,Kj}g∗ =

∫

S

[
ǫBC∂CniDB(q

AD∂Dnj)− qBD∂DnjDB(ǫ
AC∂Cni)

]
jA ǫ

=

∫

S

[
ǫBCqAD∂CniDB∂Dnj − qBDǫAC∂DnjDB∂Cni

]
jA ǫ

= −
∫

S

[
ǫBCqADqBD∂Cninj − qBDǫACqBC∂Dnjni

]
jA ǫ

= −
∫

S

[
ǫAC(∂Cninj − ∂Cnjni)

]
jA ǫ

= −εijkKk , (C.43)

where we used DBDCni = −qBCni see (3.67) and ni∂Anj−nj∂Ani = εijkǫA
B∂Bn

k see (3.68).

Next, we compute

{Ki,Kj}g∗ =

∫

S

(
qBC∂CniDB(q

AD∂Dnj)− i↔ j
)
jA ǫ

=

∫

S

[
qBCqAD∂CniDB∂Dnj − qBCqADDB∂Dni∂Cnj

]
jA ǫ

= −
∫

S

[
qBCqADqBD(nj∂Cni − ni∂Cnj)

]
jA ǫ

= εij
k

∫

S

[
qACǫC

B∂Bnk
]
jA ǫ

= εij
kJk. (C.44)
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Finally, we derive the Lorentz action on the four-momentum (3.77). From (3.20) we have

δT=nµjA =
3

2
m∂Anµ +

nµ
2
∂Am. (C.45)

We can thus compute the brackets

{Pi, Jj}g∗ = −
∫

S

Y A
Jj δT=ni

jA ǫ = −
∫

S

mǫAB∂Bnj∂Ani ǫ

= −εijk
∫

S

nkm ǫ = −εijkPk ,

{P0, Jj}g∗ = −
∫

S

Y A
Jj δT=n0jAǫ = −1

2

∫

S

ǫAB∂Bnj ∂Am ǫ = 0 ,

{Pi,Kj}g∗ = −
∫

S

Y A
Kj
δT=ni

jA ǫ = −
∫

S

(
3

2
m∂Ani∂

Anj +
1

2
ni∂

Anj∂Am

)
ǫ

= −
∫

S

(
m∂Ani∂

Anj −
1

2
mni∆nj

)
ǫ = −ηij

∫

S

m ǫ = −ηijP0 ,

{P0,Kj}g∗ = −
∫

S

Y A
Kj
δT=n0jA ǫ = −1

2

∫

S

(
∂Anj∂Am

)
ǫ = −Pj . (C.46)

C.4 Proof of (6.4).

By means of (4.4), (4.8), we have

δY Sµ =

∫

S

nµ δY (ρ
3
2w)ǫ =

∫

S

nµ

(
ρ

3
2Y A∂Aw +

3

2
ρ

1
2wDA(ρY

A)

)
ǫ

=

∫

S

nµDA

(
ρ

3
2Y Aw

)
ǫ+

1

2

∫

S

nµρ
3
2wDAY

Aǫ

= −
∫

S

Y A∂Anµρ
3
2w ǫ+

1

2

∫

S

nµρ
3
2wDAY

Aǫ

= −S[ρ
1
2Y [nµ]] +

1

2
S[ρ

1
2nµDAY

A]. (C.47)

C.5 Lorentz covariance of the Pauli–Lubański generator

We want to use the action (6.4) to verify the analog of the Lorentz action on the Pauli–

Lubański pseudo-vector for the quantity (6.2), namely

[Jµν , Sρ] = i(ηνρSµ − ηµρSν). (C.48)

We start with the rotation generators

[Jij , S0] = 0 , [Jij , Sk] = i(ηjkSi − ηikSj), (C.49)
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whose analog is given by

{Jij , Sk}g∗ = −δYijSk =
1

2
S[ρ

1
2Yij [nk]] (C.50)

=

∫

S

ρ
1
2 εij

ℓǫCD∂Dnℓ∂Cnk ǫ
AB∂ApBǫ

=

∫

S

ρ
1
2 εij

ℓεkℓmn
m ǫAB∂ApBǫ

=

∫

S

ρ
1
2 (ηimηjk − ηikηjm)n

m ǫAB∂ApBǫ

= ηjkSi − ηikSj. (C.51)

At the same time, the commutator {Jij , S0}g∗ = 0 is trivially reproduced.

Next, we look at the boost action

[J0i, S0] = iSi , [J0i, Sj ] = iηijS0, (C.52)

whose analog is given by

{J0i, S0}g∗ = −δY0iS0 = −1

2
S[ρ

1
2n0DAY

A
0i ]

= S[ρ
1
2ni] = Si, (C.53)

and

{J0i, Sj}g∗ = −δY0iSj = −1

2
S[ρ

1
2njDAY

A
0i ] + S[ρ

1
2Y0i[nj ]]

=

∫

S

ninj ρ
1
2 ǫAB∂ApBǫ+

∫

S

qCD∂Dni∂Cnj ρ
1
2 ǫAB∂ApBǫ

= ηij

∫

S

ρ
1
2 ǫAB∂ApBǫ

= ηijS0, (C.54)

where we used the first identity in (3.68).

C.6 Pauli–Lubański generator algebra

We give the proof of (6.10). Let us start with µ = i, ν = j. In this case we have

−εijρσP ρSσ = εijk(P
0Sk − P kS0)

= εijkM
4
3

∫

S

(nk − vk)

(1− v · n̂) ǫ
AB∂ApB ǫ . (C.55)
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We write the LHS of (6.10) as

S[{ρ
1
2
v nµ, ρ

1
2
v nν}ρ] =

∫

S

ǫAB ∂A(ρ
1
2nµ) ∂B(ρ

1
2nν)w ǫ

= ε ρ0
µν

∫

S

nρ ǫ
CD∂CpD ǫ+

1

2

∫

S

ǫAB(nµ∂Bnν − nν∂Bnµ)ρ
−1 ∂Aρ ǫ

CD∂CpD ǫ,

(C.56)

and use the relations

1

2
ρ−1
v ∂Aρv =

vℓ∂Anℓ
(1− v · n̂) (C.57)

ǫAB(ni∂Bnj − nj∂Bni) = −εijk∂Ank, (C.58)

from which, using (3.68), we have

S[{ρ
1
2
v ni, ρ

1
2
v nj}ρ] = εij

k

∫

S

(
nk −

vℓ∂Anℓ∂
Ank

γv(1− v · n̂)

)
ǫAB∂ApB ǫ

= εij
k

∫

S

(
nk −

vℓ(ηℓk − nℓnk)

(1− v · n̂)

)
ǫAB∂ApB ǫ

= εij
k

∫

S

(nk − vk)

(1− v · n̂) ǫ
AB∂ApB ǫ , (C.59)

as desired. Next we consider µ = i, ν = 0. In this case we have

−εµνρσP ρSσ = εijkP
kSj

= εijkM
4
3

∫

S

njvk

(1− v · n̂) ǫ
AB∂ApB ǫ . (C.60)

We use (C.56) and the relation

ǫAB(ni∂Bn0 − n0∂Bni) = −ǫAB∂Bni, (C.61)

to compute

S[{ρ
1
2
v ni, ρ

1
2
v n0}ρ] =

∫

S

vjǫAB∂Ani∂Bnj
(1− v · n̂) ǫAB∂ApB ǫ

= εijk

∫

S

vjnk

(1− v · n̂) ǫ
AB∂ApB ǫ , (C.62)

where we used (3.68) again. This concludes the derivation of (6.10).
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D Conformal transformation

We look at a transformation qAB ! γAB = ω−2qAB and we consider a function in R∆ such

that φ̃ = ω∆φ. Under this transformation we have that

D〈ADB〉φ̃ = D〈ADB〉φ̃+
2

ω
D〈AωDB〉φ̃ ,

D〈ADB〉φ̃ = D〈A(ω
∆DB〉φ+∆φω∆−1DB〉ω)

= ω∆

[
D〈ADB〉φ+ 2∆

D〈AφDB〉ω

ω
+∆φ

(
D〈ADB〉ω

ω
+ (∆− 1)

D〈AωDB〉ω

ω2
.

)]
,

1

ω
D〈AωDB〉φ̃ = ω∆

[
D〈AωDB〉φ

ω
+∆φ

D〈AωDB〉ω

ω2

]
. (D.1)

Summing both gives

D〈ADB〉φ̃ = ω∆

[
D〈ADB〉φ+ 2(∆ + 1)

D〈AφDB〉ω

ω
+∆φ

(
D〈ADB〉ω

ω
+ (∆ + 1)

D〈AωDB〉ω

ω2

)]
.

(D.2)

Therefore, if one chooses ∆ = −1, we get that

D〈ADB〉φ̃ = ω−1

[
D〈ADB〉φ− φ

(
D〈ADB〉ω

ω

)]
. (D.3)

This means that we need to introduce the symmetric traceless tensor (Liouville stress tensor)

such that

TAB(γ) = TAB(q)−
D〈ADB〉ω

ω
, (D.4)

and we have that
(
D〈ADB〉 + TAB(q)

)
is a conformal operator of weight76 (2, 2) acting on

weight −1 scalars. From (D.3), we have

(
D〈ADB〉 + TAB(γ)

)
[ω−1φ] = ω−1

(
D〈ADB〉 + TAB(q)

)
φ . (D.5)

Note that we also have

R(γ)

2
= ω−2

(
R(q)

2
+

∆ω

ω
+
DCωD

Cω

ω2

)
. (D.6)

E Condensate field decomposition

E.1 Supertranslation harmonic decomposition

In this section we are showing that there exists a mode CP (n) such that

P 4

(P · n)3 = τ · P − 3n̂ · P +
1

2
∆(∆ + 2)CP (n)

76It maps V(−1,0) ! V(1,2)
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= τ · P − 3n̂ · P−DADBC
AB
P (n) , (E.1)

where τµ = (1,~0) and n̂µ = (0, ~n). The proposal is that CP (n) is given by

CP (n) = (n · P ) ln
(−n · P

M

)
, (E.2)

such that

CABP (n) = −2D〈ADB〉CP (n) = 4
(D〈An · P )(DB〉n · P )

(n · P ) (E.3)

corresponds to the leading soft factor for a (hard) particle of 4-momentum Pµ. We use that

n := (1, ~n), n̄ = (1,−~n) (E.4)

satisfy n · n̄ = −2 and

∆nµ = n̄µ − nµ, DAnµD
Anν = ηµν +

1

2
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν). (E.5)

Then, noticing that

∆(∆ + 2)(n · P ) lnM = ∆((n+ n̄) · P ) lnM = 0, (E.6)

due to DA(n+ n̄) = 0, we compute first

(∆ + 2)[(n · P ) ln(−n · P )] = DA[(DAn · P ) ln(−n · P ) +DAn · P ] + 2(n · P ) ln(−n · P )
= ((∆ + 2)n · P ) ln(−n · P ) + (DAn · P )(DAn · P )

(n · P ) + ∆n · P

= (n̄+ n) · P ln(−n · P ) + P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P )
(n · P ) + (n̄ − n) · P

= (n̄+ n) · P ln(−n · P ) + P 2

(n · P ) + (2n̄ − n) · P . (E.7)

Next, applying ∆ to this result, we get that

∆(∆ + 2)[(n · P ) ln(−n · P )]

= (n̄+ n) · PDA

[
DAn · P
(n · P )

]
−DA

[
P 2DAn · P
(n · P )2

]
+∆(2n̄− n) · P

= (n̄+ n) · P
[
∆n · P
(n · P ) −

(DAn · P )(DAn · P )
(n · P )2

]

−
[
P 2∆n · P
(n · P )2 − 2

P 2(DAn · P )(DAn · P )
(n · P )3

]
+ 3(n − n̄) · P

= (n̄+ n) · P
[
(n̄− n) · P
(n · P ) − P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P )

(n · P )2
]
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− P 2

[
(n̄− n) · P
(n · P )2 − 2

P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P )
(n · P )3

]
+ 3(n − n̄) · P

= (n̄+ n) · P
[
− n · P
(n · P ) −

P 2

(n · P )2
]
− P 2

[
−(n̄+ n) · P

(n · P )2 − 2
P 2

(n · P )3
]
+ 3(n− n̄) · P

=

[
2

P 4

(n · P )3 + P 2 (n̄ + n) · P
(n · P )2 − P 2 (n̄ + n) · P

(n · P )2
]
− (n̄+ n) · P + 3(n− n̄) · P

= 2
P 4

(n · P )3 − (n+ n̄) · P + 3(n− n̄) · P , (E.8)

where we used that DA(n+ n̄) = 0, and n+ n̄ = 2τ, n − n̄ = 2n̂.

E.2 Angular momentum harmonic decomposition

For a particle of momentum P and angular momentum J = P ∧ x we have that the angular

momentum aspect is

j(P,J)

A (n) = P 4 (n
µDAn

ν)

(−n · P )4 Jµν . (E.9)

We want to verify that this aspect can be decomposed in spherical harmonic components as

j(P,J)

A (n) = (nµDAn
ν)Jµν +

2

3
D〈ADBDC〉C

BC
(P,J)

(n) . (E.10)

The first term JA := (nµDAn
ν)Jµν is the ℓ = 1 components of jA(n) while the second term

involving CBC(P,J)
(n) includes the ℓ ≥ 2 components. This factor is the subleading soft factor,

given by

CBC(P,J)
(n) =

(D〈Bn · P )(nµDC〉nνJµν)

(n · P ) . (E.11)

Let us verify that this decomposition is correct. We work in complex coordinates for

simplicity and denote D := Dz, D̄ := Dz—a similar but more cluttered derivation can be

repeated for general coordinates—. We can use

D2nµ = 0 = D̄2nµ , DD̄nµ =
1

2
(n̄µ − nµ) , (E.12)

Dn(µD̄nν) =
1

2
ηµν +

1

4
(nµn̄ν + n̄µnν) , (E.13)

to compute first

−D2Czz(P,J)(n) = D2 (D̄n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)
(−n · P )

= −D
2[(D̄n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)]

(n · P ) + 2
D[(D̄n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)]Dn · P

(n · P )2

− 2
(D̄n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )2

(n · P )3
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= −1

2

D[(n̄ · P − n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)]
(n · P ) − D[(D̄n · P )(DnµD̄nνJµν)]

(n · P ) − 1

2

D[(D̄n · P )(nµn̄νJµν)]
(n · P )

+
(n̄ · P − n · P )(Dn · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 + 2
(D̄n · P )(DnµD̄nνJµν)Dn · P

(n · P )2

+
(D̄n · P )(nµn̄νJµν)Dn · P

(n · P )2

− (P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )
(n · P )3 . (E.14)

If we take J0i = 0, then all the terms proportional to nµn̄νJµν vanish and

− 1

2

D[(n̄ · P − n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)]
(n · P ) − D[(D̄n · P )(DnµD̄nνJµν)]

(n · P )

= −(n̄ · P − n · P )(DnµD̄nνJµν)
(n · P ) − 1

2

(Dn̄ · P −Dn · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)
(n · P )

− 1

2

(D̄n · P )((n̄ν − nν)DnµJµν)

(n · P )

= −(n̄ · P − n · P )(DnµD̄nνJµν)
(n · P ) − 1

2

(Dn̄ · P −Dn · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)
(n · P )

+
(D̄n · P )(nνDnµJµν)

(n · P ) , (E.15)

where we used

(n̄ν − nν)Jµν = −2nνJµν (E.16)

due to J0i = 0. We can thus write

−D2Czz(P,J)(n) = D2 (D̄n · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)
(−n · P )

=
1

2

(nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 [2(Dn · P )(n̄ · P − n · P )− (Dn̄ · P −Dn · P )(n · P )]

+
DnµD̄nνJµν

(n · P )2
[
(P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))− (n̄ · P − n · P )(n · P )

]

+
(D̄n · P )(nνDnµJµν)

(n · P )

− (P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )
(n · P )3

=
(nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )(n̄ · P )

+DnµD̄nνJµν

(
1 +

P 2

(n · P )2
)

+
(D̄n · P )(nνDnµJµν)

(n · P )
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− (P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )
(n · P )3 , (E.17)

where in the first line of the last passage we used

D(n+ n̄) = 0 . (E.18)

We now compute the D-derivative of these four terms separately. We have

D

[
(nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )(n̄ · P )
]

=
(DnµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )(n̄ · P )− (nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )2

−2
(nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )3 (Dn · P )2(n̄ · P )

=
(DnµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )(n̄ · P )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

�

− (nµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )3 (Dn · P )2 (n+ 2n̄) · P
︸ ︷︷ ︸

△

, (E.19)

and

D

[
DnµD̄nνJµν

(
1 +

P 2

(n · P )2
)]

= −nνDnµJµν
(
1 +

P 2

(n · P )2
)
− 2

DnµD̄nνJµν
(n · P )3 P 2(Dn · P ) , (E.20)

and

D

[
(D̄n · P )(nνDnµJµν)

(n · P )

]

=
1

2

((n̄ − n) · P )(nνDnµJµν)
(n · P ) − 1

2

(nνDnµJµν)(P
2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))

(n · P )2

= −1

2
nνDnµJµν

(
1 +

P 2

(n · P )2
)
, (E.21)

and

D

[
−(P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )

(n · P )3
]

= −((n̄− n) · P )(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )2
(n · P )3

− (P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(DnµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )
(n · P )3

+ 3
(P 2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P ))(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )2

(n · P )4
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=
(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )2

(n · P )3 (n+ 2n̄) · P
︸ ︷︷ ︸

△

− P 2(DnµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )
(n · P )3 − (DnµD̄nνJµν)

(n · P )2 (Dn · P )(n̄ · P )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

�

+ 3
P 2(nµD̄nνJµν)(Dn · P )2

(n · P )4 . (E.22)

The contributions marked with the same symbol cancel each other and, combining the re-

maining ones, we arrive at

−D3Czz(P,J)(n) = −3

2
nνDnµJµν

− 3

2

P 2

(n · P )2n
νDnµJµν

+ 3
P 2

(n · P )4
(
nµD̄nνJµν(Dn · P )2 −DnµD̄nνJµν(Dn · P )(n · P )

)
. (E.23)

The third line can be expanded with

Dn(σD̄nν) =
1

2
qzz̄(Dzn

σDz̄n
ν +Dzn

νDz̄n
σ)

=
1

2
DnσD̄nν +

1

2
D̄nσDnν

=
1

2
ησν +

1

4
(nσn̄ν + n̄σnν) , (E.24)

from which

DnσD̄nν = −D̄nσDnν + ησν +
1

2
(nσn̄ν + n̄σnν) . (E.25)

We then have

D̄nν(Dn · P ) = −Dnν(D̄n · P ) + P ν +
1

2
((P · n)n̄ν + (P · n̄)nν) , (E.26)

and

nµD̄nνJµν(Dn · P )2 = −nµDnνJµν(Dn · P )(D̄n · P ) + nµP νJµν(Dn · P )

= −1

2
nµDnνJµν(P

2 + (n̄ · P )(n · P )) + nµP νJµν(Dn · P ) , (E.27)

where we used J0i = 0 again, and

DnµD̄nνJµν(Dn · P )(n · P ) = P νDnµJµν(n · P )

+
1

2
DnµJµν(n · P )((P · n)n̄ν + (P · n̄)nν) . (E.28)
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If we now plug (E.27) and (E.28) into (E.23), we arrive at

−D3Czz(P,J)(n) = −3

2
nνDnµJµν

− 3

2

P 4

(n · P )4n
µDnνJµν

+ 3
P νJµν
(n · P )4 (n

µ(Dn · P )−Dnµ(n · P )) . (E.29)

It is now immediate to see that for the orbital part of Jµν , namely Lµν = Pµxν − Pνxµ,

we have

P νLµν (n
µ(Dn · P )−Dnµ(n · P )) = 0 . (E.30)

As for the intrinsic spin we have P νSµν = 0, we finally arrive at the desired result

P 4

(n · P )4n
µDnνJµν = nµDnνJµν +

2

3
D3Czz(P,J)(n) . (E.31)

F Details on the Kerr metric and Casimirs

In the main body of the paper, we have constructed the Casimir functionals and the spin

charge for the Kerr metric. In this appendix, we provide the details of this construction. We

start with the large-distance expansion of the Kerr metric in the Bondi-Sachs coordinates,

from which we read off the phase space mass M and angular momentum JA aspects. We

then construct Casimir functionals and the spin charge for the Kerr spacetime.

F.1 Writing the Kerr metric in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates.

We start with writing the Kerr metric in the Bondi-Sachs coordinates, which we denote as

{u, r, θ, ϕ}, at large values of the luminosity radius r. We follow the procedure explained in

[151] as follows: (1) We first consider the Kerr metric written in the generalized Bondi–Sachs

(GBS) coordinates derived in [151, Eq. (48)]. Denoting the coordinates by {u, r̄, θ, ϕ}, the
GBS coordinate system is defined by gr̄ r̄ = gr̄θ = gr̄ϕ = 0 [151, Eq. (4)] (2) We then use [151,

Eq. (6)]

gθθgϕϕ − g2θϕ = r4 sin2 θ, (F.1)

the so-called Bondi–Sachs gauge, to define the luminosity radius r in the Bondi–Sachs coor-

dinates [27, 28] in terms of r̄. r in principle can be written exactly in terms of r̄; one just

needs to solve the Bondi–Sachs gauge condition for arbitrary values of r. However, we only

need r ! ∞ limit and only consider this case. (3) We use the coordinate transformation

{u, r̄, θ, ϕ} 7! {u, r, θ, ϕ} to write the metric in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates.
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The Kerr solution in the generalized Bondi-Sachs coordinates. The Kerr solution

of mass M and spin angular momentum J [171] is given by77

ds2BL =−
(
1− 2Mr̃

ρ̃2

)
dt̃2 − 4ar̃ sin2(θ̃)

ρ̃2
dt̃dϕ̃+

ρ̃2

∆̃
dr̃2

+ ρ̃2dθ̃2 + sin2(θ̃)

(
Ã2 +

2aMr̃ sin2(θ̃)

ρ̃2

)
dϕ̃2,

(F.2)

where {t̃, r̃, θ̃, ϕ̃} are Boyer–Lindquist coordinates [172], and

ρ̃2 := r̃2 + a2 cos2(θ̃), ∆̃2 := r̃2 − 2Mr̃ + a2, Ã2 := r̃2 + a2, (F.3)

and the reduced angular momentum is

a :=
J

Mc
. (F.4)

The generalized Bondi–Sachs coordinate system, which we denote as {u, r̄, θ, ϕ}, is defined

by [151, Eq. (4)]

gr̄ r̄ = gr̄θ = gr̄ϕ = 0. (F.5)

To write the Kerr metric in this coordinate system, certain conditions have to be imposed

[151, §4]. The following relation between {t̃, r̃, θ̃, ϕ̃} and {u, r̄, θ, ϕ} is necessary and sufficient

to fulfill these conditions [151, Eqs. (19-22)]

t̃ = u+ f(r̄, θ), r̃ = r̄,

θ̃ = θ̃(r̄, θ), ϕ̃ = ϕ+ g(r̄, θ),
(F.6)

for some functions f(r̄, θ) and g(r̄, θ). Then, the Kerr metric in the GBS coordinates takes

the following form [151, Eq. (48)]78

ds2GBS =−
(
1− 2Mr̄

ρ2

)
du2 −

(
2ρ2

B

)
dudr̄ − 2

([
1− 2Mr̄

ρ2

]
·
[

a cos θ

C2 cosh2 α

])
dudθ

−
(
4aMr̄D2

ρ2C2

)
dudϕ+

(
r̄
[
r̄ρ2C2 cosh2 α+ 2a2M cos2 θ

]

ρ2C4 cosh4 α

)
dθ2

+

(
4a2Mr̄D2 cos θ

ρ2C4 cosh2 α

)
dθdϕ+

(
D2
[
B2C2 cosh2 α+ a2∆cos2 θ

]

ρ2C4 cosh2 α

)
dϕ2,

(F.7)

where the parameters are given by

ρ2 := A2 − a2
D2

C2
, ∆ := r̄2 − 2Mr̄ + a2,

A2 := r̄2 + a2, B2 := A4 − a2∆,

C := 1 + tanhα sin θ, D := tanhα+ sin θ ,

(F.8)

77Notice that we have written the metric (and its expansion (F.7) in the generalized Bondi–Sachs coordinates)

in the signature (−,+,+,+), as is used in this paper, rather than the signature (+,−,−,−) used in [151].
78We have used the same notation as [151]. Some of these notations such as ρ conflict with the notation we

used in the paper. This hopefully will not make any trouble for the careful reader.
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and α = α(r, a,M) is given by [151, Eq. (38)]

α(r̄) = −
∫ ∞

r̄

ads√
s4 + a2s2 + 2a2Ms

. (F.9)

Large-r̄ expansion in the generalized Bondi–Sachs coordinates. We can now take

the large-r̄ behavior of the metric (F.7).

In the following, we would need the large-r̄ expansion of α. We have (r̄ ≥ 0)

α = −
∫ ∞

r̄

ads√
s4 + a2s2 + 2a2Ms

= −
∫ ∞

r̄

ads

s2

(
1− a2

2s2
− a2M

s3
+O(s−3)

)

= −
∫ ∞

r̄

ads

s2
+O(s−4)

= −a
r̄
+O(r̄−3).

(F.10)

The components of the Kerr metric in the large-r̄ expansion are given as follows. First, we

have

ḡuu = −1 +
2Mr̄

ρ2
= −1 +

2M

r̄
+O(r̄−2),

ḡur̄ = −ρ
2

B

= −1− a2

r̄2

(
1

2
− D2

C2

)
+O(r̄−3)

= −1 +
a2

r̄2

(
1

2
− cos2 θ

)
+O(r̄−3),

(F.11)

where in the case of gur̄, we have used the fact that as r̄ ! ∞, then α(r̄) ! 0, which implies

tanhα ∼ α! 0. Hence,

D2

C2
=

(
tanhα+ sin θ

1 + tanhα sin θ

)2

∼ (tanhα+ sin θ)2(1− tanhα sin θ)2

∼ sin2 θ + 2 tanhα sin θ cos2 θ,

∼ sin2 θ − 2a

r̄
sin θ cos2 θ,

(F.12)

where we have used (F.10) in the last line. In the expansion of gur̄, we only use the first term.
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Next, we have

ḡuθ = −
(
1− 2Mr̄

ρ2

)
a cos θ

C2 cosh2 α

= −
(
1− 2M

r̄

)
(a cos θ)(1− 2 tanhα sin θ) +O(r̄−2)

= −
(
1− 2M

r̄

)
(a cos θ)

(
1 + 2

a

r̄
sin θ

)
+O(r̄−2)

= −a cos θ + 2a cos θ

r̄
(M − a sin θ) +O(r̄−2),

(F.13)

where in the third line, we have used (F.10). Next, we have

ḡuϕ = −2aMr̄

ρ2
D2

C2

= −2aM

r̄

(
1− a2

r̄2

(
1− D2

C2

))
D2

C2

= −2aM sin2 θ

r̄
+O(r̄−2),

(F.14)

where in the third line, we have use (F.12). Next, we have written the expansion for gθθ

ḡθθ =
r̄(r̄ρ2C2 cosh2 α+ 2a2M cos2 θ)

ρ2C4 cosh4 α
. (F.15)

Since there are terms of order r̄2, we ignore all terms of order r̄−n with n ≥ 1. The second

term can be expanded as

2a2r̄M cos2 θ

ρ2C4 cosh4 α
=

2a2M cos2 θ

r̄

(
1− a2

r̄2

(
1− D2

C2

))(
1 +

4a

r̄
sin θ

)(
1− 2a2

r̄2

)

∼ O(r̄−1),

(F.16)

and can be safely ignored. The first term gives

r̄2

C2 cosh2 α
= r̄2

(
1− 2 tanhα sin θ + 3 tanh2 α sin2 θ

)
(1− α2) +O(r̄−1)

= r̄2
(
1 +

2a

r̄
sin θ +

3a2

r̄2
sin2 θ

)(
1− a2

r̄2

)
+O(r̄−1)

= r̄2 + 2ar̄ sin θ + a2(3 sin2 θ − 1) +O(r̄−1).

(F.17)

Putting together, we thus have

ḡθθ = r̄2 + 2ar̄ sin θ + a2(3 sin2 θ − 1) +O(r̄−1). (F.18)
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Next,

ḡθϕ =
2a2Mr̄ cos θD2

ρ2C4 cosh2 α

=
2a2M cos θ

r̄

(
1− a2

r̄2

(
1− D2

C2

))(
1 +

4a

r̄
sin θ

)(
1− a2

r̄2

)
+O(r̄−2)

=
2a2M cos θ

r̄
+O(r̄−2).

(F.19)

Finally, we have

ḡϕϕ =
D2(C2B2 cosh2 α+ a2∆cos2 θ)

ρ2C4 cosh2 α
. (F.20)

The first term can be expanded as

D2B2

ρ2C2
=
(
sin θ − a

r̄

)2(
r̄2 + a2 − 2Ma2

r̄

)(
1− a2

r̄2
cos2 θ

)(
1 +

2a

r̄
sin θ +

3a2

r̄2
sin2 θ

)
+O(r̄−1)

=
(
r̄2 sin2 θ − 2ar̄ sin θ + a2 + a2 sin2 θ

)(
1 +

2a

r̄
sin θ +

3a2

r̄2
sin2 θ

)
+O(r̄−1)

= r̄2 sin2 θ − 2ar̄ sin θ cos2 θ + a2(1− 4 sin2 θ cos2 θ) +O(r̄−1).

Similarly, the second term gives

a2 cos2 θD2∆

ρ2C4 cosh2 α
= a2 sin2 θ cos2 θ +O(r̄−1).

We thus get

ḡϕϕ = r̄2 sin2 θ − 2ar̄ sin θ cos2 θ + a2(1 − 3 sin2 θ cos2 θ) +O(r̄−1). (F.21)

Large-r expansion in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates. We can now find the luminosity

radius in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates through the relation gθθgϕϕ − g2θϕ = r4 sin2 θ to write

down r̄ in terms of r. By substituting the components of the metric in (F.1) and solving for

r, we find that79

r̄ = r + aF (θ) +
a2

8r
G(θ) +O(r−2), (F.22)

where
F (θ) := cot(2θ) cos θ,

G(θ) :=
1 + 4 sin2 θ − 8 sin4 θ

sin2 θ
.

(F.23)

We now do a coordinate transformation from the GBS X̄ := {u, r̄, θ, ϕ} to the Bondi–Sachs

coordinates X := {u, r, θ, ϕ} using

gµν(X) =
∂X̄ µ̄

∂Xµ

∂X̄ ν̄

∂Xν
ḡµ̄ν̄(X̄)

∣∣∣∣
X̄=X̄(X).

(F.24)

79Note that we have solved this equation in the large-r limit. In principle, one can find the exact solution

and write d2sGBS in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates. However, the large-r form of the solution is enough for our

purpose, and hence we restrict ourselves to that situation.
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First, notice that

∂r̄

∂r
= 1− a2

8r2
G(θ),

∂r̄

∂θ
= aF ′(θ) +

a2

8r
G′(θ)

= − a

2 sin2 θ
(2 sin θ sin(2θ) + cos θ cos(2θ))− a2

4r

(
4 sin(2θ) +

cos θ

sin3 θ

)
.

(F.25)

We get

guu(X) = ḡuu(X̄)
∣∣∣
X̄=X̄(X)

= −1 +
2M

r
+O(r−2). (F.26)

Next, we have80

gur(X) =
∂r̄

∂r
ḡur(r̄)

∣∣∣∣
X̄=X̄(X)

=

(
1− a2

8r2
G(θ)

)(
−1 +

a2

r̄2

(
1

2
− cos2 θ

))∣∣∣∣
X̄=X̄(X)

= −1 +
a2

r2

(
1

2
− cos2 θ +

1

8
G(θ)

)
+O(r−4).

(F.27)

Next component is

guθ(X) = ḡuθ(X) +
∂r̄

∂θ
ḡur̄(X)

=
a cos θ

2 sin2 θ
+
a cos θ

4r

(
8M +

a

sin3 θ

)
+O(r−2).

(F.28)

The other components are given by

guϕ(X) = ḡuϕ(X) = −2aM sin2 θ

r
+O(r−2), (F.29)

and

gθθ(X) = ḡθθ(X) = r2 +
a

sin θ
r +

a2

2 sin2 θ
+O(r−1), (F.30)

and

gθϕ(X) = ḡθϕ(X) =
2a2M cos θ

r
+O(r̄−2), (F.31)

and finally

gϕϕ(X) = ḡϕϕ(X) = r2 sin2 θ − ar sin θ +
a2

2
+O(r−1). (F.32)

80This expansion has been done in [88, Appendix D]. However, there is a discrepancy between our gur com-

ponent in (7.35) and the expression in the latter reference. This discrepancy is important in the construction

of shear CAB as we do in §F.2.
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F.2 Gravitational Casimir functionals

Having the metric in the Bondi–Sachs coordinates, we can now compute the Casimir func-

tionals for the Kerr metric. We do this in a few steps.

Covariant mass and covariant momentum. We next compute covariant mass and mo-

mentum. Consider the metric in the Bondi gauge given in (7.1) with coefficients for the

large-r expansion as in (7.2). From (7.1), we see that

guA = −ΓABΥ
B +O(r−3)

= −
(
qAB +

1

r
CAB

)(
1

2
DCC

CB +
1

r

(
2

3
J B − 1

2
CBCDDCDC − 1

16
∂B(CCDC

CD

))
+O(r−3)

= −1

2
qABDCC

CB +
1

r

(
2

3
JA − 1

16
∂A(CCDC

CD)

)
+O(r−2).

If we denote the coefficient of r(n) in the large-r expansion of gµν as g
(n)
µν , we see that

JA =
3

2
g
(−1)
uA +

3

32
∂A(CBCC

BC). (F.33)

On the other hand, from (7.1) and (7.2), we have

gur = −e2β = −1− 2β +O(r−4)

= −1 +
1

16

CABC
AB

r2
+O(r−4),

(F.34)

and hence, we have

CABC
AB = 16g(−2)

ur . (F.35)

Together with (F.33), we thus conclude that

JA =
3

2

(
g
(−1)
uA + ∂Ag

(−2)
ur

)
. (F.36)

On the other hand, we can compute the covariant mass as follows

M =M +
1

8
NABCAB

=M +
1

16
∂u(CABC

AB)

=M + ∂ug
(−2)
ur ,

(F.37)

where in the third line, we have used (F.35). Using these formulas, we can write the explicit

form of covariant mass M and covariant momentum J = JAdσA; the former is easy: Note

from (F.27) that gur is u-independent and hence (F.37) implies

M =M. (F.38)
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On the other hand, we see from (F.27), (F.28), (F.29), and (F.36) that

Jθ = +3aM cos θ,

Jϕ = −3aM sin2 θ.
(F.39)

Hence, the covariant momentum one-form is given by

J = 3aM(cos θ dθ − sin2 θ dϕ). (F.40)

Having the expression for the covariant mass and covariant momentum, we are now ready to

construct the Casimir functional for the Kerr metric.

Asymptotic shear for the Kerr metric. Before proceeding further and for completeness,

let us record the components of the asymptotic shear tensor CAB for the Kerr metric, and

confirm (F.35). From (7.1) and (7.2d), we look into the components

r2ΓABdσ
AdσB = (r2qAB + rCAB +O(r0))dσAdσB , A,B = θ, ϕ, (F.41)

from which it follows that

CAB = g
(1)
AB , A,B = θ, ϕ, (F.42)

From (F.30), (F.31), and (F.32), we find that

Cθθ =
a

sin θ
,

Cθϕ = Cϕθ = 0,

Cϕϕ = −a sin θ.

(F.43)

Taking into account that81

Cθθ = qθθqθθCθθ =
a

sin θ
,

Cθϕ = Cϕθ = 0,

Cϕϕ = qϕϕqϕϕCϕϕ = − a

sin3 θ
,

(F.44)

we can compute

CABC
AB =

2a2

sin2 θ
. (F.45)

It is easy to see that

(F.35)− (F.45) = 16g(−2)
ur − 2a2

sin2 θ

= 16a2
(
1

2
− cos2 θ +

1

8
G(θ)

)
− 2a2

sin2 θ

= 0,

(F.46)

which confirms the expression (F.35).

81Recall that we raise and lower indices by the leading order round metric qAB on the sphere.
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Moment map for the Kerr metric. The next piece of information is the moment map

µKerr
gbms : Γ

Kerr
ENR ! gbms∗ for the gbms action on ΓKerr

ENR, the non-radiative strongly electric phase

space for the Kerr spacetime. From (7.21) and (F.38) (which implies DAM = 0), we conclude

that

µKerr
gbms(M) = m, µKerr

gbms(2
−1J ) = j. (F.47)

Recall that j = jAdσ
A. We are now in a position to construct phase space quantities, i.e.

gravitational vorticity, gravitational Casimirs, and gravitational spin charge, for the Kerr

metric.

Gravitational vorticity. The gravitational vorticity for the Kerr metric can be computed

easily. From (7.22), we see that

wKerr := µKerr
gbms

∗(w(m, j))

=
1

2
M− 2

3 ǫAB∂A

(
M− 2

3JB
)
,

(F.48)

which using (F.38) and (F.39) can be explicitly written as

wKerr = −3aM− 1
3 cos θ, (F.49)

where we have used ǫθϕ = 1
sin θ .

Gravitational Casimir functionals. Next, we compute the gravitational Casimir func-

tionals using (7.23)

Cn(Γ
Kerr
ENR) := µKerr

gbms
∗
(Cn(gbms))

=

∫

S

M 2
3wnǫ.

(F.50)

This can be explicitly computed using (F.49) and (F.38) as

Cn(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =

∫

S

M 2
3wnǫ,

=
1

4π
· (−3a)n ·M 2−n

3 ·
∫

S

dθdϕ cosn θ sin θ,

(F.51)

where the factor of 1/4π in the second line comes from our normalization of integrals over

the sphere (see (3.1)). We thus end up with the explicit form of the gravitational Casimirs

for the Kerr metric

Cn(Γ
Kerr
ENR) =





(−3a)n

n+ 1
M

2−n
3 , n = 0, 2, 4, . . . ,

0, n = 1, 3, 5, . . . .

(F.52)

In deriving this expression, we used

∫ π

0

dθ cosn θ sin θ =





2

n+ 1
, n = 0, 2, 4, . . . ,

0, n = 1, 3, 4, . . . .

(F.53)
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